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THE MORNING
FOR

THE

FAMILY,

FREEWILL

whom

morsy,

letters

all

&c., should be

designed for publication

should he

of

The Santals seem to be more and more
waking up to the importance of learning

to the

how to read and write, and they understand.

communications

All

gent.

addressed

made

mandal

of a sidewalk of huge cut stones ; and catch-

that it is the Christian religion
which
brings them these privileges.
Another interesting feature of this trip
has been work for the women and girls.
My wife and the Christian school girls who
All Postmasters -are obliged to
registered letter.
accompanied
us, went from house to house
go.
do
to
requested
whenever
register letters
Moneys thus sent will be at our risk. Otherwise Jin the villages where we camped and talk-

NEWSPAPER
1.

Any person

from this office.

DECISIONS.

who takes

a newspaper regularly

from the post-ofice—whether

another's, or whether he has
responsible for the payment.

directedto his name or

subscribedor not—is
2

2, Ifa persdn orders. ms paper discontinued, he
must pay all arrearage#, or the publisher may con-

tinue to send it until

paymentis made, and collect the

whole amount, ‘Whether the paper is taken from the
eflice or not.
:
ib
3. The courts have decided that refusingto take
newspapers and periodicals from the post-ofiice,or
removing and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
facie evidence of intentional fraud.

went home from the:

{ Bhimpore last month
{in vain-to Throw
days we

te

A A

WEDNESDAY,

it off.

who it

| The old man confessed

Marvel not at thy life !—patience shall see

and

The

{ tender beneath for goods (there is, howheart, |
ever, a smaller steam elevator at a differtrying

four or

personally

the:

was

said

had

up earnest petitions for pardon

of sins and |

the guidance and help of the spirit,

inspect | father

and *mother.”

May

»

Oh, formore such

men for this great Santal field! - The Lord
will surely send. them, for ds the field opens
and the work increases, He will supply the
laborers. 1 feel as sure of this as I do that |

we shall get rain next July for the rice
crop, indeed, much more so.
And it greatly gratifies me to hear these dear brethren
express their firm faith in God.
Their sim-

ple,

strong

faith often

cheers

God

hear

¥

New York Correspondence.

way the other day. It is, no doubt, a very
sightly and harmonious structure, French
enough, costly enough and stylish enough,
to become fashionable as a residence, if living in flats can be made by any means a

we selected three

“central ,points ip the heart of the Santal
country and had the teachers bring their
schools to one of these. The first of these

fashionable American amusement.

As yet,

the economy of the expedient alone has
was Tudming, a fine lirge Santal village,’ attracted our attention. People who have

At this

point three teachers brought their schools
together for examination. ‘The next point

At

are not hodked (because they can not
| be without infringing a patent) and are,
| therefore, liable*to lose their hold, as ex-

and unshared modern dwell-

Mr. Stevens's magnificent

was

Kuilibad,

pile

This is Broadway, on 27th street,

It would be
presumptuous to suppose that so ‘experienced a caterer to American. taste and fashion as Paran Stevens has put seven or eight
hundred thousand dollars into a building of

the home of Badharam and Lachu, brothers

and excellent teachers. At, each of the last
two places a Sabbath wag spent, which gave
us a better opportunity * for preaching.
There being still a few days left, after these this sort, without some actual demand for
eighteen schools had been inspected, we flats from people able and willing to pay
turned about and came to Bhimpore ‘and | the "extravagant rents required to meet the

passed last Sabbath with the disciples there.

interest, taxes and insurance.
But on the
other hand, no one who is well acquaint-

80 youhave a brief plan of the month’s
work, Now let me cite a few points of

Sposial interest in connection
:

with

Pe.

this

!

First, I may say, the people seem delighted to see their children learning.
It was
‘worth going miles to see the eager, grateful interest which, the parents took in their
R

\

A

A

sbre

and

{ndepeén-

|

i"

Origin of Seribner’s Monthly, |
cotint of the origin of Srribner’s Monthly :
It appears that Dr. Holland had waited
Christian culture in an organ

that should
and

the power of a vast popularity,

art,

and

to. the ex-

Dr. Holland it at last settled into a determi-

do who have English blood.
In fine, the
thing will draw, if 1 mistake not, tenants

nate shape and faith. Two years before the
commencement of Scribner’s Monthly, Dr.
Holland and Russell C. Smith of Lafayette,
Indiana, casually met in Switderland. In
the intimacy of congenial Christian souls in
such eircumstances they soon found out each
other's thoughts, and found them coincident

of “Continental-European predilections, to
some extent, and beyond that class will

Both were in pecuniary circumstances,

than can fully escape by the central shaft,
around which they are stacked. The French
like this crowded, contact and

ous atmosphere, much

not be successful.

close, flavor-

better than people

Eighteen suites have

of small

means,

or of

small

)2

The National S. $5. Convention held at
Newark, New Jersey, three years ago, adto

meet

at

Indianapolis, Indiana,

on the 16th of April,
many-of the
the

several

named

1872.

Accordingly,

Sunday-school
states

time

workers

convened

and

place.

at

Some

from

the above

few of the

states were not heard from, but others were

largely represented.

California, Utah

and

the five civilized Indian tribes, had a voice
in the Convention.
The Canadas, Ireland
and India were represented.
Professor
Gillet, of Jacksonville, Illinois, was called

in this.

Convention,

the kind

we

country.

have

exceeded

anything of

ever witnessed

in this

Apart from stirring the soul and

kindling the fires anew in many

hearts, the

fire that will be carried out from this Centralized effort, not only into many parts of

free

of that

kind

as proof that the apparatus is

safe

+ Now for the apartments. There are 24
suites, or will be when all are finished, and
their total rental will be about $80,000 per
annum.
There are tobe four suites on
floor ; there are now three,’ and there is

a
a

or

British

sisting of five clergymen and five laymen,
representing the several leading denominations ‘in the country.
To this number two
members from Canada are to be added, and
also at the discretion of the committee, as

the circumstances iy require, a few competent men may be added from the South.
The discussions of the Convention chiefly
turned upon the

these ‘bed-rooms are allowed. to each suite,
besides small. rooms suitable for the same

reaping of the harvest.
ever, seemed to be the

room, bath-room, &c.

Also

a hose closet

on-each floor, with a two-inch hose, nozzled,
and long enough fo reach the remot|

est part of the flat. Yet the whole building is fire-proof,the floors and stairs throughout being of iron, stone and masonry exclusively.
:
To get an idea of one’s dwelling in this
establishment, imagine

dred.

a

hal!

Word

of God, the

grain,

and

and sizes wanted

is,inconvenient-

ly, across the street—I mean the hall. All
the rooms communicate by inner doors;

all are warnied ‘with hot air, and the halls
and

gas,

are of fine marble, and the grate casings
and

and

scattering

of the

bare

the gathering of the golden
made

in the work of Christian Union, in the
adoption of one session for all—in the elevation of God's werd, in a departure from |

Humanisms and in a thirsting for the pure
and unadulterated water of life. May we
not pray for the hastening of the time when

a nation in this spontaneous way will be

born in a day?

A. X. SHOBMAKER.

does it signify? We have sinned, and
call comé to God through a mediator only.
In the name of Jesus we can approach the
throne, and in no'other. Deists have no ac‘cess to God. No prayer avails which ignores Christ. But his name gives efficiency
to the feeblest petition. ‘‘Whatsoever ye ask

in my name” is a broad assurance.

Would

the poor rejoice could they use a rich man’s
name at bank? We are more highly favored. ¢All things are yours,” because Christ
issyour endorser. Let is use His name
with reverence,

love,

gratitude

It is a great privilege.
of life,

security,

We should

pray

and

faith.

It is our guarantee

peace,

and

A Stylé of Burying.
Chamber's Encyclopedia has the follow-

ing

fenders

are

explanation of the custowa of burial

with the feet toward the east:

‘“ The custom of venerating the 'east was
perpetuated by the early Christian Church
from ‘various circumstances mentioned in
the sacred record. It was said that Christ
had been placed in the tomb with his feet
toward the east, and at the Day of Judgment he should come from the eastward in

silver plated and gilded, in the chief rooms.

The woodwork is handsomely done in black

From these various circum-

stances the building of churches with the
chancel to-the east, bowing to the east on

‘uttering the name of

of its hall,

change

will ask, for preferring one

which

namber, and door plate, like the

door of any house.

has its
front

:

And now, what are the inducements, you

of these flat

Jesus, and burying

with the feet to the east, were introduced as
customs in the church. It is a curious instance of the inveteracy of popular custom,

ments, at equal rents,no matter how sumpt-

houses, shut up and hidden in a pile of the

uous the apartments may
be made.
| After a survey of the striking exterior, I

ly elegant and well-appointed, at the same

same, tier on tier, to a vertical house equal-

tained in the old ¢hurgh-yards, nor is it un-

in England

and

Scot»

land, na attention appears to be paid to the
old punctilio, thé nature of the ground alone

being

graves.”

considered

in the

disposition

came

for

making

the

were covered

with white cotton cloth, and their sides lined
with rich men and women who

vied with each

other in presenting refreshments to the many
hundreds who carried the ponderous parts of the

days’

labor

the

old

umbrella

came down

It wasa ponderous

thing

resembling

on the top of

the pagoda, and at a signal, men and women below pulled on the great ropes and up, and up it
went. Ancther signal, ahd snap! went one of
the great ropes, and then the pulleys would not -

work.

A mada scene followed.

The women tore

their hair, and the men prayed, but it was of no
avail. The sun disappeared which was a signal

for the peagple to ‘return.

Again, the crowd as-

sembled,
fle mischief was repaired, up went the
umbrella, and as it went, two Shans were hurled
into eternity. A. man slipped his hold and as he

Come
.

and

was

sympathizingly

‘a

in his

of his thirsty soul famishing for the water

straightway fell at the Saviour’s feet,

From

that hour, he dates the dawning of a new
Jight and the beginningof a new life,—Selected.

The Believer’s Peace.
Does your little child, for whom

you have

has

perfect

ly banish the thought as ‘unworthy.—
Chr estian Weekly.

who

suppose

It has not

one attribute

Half

of it, necessarily.

the |

nature is good digestion, that is

all. Half the time, good nature is nerves
well sheathed in adipose matter. Many

men do not feel, and are not irritated ; and
why should they not be kind and easy-going? Why, we canshow you hundreds of
blessed, sweet-cheeked, sunny-faced,plump-

They

go

through

the world

not under-value them.

lubricate the ways oflife, but they

of

active ; it does not suffer for the

doing good to’ other people.

sake

of

There are

many-rough, severe men, who, though they
will hew you with their tongue, will put
forth ten times as much true love for you
as these waxy-cheeked, good-natured
’
i

Last year 772 churches

to recognize

the

reported a

value

of Christian -

OF

fap

GANGES.

The Ganges is the" sacred river .of the Hindus.
It flows for more than 2000 miles through the finest parts of India. The evergreen fields, the
beautiful flowers of every hue, the bamboo cottages amid groves of tamarind, palm and banyan
trees, make up most charming landscapes. The
natives flock to'this river, not only to worship
the.idols in the temples that crowd its banks, but
to pay divine honors to the river itself, which
they regard as a geddess, named Gunga.
Not
only do they look upon the water as holy, hut
the fish, frogs, snakes, snails, leeches. and even

the mud,

are held to be sacred,

In

~

ove of the

Hindu writings, it is said, “ O goddess! The
owl that lodgesin: the hollow of a tree, on thy
banks, is exalted beyond
measure, while the
king whose palace is far from thee, though he
may possess a million of stately elephants, is
nothing!”
A few drops of its water make the
soul pure, and daily bathing in it makes a man
happy in this world und in the world to come.
One day in the year, many thousands of the people come from all parts to the river. They carry.
with them, rice, cloth, fruit and sweetmeats, and
hang rows of beautiful flowers across the river.

melted

At other

butter

are floated on

times, they make small ©

of straw and place oh them

little earthen

vessels of oil; and when it grows durk,they light

«

&he lamps and send the rafts floating down the
river. As they light thousands at once, the riv-

er seems blazing with stars. It looks very pret .
ty, but it is shocking to think that they trust to it
for the salvation of their souls.
:
”
TURKEY.
About a gear since, ‘‘ Robert College,’through
much earnest,

sacrificing, missionary

labor was

opened for students at Constantinople.

Tt has

proudly handsome buildings oecupying one of
the finest sites on the Bosphorus with its more:

than 150 students, and

thus

been

Hamlin,

wonderful.

graduate with

Dr.

far, its success has
its President, a

highest honors

from

one of our

New England colleges nearly 40 years ago, is the
founder of this college.
He is spoken of as one

ing and trairing of a college
idea on the soilof Turkey.

that good nature is kindness.
good

Miss. Her.

fitted in a rare degree for the work of the plant-

Good. Nature.

time

of the

and the Sabbath-schools is reckoned at about
850,000. The terrible lesson taught by the Sepoy

rafts
v

Has your Heaven-

persons

is over 800.

Lamps filled with

ly Father ever been less loving to you than
you have been to your child? You instant-

are many

April No.

membership of nearly 71,000.
The Christian
communities numbered 273,478 while the number in regular attendance upon public worship

the water.

trust in your love and wisdom, distress him-

There

A writer in the

says, few persons are aware of the amount of
evangelical labor now devoted to India or of the
progress made there especially during the last
ten years.
It is estimated that the number of
‘places in which the gospel is regalarly preached

WORSHIP

of lite; he thought of .that living fountain
opened in the gospel; he believed, and

lesson from your child?

telling the

missions as'a most important agency in the elevation of India. The testimony of some of them,
among whom is Lord Nupier, governor of the
Madras Presidency, is all.any friend of missions
can desire.
s

face, and inquired, with the artlesspess and
simplicity of childhood: “Pa, if you were
dry, wouldn't you go and get a drink of water?” The father started as if a voice from
heaven had fallen®on his ear. He thought

who

lungs in

people of a more excellent way.

Rebellion has done something in leading English

Drink.

and

larger books, and heavily

capacityof their

statesmen

praying woman.
She left him, one evening,
in charge of his little girl of three years of
age. After her departure, his anxiety of
mind became so great, that he walked the
room in his agony. The little girl noticed
his agitation, and inquired : **What ails you,
pa?” He replied, “Nothing,” and endeavored to quiet his feelings, but all in vain,

ever cared tenderly,

taxing the

and

a

The child looked up

920,000 tracts besides

rest.

ought not to call themselves by false names,
common still to set down churches with a Good. nature is a
thing. It is far
scrupulous regard to east and west. In more physical than mental. And it is not
modern cemeteries

time

grace

glorious revivals on every hand, “for Christ's
sake.”
:

walnut.
Each suite has its bath-room, per- that what savored of old usage was set aside
fectly appointed, Each is entirely cut off as Popish by the reformers, the - practice of bodied men who
We do
from the vest of the building by the door burying with the feet to the east being main- kindly.

at the entrance

the

eternal

for abundant

self with the thought that perhaps to-morrow you will suddenly desert him in some
hour of great need? No, the thought never
for an instant occurs to him, He has ever
found you faithful, and can you not learn a

Chicago, III.

wash- i440 poavens,

bowls, water-glosets, and every conven:
ience, wherever appropriate. - The mantels
and even the hearth pans

seed,

As a result, a great stride has been

of doors

in a family, and eleven or twelve in num-

closets, ' pantries, water

of the

The key-note,howstudy of the pure

sheaves.

it on one side, into a series

of rooms, of all the kinds

sowing

over a hun-

feet- long, with a series

opening from

the

of lessons for the selection of which a committee of ten have been appointed, con-

seventh floor, appropriated to servants’ bedrooms,and divided into two departments,for
males and females, respectively.
Two of

building with water in every kitchen, bed-

-embracing

America, and

.As

change, the streets for two miles

contact with another man, and both were dashed
tleman to effect a purchase of the interest of to the bottom where they gasped and were gone,
1t was estimated that 70,000 people were present
the editorial’partner in Hours at Home. Aft- a portion of
the time, all of whom brought offerer the travelers had all returned home, in ings to the umbrella, some very costly. One old
the followin year an appointment
was Burman nun cut off her finger and made a taper
made, and the trio met in New York. But of it which she burned before the umbrella.
to this meeting each broughs a changed con- Hundreds of men and women cut off’ their hair
and a large mass of it was rolled in yellow
viction and presentiment, and the three
cloth, tapers encased in gold and stuck over
burdens were found to be precisely identi- with costly gems and.stones were planted in
cal!
showy, golden vases, all of which were to be
i
pee nl
We
a.
burned when the umbrella was placed on the top
“For Christ's : Sake.
of the pagoda.
3
The missionaries at Rangoon ‘industriously imThus, remarks the Baptist Union, we close proved the opportunity of spreading gospel truth
our prayers. Is it a“mere form? What through this assembled multitude, giving away

United States, and adopting a uniform series

the Canadas,

century,

went roliing down the rough pagoda he came in

in

tection. Still, you see, I survived to tell
the tale, and most people take experience

Convention,

making a large ‘gold umbrella to take the place
of the one that has been doing service nearly a

ed, several hundred Shans were

his feelings even from his wife, who

S. S.

temple of

which enough was said to induce that gen-

Vipr.

The National S. S. Convention.

journed

also the most sacred

Burmah, the. people believing it covers a pitin
which gre deposited the hair and some of the
bones of their last Buddha, Gaudama,
Ninetyseven years ago, a large umbrella was hoisted
over the top of tlre pagoda, which, from the upper terrace, is 865 feet high, For more than two
years, the king of Burmah hus been engagedin

before it.

with regard to the further business of life.

Scribner,

.

u mass of barrel hoops.
- When the new umbrella was about to be hoist-

The result was a letter to Mr.

persons

families and lowly tastes.

re

pretty well broken, and hundreds bowed down

for

for two months, and only three

Mission Field.
BURMAH.

eral

of them are yet occupied and two or Ble
more bespoken. The cheapest ones are the
onestaken, so far. I conclude that living in
flats will never prevail in America except
as it may be made an economical resource

ready

a

18

great umbrella, and to thousands-of footmen who
followed with dancers and musicians. After sev-

to chose their course indifferent to gain, and
inclined to attempt something for the reformation of the popular press. For a third,
Charles Scribney was already with them,
heart and hand. ‘The new ally (Mr. Smith)
was the exact complement required to bring
the deliberations of years to a practical issue.

been

v

=

ie

Number

school, contains

many years for the opportunity to vindicate
yoke the charms of literature

rh

Rangoon, thie site of the Baptist Mission Theo.

that is about al. Housekeeping is made “press service of the highest interests of man.
easy. Even the laundry appointments are The late Mr. Scribner cherished something
complete within the suite, including steam of the same desire, and had long sought Dr.
drying closets. But the windows are small, | Holland's .eo-operation ; meanwhile going
many of, the rooms are, necessarily, never forward with ‘Hours at Home” aud Dr.
visited by the sun,and the general feeling of Sherwood. Thus the subject had been at
the establishment is one of closeness and once experimented on, and revolved for
confinement. Four kitchens in a cluster,and years in the different minds, and in that of

six clusters piled one above another, mast
yield more heat and aroma of their own

4
Ey

ms

The¥Nowing presents an interesting ac-

ternational

bell,

dwellings for apart

~

that have befallen elevators, and for the rest
of which the ratchets are’little or no pro-

ed with the genius of our country, can
suppose that real American families, are
likely, to any . considerable extent, to ex-

independent

Bp

During a revival in a town in Ohio, a
man who had beén very worldly-minded
was awakened, but for some time concealed

| perience has proved. Also that this kind
of accident is but one of half a dozen kinds

occupying

twelve miles more to the right where nine one side of the block from Fifth Avenue to

schools were brought together.

its inlividuplity

Nr

this land but into the Old World as well,
will work the best results. The Convention passed upon matters of great importance, such as resolving itself into an In-

row,save the kitchen, which

elegant

The

selested

the ‘ratch-

their

more exactly, from $2,300 to $6,000 per
annum~—the exchange is now offered by

point

that if the

ber. You have here a good sized house,
stretched out on one floor and in a straight

this place six schools met for examination.
other

the hall on every floor;

from $3,000 to $6,000 per annuin to spare
for rent, have not turned longing eyes from
ings, to the superior privacy, convenience
and dignity of a flat! At such rents—

furtherteacher

we have, of whom I shall speak agaih.

rise

marble stairs, with a eostly bal-

purpose, in the suites. There are, also, up
New YORK, April 26, 1872.
| here, three enormous iron water-tanks, as
| large as small cottages, which are kept filli+
OF A FRENCH ROOF.
The French roof I acknowledge as one ed: by steam pumps, and supply theavhole

architectural whole designed in harmony
with it. As such, the three-storied French
roof of Paran Steveps’s new Apartment

bringing the schools to Gurbettah as formerly, which is a large Bengali village on
the high roadto Bancoorah, about thirty

was Kusumduhuri, fourteen miles
on, the home of Madhu, the best

of mar-

other side

that, but I point out to him that

the

of-my pet aversions; not without admitting
that it ‘may be the acceptable climax of an

us, as they

perhaps fourteen miles from here.

the

Oh,the | ets

pour out their prayers at the mercy seat.
This trip was to the north. “Instead of House struck me in walking down Broad-

‘miles from Midnapore,

On

ence of plan, style or fiish, between the
lowest and the highest stories.

all, and listened ea-

Mrs, Phil- | prayer and save them also, who now op- |
lips assisted me in this most interesting la- pose this young
disciple!
Lachu, B.'s |
hor, and we were: @uch ‘cheered by the | younger brother, also a school-master, ex- |
progress the pupils had made during
the | presses his purpose to forsake all for Christ, |
|
past year, The examinations were all held and some others do the same.
I hope the |
in Santal villages, and the people came to- good time for which we have prayed and
gether in great numbers to witness them, worked and looked so long is close at hand,’
so we had ample opportunities for preach- when there will be a mighty work of grave
ing.
‘Raju and Sanitan were with us and | among the Santals.
I hope to say more qf
rendered essential aid in both examining | these interesting eases in my next.
Pray
the pupils and preaching to the people. for them persotially, and for us also.
These brethren are growing in grace and
:
J.L.P
knowledge, and their earnestness and deus much.

broad

wall side and around

lost |

eighteen of the jungle schools.

'_.avotion please

fuel,&e.).

and the conductor assures me

Correspondence.

to

keting,

were well im-

| childlike simplicity of Santal prayers! They
wo
| touched our hearts and made us weep for
MipxaPore, INDIA, Feb. 28, 1872.
Poor Badbaran plead so earnestly,
i JoyYesterday we returned home from anoth- | 0) Lord, niy Saviour, do gire me strength
er month's work amongst the Santals.
It | to brave the opposition of my wif¢ and my
privilege

ent point, for the accommodation

five

determined to become a Christian.” Every
rope should break at any moment, the car
evening we had a prayer-meeting in the
would stop just where it happened to be,
tent, and both Madhu and Badharan offered |
supported by the safety ratchets. . I know

The perfect work of wisdom to her given;
Hold fast thy soul through this high mystery,
And it shall lead thee to the gates of heaven.
— Frances Anne Kemble.

our

is affable and courteous as those in high

|
|
|
|

Complain not of thy life !—for what art thou
More than thy fellows, that thou shouldst not
weep?
Brave thoughts still lodge beneath a furrowed
brow,
And the way-wearied have the sweetest sleep.

was

with speaking-tubes for orders and answers,
connecting with every suite of apartments
in the pile. The porter has a becoming
sense ~of the responsibility of his office, but

Meeting at

a heavy

rent, with

to the chair, as the former efficient officer,
gexly to the gospel. He promised me that |
It is against my rule ever to ride in an | George H. Stewart, Esq., of Philadelphia,
he would not persecute Madhu for. becom- |
elevator, unless furnished with all of the retired, each in turn making most stirring
ing a Christian. I shall not be surprised to | Otis safety principles, and this elevator is
addresses.
sce the father following. the son into the not of a sort that ought to be trusted with
The greetings were of a fraternal and
| Saviour’s fold.
As we were leaving Kushuman lives—as a long catalogue of acci- cordial character. The speeches, as a gen| umduhburi, Madbu begged the privilege of | dents of most diversified character have
eral thing, were most masterly efforts, the
accompanying us to Badharain’s village, |
proved.
Nevertheless, as it is new, and suggestions very valuable, the enthusiasm
our next camping-ground..
This looked
there is little chance of anything being out
hopeful, so we cheerfully consented. There of order with it so soon, I accept the invi- very great and it may be said without doing violence tothe occasion, that the Sunhe first fully decided to follow Christ.
One
tation to ascend. It runs very smoothly, day-school element and strength assembled
day he said, “Whatever it costs I am now

—

Struggle not with thy life !==the heavy doom
Resist not, it will bow thee like a slave;
Strive not, thou shalt not eonquer; to thy tomb
Thou shalt go crush’d and ground, though ne'er
so brave.

Missionary

trical bell-knobs and annunciators, together

all this continuous, up to the dizzy hight of
{ all faith in Santal gods and had been serv- |
the sixth floor above, and all the way in
| ing Hindu idols. He had recently been on
precisely the same style. It is a peculiaria pilgrimage to the sacred shrine of Gva
ty of this building, that there is no differand had also bathed in the holy anges, |

MAY 1, 1872.

—

with

spent at his village

| Madhu’s father,

8 SA

Life.
.

office. furniture, sets of elec-

| proved in pointing out to him his duty.
| ustrade on one hand, and a rich crimson
Raju and Sanatan worked nobly for his salhand-rope, in gilded terrets, on the other;
vation, and to their persistent, loving labor | alto
the Italian marble paneling at the
| be owes much.
1 bad several talks with |

Che Rlorning. Star.
ot

Teachers’

| laboring under deep conviction

2a When Agents receive premiums, no percentage
02 moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition,
gw We sénd no boaks out to be sold on commis.
sion, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
them.

i

usual

band and children, and until converted her- stations should always be, and answers all
self can never consent to either the educa- my questions with patient urbanity. After
tion or conversion of her children.
Thank jexamining the office arrangements, I venGod, a“better day is coming! Several ture into the grand vestibule, which I find
schools report girls. Madhu las eight and that I might have entered freely through
either of the three great pairs of double
the Bhimpore schogl nine.
doors.
This vestibule is twenty-five or
Still another most cheering thing in this |
thirty feet square. Its floor is of choice
month’s work has becn the conversion of |
marble, and its side-moldings and panels
Madhu and I hope two more of our Santal |
all around are of highly” finished variegated
school-masters,
Madhu's case is very |
Italian marble ‘in two kinds. On one side
clear and we never think of it without |
is a large steam elevator, with a sumptuous
thanking God for His great goodness. He |
car for persons, and an under apartment or

gcription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing

=

among

dy among the Santals is woman.
She
holds her sway over the® minds of her hus-

Each subscriber 18 particularly requested to note
the date on the label for the expiration of his subreminder

I find

myself in the side office of the porter, adjointtg the grand vestibule.
Here are,

than once that a great barrier to Christiani-

Papers are forwarded, until an explicit order is
received by the Publisher for their discontinpance,
and until payment of all arrearages is made as re:
‘
quired by law.

further

noistance in force, by entering here.

number of girls were got into the schools
a. year ago, and the same plan worked well
again. Your readers have been told more

ducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents
are particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as possible and thus save expenses.

‘year, without

ing sight of the porter’s figure through the
plate: zlass of a more modest door, a little
on one sitle, I prudently open my recon-

In this way quite a

ed with the women.

‘my mind to see what was inside.

portals with imposing adjuncts, such a
row of gigantic lamps on guard at the front
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;
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The workmen are still busy on most of the dence as a house, its own exclusive street
the control of its own
magnificent. stores and shops that look up- aspect and ‘entrance,
oh Fifth. Avenue, 27th street and Broad- entire facade, avenues and approaches for
way, from the first floor of the building, flowers and other ornaments, for company,
through their stately glass plates and be- entertainments, wedding¥ or funerals? Real
tween casings gorgeously decorated in ver- ly, the offsets to all thisare comparatively
milion, gold and blue. I approach Some- small. You haveno running up and down
what deferentially the triple range of lofty stairs, and no trouble with the furnace, and

miles on foot with their village school.

remittances

business,

on

the

gospel preached in their own tongue.
Some spectators and hearers came fifteen
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after the American
Gy

Miss West, for the past ten years a missionary
in Turkey, has had 200 girls ander instruction

that have

professed

Christianity, who

scattered along the Euphrates

+

are now

and Tigris, engag-

ed in teaching these truths to their country
women.
The Herald notices a visit of one of the mis--.
sionaries to the grave

of the ¢‘ Blind

.

Preacher,”

John Concordance, of tithe memory. He took
this opportunity to engrave a simple epitaph to
his

memory

on the

flat

stone

that

mgyrks

the

place. He sleeps in the cemetery of Havadorik,
a village of some fifty houses situated about half
way up a steep mountain side. The missionary

%ays, the man seemsto have left his imprint on
the village. Though he saw tokens of the most
the whole region, and “Iti the
abject poverty in

village more "than all, and though e found the
villagers wretchedly clad, and
living in such

dingy, dark abodes as he had neyer seen in Tur-

key, yet he says: * Those were happy days we
spetit- among that poverty stricken
people, We
found them so earnest, £0 rich in
faith, many of
surroundings.
the
of
little
thought
we
that
em.
But the Sabbath,—what a precious day it
was. A full house of such eager, earnest listen-

ers,—who

them”

could help preaching

-

v

the gospel to

3
ww

.

THE
-
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STAR,
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Other reforms aud questions affecting the assented to,
popular . weal, have

assumed

In the afternoon farther dis-

cussion was had on kindred subjects on the

proportions

that have proved too much for the onward festival ground.

Several

‘‘ Young Ben-

the a little fun at our expense began to urge us
most, not only help the most to remove “ to speak of many ‘things " and thus lead
obstacles from their path-way, but they, us into a trap. Caste was mentioned by
themselves, receive a polish thereby, that is one of them and he was asked
to define it.
giving them greater beauty continually.
He said it was regulated according to the
noticeable fact, that

Rolling Stones.
———

The old adage,—*‘A rolling
ers ng

stone

moss ,” has always been

gath-

considered

as representative. of those uneasy bodies
who, by their constant changes, fail to accomplish anything valuable. But there are

187.

duration ), but that mow it is with difficulty
they can raise Rs.100.

these stones shall be so polished and beauti- same staple article of food was common to
fied, that they shall be fit to be built together all. Then he said some ate things which
into one temple for the living God.
ought not to be eatén, such as pigs, fowls,
- But nowhere do we find the rolling-stone and many other things, and with such pers
and moss-covered-stone elements more fully
8 he could not eat. Christ's teaching on

to turn this adage over and look at the oth-

J

food one eats. . He was reminded that the

all

:

There are plenty of stones that do not roll
and that.do gather moss, which, if set rolling, would get their corners knocked off,
help to clear obstacles from their pathway,
and, if they rolled long enough, would get
some degree of polish; and in many" cases
these latter results would be of quite as
much importance as a moss covering would

exemplified, than in individual members

the same church.

should be there;

Nor,

is it strange

this subject was then rehearsed and it was
very clearly and fully proven that food

of

they

for the church represents

could not make

a

man

unclean, because it

all phases of character in' its membership; beArs no relation to the mind, the seat of
and so long as there are men who can not |moral uncleanness; it affects the body only.
see that the world has made any progress Another in the crowd thought he could
since they were boys, but, who denounce make a point here. He asked what sinned,
much that other men call progress, as con- the soul or the body, when a man steals.
be.
!
** Then,” said
There are nations, political parties, church- ceutrated folly, so long there will be a suffi- Of course we said the soul.
ves and individuals, who make it their spe- cient sprinkling of them in the churches, he ** if our acts are all of the ming, the act!
cial boast; that there is none of the rolling- to keep them from being fully equal to the of eating must be imeluded ; how is it, then,
that a man’s food can not make him ung
stone element about them; and the moss demands of the age.
Let it be proposed in a church to introduce | clean ?” He was reminded that the stomthat has gathered upon them is their special
something new. something not opposed to | ach is the first to act in all cases ;/it says to
delight.
the
spirit of Christanity, but opposed to the the mind, * T am_hungry;” the mind then
Among the nations, there was China, a
valuable stone, but’ all grown over withgthe customs and traditions of that church and how gives the order for food, the reason selects
moss of antiquity. Proud of her age and quickly certain members will point to the it and the hand conducts it to the mouth.
advancement, and feeling a hearty con- venerated toss; and with tearful eyes and | We claimed that our position was sustained
tempt for outside barbarians, she drew the trembling tones, talk as though in that that the food itself could not render us
mantle of conservatism close about her and moss of custom were concentrated the whole | morally unclean ; while we freely .admitted
If the rolling that we might defile ourselves and render
sat
half-asleep, while the other
nations essence of Christ's gospel.
moved onward, giving and receiving ben- stone element is in the minority, as restless | ourselves obnoxious to God’s law by eating
efit, util, finally, when she opened her as they may feel under the restraint, they | ‘and drinking things hurtful to our health,
eyes and looked out upon the world, she must put their feet in-the very foot-prints | but this did not in any wise affect the main
In that
found that the rolling stones were gather- left hy their fathers and grandfathers, ox | question ; it was but aside issue.
it is the improper selections made by
ing far more benefit from their rolling, than their religion is held at a discount, by thei. | case
brethren of the moss-covered element, ¢
|the
mind—the
vifiated ~appetite—which
she from the moss.
.
These last named brethren seem to forget | constitutes the sin;the thing taken does
In our country, there is at least one political party,
that has prided itself on its moss; that when Christ eame, though he never did not, ean not morally defile.
This cavil disposed of, our hearers were
and no wonder the moss has grown violence to the spirit of the teachings which
our object in eoming
there, for the old stone has been ¥mthe same the Jews had been receiving during the exhortedto consider
past centuries, he did very great violence: among them. They seemed to have the
position, for so long a time!
Anti-slavery, temperance and other giants to the feelings of the priests, scribes and impression that we came to fight them, te
have braced themselves and tried with all pharisees, who were so very earnest in per- rob them of their caste, or in some wayto
their might to push this stone into the road petuating the customs and traditions of the affect them deleteriously. ° Our object was
of progress; but slavery, intemperance and “Past; and they, poor: souls, thought Jesus then plainly stated; and they themselves
their colaborers have been so active, that did some dreadful thing when in some in- | were appealed to as witnesses,as to. whether
they have succeeded in keeping it in stances, he disregarded these precious | we had ever saidan evil word to them, or
| given them bad counsel, or in any way
its position.
Of late, however,
through traditions.
In the religiom, which Clirist established, | recommended to. them a course whieh, if
the combined efforts of the friends of progress, this stone has been so disturbed, that there is an adaptedness to people of all | followed, would result in disaster to thema great amount of slime and corruption countries and times ; but thereis no detailed | selves. They were constrained to admit
have been discovered beneath it; and it is list of observances prepared for any place ‘that we had done nothing of the kind.
:
:
Having *thus cooled their passion for opreported that certain copperheads have been | or time.
seen slinking away out of sight, as light | The right to devise methods for present- | position and secured their attention they
ing these truths to the finds-and hearts of | listened long and attentively for the truth.
has been let into the darkness.

~

has prevailed
upon him to hold a ineeting in

Well, he has started and does not wish to
go back—ocan not go back, and so continues
day, has the above passage been present: to to hold meetings and keeps on in the work
my mind, This is emphatically our itincr- with a longing to devotgpall his time to it,
Ye can not do the things that ye would.
Often, during the month

which

ends

to-

and is urged to do so by Christian friends,
Dec., both Mrs. Phillics and myself were and feels called upon to do so by the
compelled to lay aside work by an attack of thought of the scores of churches starving
chills and fever which continued to afflict to death threughout the’ country, mutely
us, more or less, till the end of the month. stretching out Macedonian hands to him
.
:
Meantime, we- had the attendance of our for help.
Now, it is not hard to imagine how a
Medical Missionary, and by the first of this
month, I was, by the divine blessing, in a true man with a fair share of common sense
condition to resume work, but Mrs. Phil- would feel under such circumstances. He
lips still suffered.
Twice, she so far got does not ignore education by any means,
the mastery of the disease, as to feel pretty he shrinks from. the cross simply because he
well,and by degrees resumed work, but she is not educated ;. but here is the burden uphas as often fallen back from a renewed at- an his heart, he feels that the Holy Spirit is
tack. On the 17th wlt., Mrs. P. left home for utging him forward, and he dare not - give
Jellasore and thence the following day to up. Now will some good brother who can

ating

season.--

But

about

the

middle

of

read the Bible in the original, and has had

Balasore,where I joined her on the 22d, and

on the 23d, we started for Cuttack to attend

the full

.

.

.

§

such a brother shall do? Perhaps some
good brother may say, “Let him keep on
as he is; he can do a great deal of good, as
intention was, to have made the journey a a lay preacher.”
But, my dear brother, his
missionary excursion, traveling by short soul yearns. over sinners ;
is "uneasy at
stages daily. Before we had reached the his work, he can not satidfy his own
end of our 2nd stage, however, Mrs. P.'s longicg nor what he feels to be the demaud
fever-attack returned with such severity of God upon him without giving his whole
that we were compelled to retrace our steps time to the work, and he soon finds his way
have

the

into the field of /some

ad-

viee and attendance of a .physician. We
bad fondly hoped the change would prove
beneficial, and aid in throwing off the fever

church

previously

re-

About

midnight

the

idol was

brought

rock

of. Protestanism on which

was set rolling

and

it has

he

never

stood, | suggestion Madhu made this morning while | ed with a erown and jewels, with many very

stopped. | at breakfast.

He

said,

‘‘ As

I was

going | valuable ornaments,

and

was

placed

in a

At first it had many roughhedges and pro- | to buy vice this morning the thought struck | little temple open on all sides,

~~
4

For some
jections ; but it met with so many. obstacles | me that this is new ground to us, and one | time the rejoicings at the advent of the litin its onward movement, that these were of Satan’s forts; we are here to attack it, tle god were carried on with great glee.
broken off, one by one. So great was the | and I think it would be well to prepare our Companies of singers with drums and cymThe sug- bals were scattered here- and there. singing
momentum, however, which each had re- | attack with a season of prayer.”
ceived, that they have continued in motion, -gestion was accepted and we had a prayer- the praises of their idol-god.” All at once
I noticed by the sound, that the procession
.
:
and each is clearing a pathway for itself | meeting.
of | In the afternoon we strolled into the vil- was in motion again, and, then, the sound
through the briers and entanglements
sin.
:
lage, and were very soon surrounded by a of the larger instruments ceased. This was
So we have Baptists, Congregationalists,
crowd chiefly of Brahmins, Among the lat- an agreeable surprise for I anticipated a
Methodists,
Presbyterians, Episcopalians, | ter were two or. three young Babus who
sleepless pight on account of the pow-wow.
&c. . Some of the stones that'were broken | matle a great display of their ignorance and This morning I learned the cause of this
from the original Protestint one, have béen | insolence. = Assertion without proof was sudden cessation of operations. The Brahsplit several times since.
their "idea of argument, and when proof mins were afraid to léave his god-ship in
The Baptist stone, for example, split in- was demanded they thought it quite suf- the open temple all night lest his worshipto a number of pieces. Some of their ficient to exclaim vehemently, “ It is cer- fers, should steal his ornaments,
so2they
> friends have thought that these stones were tainly so.” One youth was so much excit- carried him to a better protected temple
so near alike, that there might be enough ed that he wellnigh los: control of himself, close by. I should mention here that the
attractionof eohesion left in them to unite and seemed determined to have everything companies of singers alluded to above do
them again ; but efforts in that direction of his own way. I mildly reminded him that not work for nothing. It is not ‘their love
late have indicated that in one of the stones, he was acting illegally, that there was a for Krishna and his service which leads
there are explosive elements; and judging clause in the law which ‘would protect a them to such continued exertion in the
The people give
from the excitement among some good compihy collected for conversation on re- work of praising him.
friends in our sister dexomination, there ligious subjects from the bitter and sense- them money, and as long as that comes in
seem to he feqrs entertained that the stone less attacks of such as he, and requested they are unremitting in their work; when
him either to diseuss coolly and rationally or that fails they move on and commence
is going to explode. .
.
Dangeious appearances have been discov-

ered by.watchful friends in other stones, and
fears have been entertained that they too
would split. But though there are High
Church and Low Church Epis., and though
it is thought by some that the cement, which
holds together the old school and new
“school Presbyterians, is yielding to certain

dissolving influences, these stones are yet
whole and move

on in their course.

Even

the old Catholic stone is being watched

by

many interested observers, as it is said that
a fissure has been seen in it, ‘which indi-

cates something of interest coming.
There has

been

great unevenness
these

stones

a great difference

in the

have

threw its .gigantic

and

progress which

made.

When

form upon

the

slavery
road

of

progress, some of these stones were com-

pletely stopped and were still so long, that
‘unmistakable signs of moss beganto appear

upon them.

Others rolled some ;— tried to

get around the monster, or under it, or over

it, but they made little progress. Now, if all
‘these stones had rolled together, and

brought their whole force against the mon-.

ster, it would have been wept from the

path, and many lives and tomuchdo bloodshed,
the work,
that were finally required

leave the ground,and if he would
do neither
he must

be

entirely

silent

or I

should be

elsewhere, hoping for
time.

better
ia

success

next

rebound

only ?

It was the opinion of the one who

ih

; then ageinst it again; and, in

for the festival at an early hour close by our
by the time our bookstand was

this way, they kept up a constant pelting,
until the old fellow was out of the way.

When the final settlement of earthly accounts

/

is made, we hall know, und not till then,
sts
‘how much

influence the F.

The young man whom I so severely re-

buked on the first day, was with us, more or

struggle against slavery.

,

ness, cleansing
jh

APRGRRPI

2 |

WOTTUZL),
2ily,

> bo

us to the river's edge, and when about to
leave he said to

me, *“ Sir, when I go to

wg had quite a large company of Midnapore I shall call'on your honor.”
e of whom heard us in the vil- is'one of the family .of Rai Bralimins
set up the celebrated idol, Krishna Rai,
Brahminism, Hindu rites, forgive- established ‘this festival in his houor.

|

Bapti

and the Soc: of Friends exerted in that great

—
re

before seeking the conversion of souls we

feebld

a man from the

schools, for

the wounds which long last, and the battles

to overcome all along

life,—all constitute a

solemn back-ground from which to read the
advice:

‘‘Remember now thy Creator in the

days of thy youth, while the evil ‘days come

not,” ete!

ie

f

The revivals the past year were largely
among the youth. It will become so more
and more in the future. And when the
Christian world properly use their opportu-

nities for good, that saying will be more
significant to

many

than it is now, “All

shall know me from the least to the greatest I?

1 Know one church which seems to em.
body the true idea of gathering the young

to the fold of Christ as soon as they come

to years

of early moral discretion.

the experience of the

that, when

properly eared for and trained,

young disciples soon become the most efficient and reliable members.
Surely this is
the safest plan: It has been tried. Save
the youth and we shall soon save the world
for Christ! Fyrom them must come the future ministers and missionariesof the Cross,

as well as the truest specimens of Christian
character in the ‘various relations of life.
Let every churelr gather in the lambs of the
flock, lest they perish by the wolves which
hunt them on every path save ‘‘the way of
Holiness”! Jesus,the tender Shepherd says,
“Suffer the little children to come unto me,

not be supported.

Well, he labors

on with

the eare of the doctor, . very much better. .that church for a season, The members
| Not in a fit state, either to travel or to be have waited a long time for some one'to |
left alone at Santipore, with weither phy- bred
bread to them, and theré are converts |
sician nor a suitable house Mrs. Phjilips,re- waiting baptism. He is urged to submit to |
mains for a time at Balasore,
and may per- ordination that he may beeome an adminis- |
haps also visit here and at Midnapore dur- trator of the ordinances of God's house;
ing the remainder of the cold season, whilst he feels it to be his duty; it looks to him as |
I return home to settle up monthly ac-! if God bad bpened the way, and soon he has |
counts, attend Covenant meeting, and them passed the last boom and. finds himself out |
resume distriet work.
te sea, as an educated brother said to me
The native brethren have, meantime, been recently in relation to himself after his or- ||
-pretty busy, and I have been able to aid, dinaiion.
and to some extent co-operate with them.
Now, has such a gan a right to hold up |
Bro. Silas and Caleb were out in one di- his head in his pulpit, Hke other ministers, |
rection amongst the Oriyas, while Dula and and not feel as if he had stolen his way |
Dubraj went amongst the Santals.
As the there like some culprit ? I believe such a |
{
annual jattras came on, about the 12th, two
man should and would study hard
himself a workman who
need

T. H. DRAKE.

S. S. Department,

years in the acquiring of an education do |
not look for places of labor where they can |

morning, with Bro. and sister Smith, under

And

church and pastor is

Intérest

and

Inform.

———

Children. must be interested, but the in:
terest is a means, not an end. * As
Dr. Ormiston said in an address
ers:
You are to mterest the child in
you can.

I shall

net

limit

the Rev,
to teach:
;
any way

were

wila
and Zul
muck

all discussed
‘rth was

pretty

heard and

He,

wir
and
' He

shall employ, but unless the child is awakened to some interest in you, you talk in
vain.
I remember
had caged the little

when I was a boy and
birds, and endeavored

to make myself a substitute for their feathered mother, I had to chirp to them to
make them gape, before I could
food and make them eat.
:

Chirp

then;

to show | gape! wide
not be | wide awake,

insert the

to the children,

open!

Get

until they

their little souls

and make them open their
is in the ministry winning | whole being to you in a state of earnest re{ eeptivity. They. say of babies that their
souls to Christ.
1 don't believe in _lazy
| great nurse is their mouth.
So itis. The
Christians nor lazy ministers; nor do. I be- | child is a great mouth, or an innumerable
lieve that all the education possible for a | multitade of mouths.
They are ready to
open—do it by your’
man to acquire will make a good minister receive: get them
manner; by the warmth of your. affection
of*a lazy man.
ADONLJANH.
for ‘them; by the nrethods of instruction
Huntington Q. M., Apr. 12.
:
“you adopt ; do it any way, only do it.
But having excited this wonderfal interest, then inform them through it. It will
Save the Ypung.
| never do simply to. ring
a bell, calling a
———
{ number of hungry children to an unfurashamed that he

In their extreme fears lest Infant Baptism

nished

table—if Ican

excite

an

interest.

{ and make them wide awake and entirely
hands, there have been some true and good | ready to receive a feast, but have “nothing
| on the table for them. , Oh! no. You must
Jatter is the name of the village where Bro. Baptists, who have been slow to admit inform the child. It is capable of being
Smith is just no# locating a number of his young people to the privileges of the | informed ; oyr glorious Christianity is a reInfant Baptism and church-memligion of facts. The facts and principles of
orphan boys, on land furnished for this pur- church.
pose.by Mr. Beames, collector of the dis- bership are not only anti-baptistic, hut fully | our faith are those which children most nat| urally will receive.
Lat the teachers come
trict. It is said to be a densely populated as well unscriptural; and we do well to { with well-stored minds, as well as with
guard against all such erfors, which are paneighborhood, and well adapted for carry| loving hearts—filled with faéts, events, ining on missionary work.
It'is situated on pal in=Brigin, Still, the Christian world | cidénts, narratives, problems, pictures of
a public road; 13 miles east of Bhudrak, must make use of every element of power. | the Bible, and pour them forth as they are
And we should not put aside the young from required.
and the same distance from the bay of Ben-y
- gal, at ‘a point’ whe re the Calcutta vessels the Saviour, even at their first efforts to |
seek him.
{ CHILDREN ATTENDING CHURCH.
The
»
%
trade.
:
Ong, prime aim -of the Catholics is to || following paragraph from the S. §. T¥me?
Weso need a missionary for Bhudrak,
44 wiles south of Balasore, situated on the reach and mold the plastic minds- of child- is worthy of the attention of parents:
trunk road, and the center of a large, pop- hood. Protestants should be even more | We have nd sympathy with the sentiearnest in Sabbath-schools and other ways ment that would excuse the little ones from
ulous district of fuja speaking people! Is
and means of bringing Jesus to children | attending church, simply because they can
it not evident that the Lord is both making
| not understand all that the
preacher says.
and then children to Jesus.
Of course we |
room for us, and inviting and urging us to
| It is quite Jossible that they do not underdo not favor anything which smacks of stand much that is spoken and done in an’
enter in and possess this land for him ? The
popery or of Infant church-membership. ordinary church service.
But if the serAssistant Magjstrate,
Mr. Tiddiah, at Bhudmon
is
Greek
to
the
young
people,
we must
But
there
are.
many
young
boys
and
girls
rak, a pious man, and-the son of a Methoremember that it is not always plain En.
fifteen
to
eight
from
of
ages
the
at
who,
dist preacher, is ready and longing to welyears, owing to their opportunities some- glish to the grows people. The amount
come a missionary there.
“The Babs,we
of truth clearly apprehended and fairly appreciated by the average adult hearers, us
are told, are very anxious to have us open a what, manifest as wise a view of personal
female school there, for the education. of ‘obligation and of personal need of Christ, set forth in the sermon, is small, Children
understand more and better than we usual
their daughters, and.offer to pay liberally as many others of middle life, Our fathers Iv think, "A minimum of truth fastened in
religious
of
opportunitie
féwer
much
had
s
if we will doso. Is our mission always to
‘the memory, proves, not seldom, to be the
be so misérably poor, that we can take no culture in their youth than the youthof to- sword of the Spirit which saves a soul.
advantage of such Providential openings ? day enjoy. Hence they were brought to Buf the question of understanding aside,
Can we uot have even a single lady, a sis- feel their need of Christ much later in life the habit of attendin church is invaluable, =."
in this .and the practice should be insisted on when
ter of ‘talent, enterprise, energy, self-denial than“ is the case with many
the child is young, till it becomes a fixed
sanctuary
and
.
Sabbath-sch
of
age
ool
and piety, adapted to just such a- sphere,
habit. ** While-my boy eats gt my table,”
receive some

encouragement.

at

their

own

d

who could, with the aid of native helpers,
_rear the standard of the cross, establish a

and

home

instruction

Spch

in religion.

says one,

‘‘he must sit in my

pew.”

question or two in relation to preaching

without collegiate or theological course of
study ?
?
;
Suppose a man thirty years of age, with
a family to support, and without education,

its sickly touch through all its Summer
bloom. It may not be wise to over-urge
the very young to publicly seek Christ—
surely not till they may know the meaning
of the work thay seek to perform. But

A

feels that he has received unmistakable evi- pity the mistaken judgment of a Christian

dence that it is his duty te call sinners to
repentance, or in other words, preach. ~ He

is unable to go” to school, would be glad. to,

but in his view the schools are quite bevond

his reach.

‘He féelshe must do something

who at the very threshold of boyhood or
girlhood,, keeps any soul from coming“to
the Saviour!- We ought "to win the young

to Jesus and not do aught to keep them

hea¥ their eonversation.
‘ Look,” sid ome; *“ no doubt he is hid-

den here,”

!

"‘“No,"” replied the other, ‘‘he could not
have entered without tearing that spider's

Web.

Loi

As soon a4 they were

:

:

gone, fhe prince

cried out with emotion, raising his hands to

heaven, **O my God, what gratitude do I
not owe thee! Thou didst save my life
yesterday by metns of a fly, and to-day
thou hast

preserved

me by means of a spi-

are use and purpose in
We need to train their youthful der. Truly, ofthere
thy creation I”
for the Master,and opens his mouth to warn footsteps to yun with delight the pathway all the.werks

away.

T
.
told us that formerly they used to: collect “sinners around him; and almost before he along which the feet of the hoy Jesus sped |
Nothing is so stupid as to vanquish;
over Rs. 1900 during the fostival (of 3 days | isI3aware of it, some goad brotheror drier! in thz long-ngo, If veo wait till after
wan)
yoars, | 2 nl glory is to gonvines,
|
(
¢

.

.

¢

i

\

a

s

’

the means you

things develop religious feelings often at good dictum, perhaps; but should not the
Our work continued until dark, when we
“compelled to deal with him according to
quite an early age. The church and minis- parent and the preacher come to an underschool
and
commence
operations
at
Bhudlaw. This frightened him and he became were all glad to rest.
standing about the fare? Should not the
-rak? Can we not ? Or shall it continue to try should watch .and welcome the very pulpit, in its mental provision for the child,
quiet.
:
TUESDAY, 28. We occupied two preachst healthy development of the kind ; and offer some of the nourisliment and attractOthers in the company then proposed ing stand#atkis morning while our tents be said of the F. Baptist Missionin Orissa, fir
instéad of seeking to suppress or smother iveness of the parent's table?
“
Ye
can
not
do
the
things
that
ye
would?”
several questions on the ‘person and work’ were drying preparatory to our departure.
such religious intelligence—the very highee
of Christ, and. Tistened very attentively to It was quite amusing to notice with what Oh, for converting and consécrating grace ! est kind of intelligenc
e—give proper scope
J. P.
our answers. ‘Among them the following: evident relish the common people witnessALL Gop's CREATURES AT His CoMMaND.
for its exercise, fence the persons about
Jellasore, Jan, 31, 1872,
1." Why should God create a new man to ed the somewhat severe castigation a con"| with sympathy and supply the needed nour- “ Why has God created the flies and the
spiders?” a young prince often said to himbe the Saviour of men?
Why did he not verted Brahmin received at our hands; and
ishment-=‘‘milk” or ‘‘meat"—accordi ng to self; “such insects are-of no use to man,
qualify one-of our fellows for that work and that relish was not diminished by the fact
Have We any Right There ? thelr strength.
and had 1 the power I would cause them to
vif |
;
office ?
that he was chastised with his own weapI have known some personsto act on the disappear from the earth,”
J
One day, duriog the war, the prince was
2. Why should that man be created a ons. He and many others hung upon our
I find considerable in the papers lately principle of the old Spattans, who used
to obliged to flee before the ney;
Af night,
child in the womb of a virgin, why not be -words to the very last moment, and just as about uneducated ministers,—preaching
expose their youths'to such trials or neglect being very much fatigued he lay down unproduced on a tree, or be sent a full grown we were leaving several said,** Why do you without education,—*‘Short cuts to the that the weakly died while the
strong sur ‘der a tree in the middle of a forest and
man direct from heaven ?
not stay lofiger ? we are very sorry to have ministry,” &e.,—and but very little, if any- vived the ordeal. Such religigus neglect of soon fell fast asleep. He was discovered
8. How could Christ, be the séfi of a you leave us.”
Wetold them that, others thing, on the other side coming from the the young may not destroy all. But some by one of the enemy's soldiers, who glided
Sol i to him, sword in hand, intending
woman, and yet be free from sin ?
. were just ‘as ‘much in the dark as them- class refefred to. The reason for this, per- do thereby peri
; because,
sh
in their first to kill him.
At this moment a fly sudden!y
Such questions sound strangely to many selves,and that we desired to visit as many haps, may be obvious enough. An unedu- efforts to seek
"the precious Jesus, unwise
alighted
on
-the
cheek of the prince, and
-at home, but théy are full of weight toa places as possible during the season) They cated man naturally dreads to resort to the parents
or friends discourage them, lest stung him so sharply that he awoke. He
use
of
a
weapon
the
handling
of
which
he
Hindu whigyds Inquiring.on the subject of had heard much truth and had assented to,
they are too young to fully understand the started up, drew his sword, and fought
‘Christianity. We had an excellent hearing, it, and it now remained to be seen whether understands so little as of the pen; hence
step they seek to take.. And such violence with the soldier, and at last escaped. Then
the
prince went and hid himself in a cavern
and all expressed themselves satisfied with ‘or not they would obey it. They were ex- the silence. Ihave tried to overcome my done to sensitive
hearts of childhood may of the same forest. During the night a
the answers they had received, and prom- horted to prepare to meet their God, and to timidity for this once, and to screw my prove of lasting
evils; just as, to thé first
der «pun her thread across the entrance.
ised to hear ns again on a question propos- be ready to render an account to Him of all courage up to the sticking point, and now blush of early Spring flowers, may
wo soldiers, who were in search of the
fall the
will you grant me the privilege of asking a scathing of a oruel frost, which
:
ed by one of their number, viz., Is Chris-i they had heard.
shall leave fugitive prinee, came so near the cave that
he could
tianity intended for all, or for white men}:

gave the question that it was the religion less, daily during our stay, and seemed very
thoughtful. . Indeed his countenance be‘But there were
stones, smalter than intended for white men only.
SUNDAY,
26. A short prayer-meeting this trayed more than thoughtfulness, he seemmost
of the others, that kept rolling against
the fionster
with such force as to’ cause a morning. The people began to assemble ed to be disturbed and anxious ; he followed

would have been Soved. fi

—————————

lack of numbers in that direction and be- | and. forbid them not I”
cause men who have spent from three to six |

pointed. I remaimed with Mrs. P. four
days in Balasore, and left her yesterday

i

where the mela { festival )

neglected,

which. would have died outright if it

had waited for

tendency, but have been grievously disap-

1

thrust out of the Mother church, that the | ferred to.is to be held. I was pleased with a | with great pomp seated in a palkey, adorn-

benefit of the schools, tell me what

the annual conferenee of our Eng. (;. Baptist brethren, having been appointed a corresponding messenger from our body. Our

to Balasore, where she could

ao ba.
i p————

have double tasks before us: Ist. ‘Cease
on the armof Jesus only. Sinners come to ‘to do evil,” and 2d. ‘‘Learn to do well."
Christ; he finds his whole soul yearning And the strength of evil habits render after,
conversion
difficult; besides,
over the work.
6
A

of the school teachers, Nityanouda and HiAmong the great religious bodies, the | men at different times and in differentcoun-|
Monpay, 27. Our slumbers were very
ram Whiteher, joined the former party, and
o
>
MASE
Catholic church furnishes us with the best | tries, is left for the wisdom and judgment of | much disturbed by the festivities. The Ras Hiram still remains out in the district with
representative of the moss covered stone. his peopie; and when the whole church is | festival is held in commemoration of Krish- his father, Silas. I was with them three
There it lies just where it lay centuries a- | guided by thé wisdom of the serpent and |{na's sensual and obscene orgies and is, days, at the Ulmara jattra, and was not a
go: and the mosses of superstition, bigotry harmlessness of the dove, there will be a | therefore, held at night. People come from little pleased to hear Hiram preach Christ
He is a
and self-exaltation have been growing success reached in devising methods of pre- {a great distance to attend this festival. to his idolatrous countrymen.
‘young
man
of
zeal,
senting
truth
to
thé
masses
of
mankind,
such
energy
and
piety
above
The Ras is not peculiar to this place, for it
thicker and thicker. It has been the boast
{ is held in hundreds and probably. thousands mediocrity, and we fondly hope will beof this ¢hurch, that while other religious as is yet buf partially attained. STANLEY.
| of places in India at the same time, 2. e., at come a very valuable laborer in our Lond's ||
bodies are disturbed by differences of opinLieb. uh
{
| the full moon in the present month; but vineyard.
ion, it alone stands still and united.
Bro. Caleb, who had been appointed to
Martin Luther tried once 'to get the { A Missionary’s Journal.—No. 6. | this spot seems to be particularly attractive
|
to people in the neighboring distriets on ac- accompany me to Cuttack, I left, for the
lever of truth under it and set it rolling; | ~
BY E, C, Bal.
count of the presence of a particular form time, to labor with the Balasore brethren,
but the hands that were oiitstretched to hold |
at and around Bhudrak and Nuanand. The
:
it in its place were so many, that instead | SATURDAY, Nov. 25. Reached Rastalah, | or idol of Krishna.
of moving it, he, himself, was so violently

A

some neglected district, and he goes, leaning

8

Our Failures.

those that move

May the time be not far distant, when

two sidesto all questions; and we propose
er side.

LAY

A

NEEM

progress of some
of these stones ; but it is a gals™ who were evidently bent on enjoying
»

ARS Sham

——

ammunications.
*

SORIA

13

f

the
ha

the character of Jesus stands alone, with-

Give ‘me, Lord, on Thee depending,
free,
Shelter sure, deliverance
Thy love; all thought transcending,’
uke all doubt ud fear from me ;
Faith begins and has its ending,
Thou art all my hope of heaven;

A

“Thy Word is a lamp unto my

Let me full salvation ay
tion,
finds glad
All my hope
Lord, alone in Thee.
Blessed
Jesus, in thy love confiding,
increase ;
All my love finds |
In Thy love my heart abiding,
Every good mine eyes can see,
pleasare,

And

our

missionaries

the hot weather,

they

also

Int.

stations
breathe

C—O

Following the example of the old world,

cities is to make

large

the tendency in our

the Sabbath a holiday,—a day of idleness,

come

to such

in the Himalaya mountains, to
the fresh, pure air, and bry to be-

As

he

walked

along,

red sun slowly
mountains, and
joyment

at

he watched the big,

little

villages,

gardens,

streams and groves of the valley, lying
below at the base of the mountains.

plea for such a use, or rather abuse, of

the
Sabbath, is founded in false philosophy,
and in-the lowest material and sensual views
of the individual and society. Take the
most plausible and
popular plea for making the Sabbath a holiday,—thus: the poor
man has no other day for recreation; no
other day for visiting picture "galleries and
libraries; no other day when he can go
into the common or the country with his
family ; no other day; and who will shut
the poor man up in his hovel, away from
God's bright skies, and pure air, and compel him, if he goes out at all, to-go to our
solemn, gloomy churches? The poor man,—
pity for the poor man who is compelled to
labor all the week and earn just enough to
keep soul and body together,—relief, recreation for the poor man! Well, we yield
to no anti-Sabbatarian in sympathy for the
poor, weary, laboring man,

also

neticed

a huge, white

far
He

cleud fleating

up the mountain side, but he looked at it as
simply a beautiful, airy, graceful thing, and
then walked on and forgot it.
After turning several sharp corners; he
entered a path which curved ‘and wound
around the mountain, und then he noticed
that the cloud was drifting in that direction,

and was very

close

to him.

Suddenly

beautiful

it

that

knew

the other

and

of Ages,

WEST

liv-

Clef: fo

until

he

touched

with

the hill, and in this way he

the

side of

guided

we

regard

himself | ike

Christ.

other

ent away from the edge of the preciBut all at once the mountain seemed

We

characters,

may

like

may

out him.

Put

an

life is within,

Indian

into

him, and

not with-

one

When the bright beam of

the

rocky

side, he

“.

hill-side

and

light shone upon

parrow foot-path,

saw

just

where he was.

or

season, leaps

by rollicking on the “common with his chil-

down

Holy

the mountain side, and

pravie Is still drawn over
ave no "correct spiritual

roaring and foaming, dashes down the
precipice to swell the streams of the valley.

dandelions

into wreaths and crowns in the country?
He may go abroad, and indulge in such recreation every Sunday for seventy years,
and every night return to his hovel for sev“ enty years,
But where will you find a church-going
family,—a child of the church-going Puritans, ‘going {rom his Sabbath worship

.

of our minds,

ACADEMY.

i

=

ea

i

HE

«+600
, «
150
«+
8.00

Work formed, if desired.

yesinl
College.

attention

given

-

to

those

preparing

for

BOARD:
Good board may be obtained in private families

at

$3,00 per week, or pleasant rooms furnished to those
wishing to board themselves.
7
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JOHN

H.SHAPLEIGH.

Sec.

begins

closes Friday, March

Monday,

Jan,1, 1872, and

Monday, June 24,

Tuition $25.00 a year.
+» L.G.JORDAN, A. B., Principal,with three Assistants.

The special work of this school is to fit students for
quite confident that there ane medicine superior to
College, and it is opep.for both sexes.
The school. it for those complaints for
Which it is es ecially preness in doing their work is secured from both teachers and pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where 80 many kinds of work are done. The
students are failfully drilled in the Latin and Greek

languages,
Ancient

also

in

Geography,

Geometry.

Special

English

Grammar,

Arithmetic,

Ancient

History,

Algebra and

attention

is given

declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
scanning, &c.
The location "of the school so near
the College and Theological School, affords advant-

ages of association with students of a higher rank
and culture. The public lectures of these institutions
are invaluable.
Lisew
ton. July 2. 187].

A
A. M. JONES,

LYNDON

INSTITUTION,

J.C.
A. 8.
Miss
.
Miss
Mrs.
Miss

LITERARY

to

$6.00

per

term.

them, that we
perceptions or

and liberal education.

’
French,

ample accommodations; and is located on an eminence overlooking the villages of Lyndon Center and

PIKE SEMINARY,
THE WINTER "TERM of Pike Seminary, N. Y., will’

ing in that text, * Thy Word is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my “path.” |

Lyndonville,

soul,—thoughts, great quickening

God

and

immortality,

Christ's

of

love

and

out his help take

for

aright, so that

|

t

thoughts that will expand, and ennoble and |

|
|
|

GW

brought into that
bruised in every
Slopes

city torn, mangled and
form. Churches, hotels,

Public buildings, tobacco -warehous-

“es, sheds, were extemporized into hospitals,”
and the

whole

forée

of the

Christian

and

Sanitary Commissions were: brought into
| action.
The exampleof heroic endurance
‘the death. and resurrection of Jesus, this is and patient suffering then witnessed, will
what the poor pan needs. First,something ever abide as a grand tribute to the true
to lift the soul up out of its hovel, and then patriotism of our soldiers.
Among the
_ the body will. follow, Not by means of many incidents of touching interest, I re
gratifying the senses,but by means’ of ideas, call one, that it may impress all parents
and inward development men are elevated. and Sabbath-school teachers. with new faith
Give these weary men seats, and Sabbaths and zeal to work faithfully and patiently

in God's house, and they will go home re-

freshed. Occupy their minds and hearts
with the tender, sublime doctrinesof the
Christian religion, with the assurance of
the divine mercy, and ‘the prospects, and
some sweet foretaste, of the blessed life be-and forevyond, and they are immediately
er raised above the cheap pleasure of lyin
with their children, or of rolon the

with

licking

candy

and peanuts about the
.

the common.

seats on

e the Sabbath a holiday for the
To
poor man in our great cities is to make him

what the poor man is in Naples and Con-

for the salvation of souls, with faith that

good seed some day will spring up into a
glorious harvest in.due time.
After a weary day's work in ministering

to the physical needs of the sufferers,

a

short religious service was held at twilight
in the third story of a waréhouse, the music and melody of the evening hymn falling upon the ears of the weary ones as the
song of angels. Coming down into the second story, one of the members of the Com-

mission

was- ‘saluted

with

A.B. MESERVEY,

the question,

** Chaplain, can’t we have religious service
here also?” The room was full of the

April

22,1872,

Miss T. A, R. Dow,

A. P. Shattuck,
H. M. Willward,

Miss L. D. Moore,
Miss E. L. Gordon.

W. E. C.

Rev. DANIET,
and

A. M., Principal,

J.N. Rand, A. M.,

Rich, A. B.,

Miss

Alice IL. Libby,

Board, including roonmq_

and

washing

In well-régulated clubs,

fall term.

Sec,

The SPRING TERM of this Institution will commence on WEDNESDAY, March 6; 1872, and continue
thirteen weeks under the continued chargé of AL.
BERT SAVAGE, A. B.
All the usual facilifies offered to those Jureiing
studies in any branch of an Academic Education.
Charges moderate. For’ further information or Cir%
culars address the Principal.

The Trustees take this opportunity of publicly acknowledging the recent Gift of a Library and Chemical Apparatus.—amrounting in all to about $500,—
the Rev. R. Van Dame of Nottingham, N. H.
from
THOMAS TUTTLE, M. D, Pres.
’
E. S. TASKER, Sec.
6

WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE.
AT FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.
This Institution

offers to

students important

ful

potion

sensi

to

blind

the

eye

andl

deaden

, while the poor man and his chil-

tion with the sufferer who desired the
have
service, he was asked, ** How long
you been a Christian P” and the reply was,

dren are cursed with an entailed
poverty,—
material, social, intellectual, political, spir- |.% Eyer since T heard you singingin the loft
itual poverty.

Only let us look

Sabbath

is abusedto such

preserve

our

have

argument,

illustration

Christian

ends,

and

Sabbath,

where the
and

we

and

our

appeal to

igh and noble use of it, for the sake of the
Hook man and hls children.—Congregation,
alist,

:
LN

None

¥

-

Compared with Jesus.
ny

ee

The other characters

brought

into

view

‘in the Christian records are, in their prominent traits, of no
kind. They indeed

peculiar and uncommon
stand out beforeus ful-

ly and individually, without any

pains tak-

en by the narrators to produce
this cffect,
~. Still the
may be severally
assigned to

classes with which the daily

life and our
man’ nature

intercourse of

common observation of huhave rendered us familiar.

rf

Who has not often met with
sembling Mary and Martha,

persons rePeter, John

above,”

and

For particular information,
peculiar advantages.
send for a Circular to
REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.

J Boarding Hal) has been refitted
ei hnd placed under the care of the principal,
Send for circular.
Terms moderate.
J. 8 GARDINER, Principal,
Feb. 1, 1872.
Y.,
Whitestown, N.

sin,

CENTRAL INSTITUTE
Aoi
PITTSFIELD, ME.
AcademiFurnighes College, Preparatory Normal, "Terms, 10
ull course of study.
cal and. Ladies’
weeks.
Spring term commences Feb. 7, 1872.
‘Summer Term commences April 25, 1873.
GEORGE B. FILES, A. B., Preceptor.
‘
Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress.
.
Mgrs: AROLINE M. FILES, Associaofte.Normal Dep't.
E. EUGENE WADE, A. B; Prin,

wanderings, and breaking in upon the sad
surroundings of his place, has convinced
ine of sin, and henceforth I am resolved to
lead a Christian life or die a Christian's

ings Wax-work and Wood Carying.
MRS. J. F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
D. M. WATTT, Teacher of Writing’ arid Book-Keeping.
:
No deduction for less than half a term, except on
account of sickness. Half terms commence a the
heginni
and middle of the term.

MAINE

¢ There is a fountain filled with blood.

‘That

song brought back the purer hours

of my boyhood, when my mother used to
sing the songs of Christian faith and hope,
and I was a careless scholar in the Sabbathschool, and passed by unheeded the loving

counselsof parents and teachers; and tonight, after years of waywardness and

that old hymn recalls the far-away past,
tells me of my sinful course, my many

death.”

Be patient, disconraged ones, labor faithfull and lovingly, ‘and in due time the
see which you think is dead will burst
forth into beautiful and vigorous life.—

Cong.

.
te. °
MissL. MARIA SIMONS, Associa
Miss ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Paint-

he price of board, in clubs, varies from $1.60 to

$2.00 per week.
are formed. 3

GRAHAM,
DUNN, A.

DUNN,

H. LAURA

Ladies’ clubs as well as gentlemen’s

Rooms andWoard in private families atreasonable

rates.

Send for-Catalogue to the Principal.
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

ROWE,

A.M

!

, Prin.

Ladies’

and

Department,

ALEX, C. RIDEOUT, Prin. Com. Department.
W. A. DRAKE, Instruct r in Penmanship.
GEO. B. GARDNER, |.structor in Drawing and
DuuUnL,
MELVILLE
W. CHAS", Instructor in Instrumental
and VocaljMusic.
JENNIE de la MONTAIGNE, Teacher of French.
CALENDAR, 1872,
March 20—Spring Term begins.
June 20—Commencement.

°

GREEN

with my wonted
TINE.

'

~

Calendar:

obtained for

self-board-

ng, at reasonable rates.
omplete courses of study for both sexes. Special
attention given to those desiring to take a thorough
course in
Music.
For further particulars, addressthe Principal.

2

THE BEST PAPER! TRY. ITI!
The Scientific American, is the cheapest and
best illustrated weekly paper published. Every number contains from 10 to 15 original engravings of new
machinery, novel inventions, ‘Bridges, Engineering
works, Architecture, improved
Farm Implements,
and every new discovery in Chemistry.
A year’s
numbers contain 832 pages and several hnndred engrayings. Thousands of volumes are preserved for
inding and reference. The practical.receipts are
well worth ten times the subscription price.
Terms,
$” a year, by mail .Specimens sent free. May be had
of all news dealers.
PATENTS obtained .on the best terms
Models of new inventions and sketches examined
published in the
and advice free. All patents are
Scientific American the week they issue. Send for
Pamphlet, 110 pages, containing laws and full directions for obtaining Patents.
Address for Paper,
or Stteerning, Patents,
MUNN
&
CO., 37 Park Row, N.Y.
Branch Office, cor. F. and 7th Sts.

:

4wld

Washington, D.c.

After the Chicago Fire.
REAL

PERRY & CO.,

ESTATE AND

LOAN

AGENTS,

Of all the money we had placed on loan, we have
not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those cases
in which the buildings were consumed and the Fire
Insurance companies have failed.

NOW J§ THE TIME TO INVEST

.| here, and to place on loan.
>

OFFICE

AT

PRESENT,

468 Wabash Avenue Room, 5.
45tf

CAGO.

\

gratefully

’

Bo

;

Winans.

Ask Your Jeweler about
a),

OF

AND TO

CHURCHES

The

Shining

Hours,

Single

2

Rainy

Day

Series.

150
150
150
150

Glencoe

150
100

17
150

A

Overcoming,

po

dh

:
Perfect Man,
© Willie Maitland,
Who is my Neighbor ?
Triumph over
Midian,
When we were Young,

125

1.00
495
05
90
55

do

3

do

also

dozen
$1,00,

Orders

Books:

Postage

on

the

1.92
18
1.96
08
96
23

Church Member’s Book,

ido
Treatise,
0

dozen, 15.36
single, 1.20,

3.26
.20

18.62
1.40

dozen,

11.52

2.48

13.

single,

.30

.15
1.44

doVol.1

’

dozen,

TheGospels,-

Vol.2

single,

1.44

29
2.88
A7
1.72
1.20
12.00

08

WonderfulWorks of Jesus,single,
do
:
do
dozen,
Butler’s Commentary,

|

38

348
292

2.66
1.20
11.76
19

28

04
28

2.480

The Acts, Romans,
?
& Corinthians,
do:
do
Lessons for every Sunday in
the Year, (Ques. Book) single,
.20
do
do
do
. dozen, 2.00
Communionist,
single,
.08
0
;
dozen,
.
Chotaliet,
single, ¥)
0°
ozen,
7.20
Minutes of General Con?

1.72

19
1.72

24

2.24

do

do do

04
Ko
02
20
J2
1.44
.

24
2.44
10
97
87
8.
#

:

§

9.14
1.88

04
43
02
28
20
2.40

2.88
£0
25
04
2.40 , .36
..25 ~~ .04
2.10
56
1.00
20
960
2.16
.156
04

do

do

11.52
1.26
12.52
93

' 8.18
1.60

dozen,
. single,
dozen,
gingle,
Thoughts upon Thought,
do
do
0
dozen,
TheBook of Worship,
single,
do
dozen,
Sieryory esus,( Ques. Book) single,
0

do

same
Toraly
1616

dozen,
single,

Cliristian Baplism Bound,single,
.25
do
do
dozen, 2.40
0
do
do Paper Cov.single,
.15
do
do
do.
dozen, 1.44
Life of Marks,
single,1.00
do - do
dozen, 9.60
:.

Parsonage.

Early Choice,
Strawberry Hill,

do
History,

Series.

150

dozen;

do
do
Butler’s Theology,

5
15

:

the

Psalmody,18mo.in
do.
-do
dozen, 9.60
do Emboss’d Morocco,single, 1.10
do
do
- do
ozen, 10.56
do
32mo.
single,
.85

5

Bloomfield,

on a single

Price. Postage.
Sheep, single, 1.00
166

7

"Anecdotes of Animals,

Postage

copies,96 cts;

L. R. BURLINGAME,
Dover, N. H.

Single andby

15

75
5

dozen

Prices of Freewill Baptist

150

Series.

copies, $7,00.

Address

Series.

Starlight Stories, .. .
Brother and Sister,
Miscellaneous.

FR

cts: one

are solicited, and will be promptly filled.

i

Jamie and Jeannie,
Boy’s Heaven.
*Bright Day
Bright Days,
Sunny Skies,
Pompeii and Herculaneum,

10

which is to be paid by the purchasers.

75
5

Something,

copy

tony: 2 cts; the sameon two: copies; on 2
copies, 12 cts; on one hundred copies,

5
5

Child’s

of

Register for 1872.

one deen

150

Sabrina Hackett, ¢
Aunt Mattie
;
Light from the Cross,
Contradictions ; or, High Life in Edgerton,

kinds

following rates, viz:

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just published hy the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment. These Books are’ now ready for sale and de:
:
livery.
Prize Series.
$150
Andy Luttrell,

Master and Pupil,

for

This annual which has become so essential to
every reader of the Star makes its appearance
promptly upon the first of October, and is ready
to be supplied to any who may want it at the

S. S.

. May Bell,

THE GRBATEST

PILES, LEPROSY, SCROFULA,
(CANCER, SALT RHEUM, DYsPEPSIA, CATARRH, RHEUMA8M, and all diseases of the
SKIN and BLQOD. ENTIRELY
VEGETABLE.” No failures for
$1 a bottle. Sold everywhere.
Send for
H.D. FOWLE Chemist, Boston. 4w13

14 years.
circulars.

:

Superintendents of

them.

AND ONLY MEDICINE IN THE
WORLD THAT IS WARRANTED
JA PERFECT CURE (OR MONEY .
RETURNED)

it to VEGE2w18

Mgs C. A. H. TILDEN.

* Starlight

Board may be obtained in privite families at $3.50
Jet week, or rooms may be

Boek”

Tune

and

examination, on receipt of

$1.75, by the Publishers,

A rchibald Hamilton,

opens April 30, 1872,

GRAHAM,

mn

I owe
\

and I feel

ease;

PASTORS

Making

TERM, opens Feb. 13, 1872.
TERM

a

£5 A sample copy of the “ H ymn

wall be sent, post-paid, for

red

res!

completely

Good Little Mitty,

E, C. Smith, Mrs. E. C. Smith, G:7A. Stockwell, Mies

SUMMER

‘Publishers of the PRAISE BOOK.

feet. My appedeed, I could scarcely stand on my
tite was gone, my strength failin, pias, After
using your medicine for a few weeks, I began to improve. My appetite improved and my strength restored. I can now perform my duties as a nurse

Mrs.
id
The Christ-€hild,

Faculty:

SPRING

application to the

address on

will be mailed to any

was impossible for me to get into or out from a carriage, and very painful to go up or down 8 tairs. In-

Rainy Day at Home,

MOUNTAIN
SEMINARY.
WATERBURY, CENTER, VT.

Lizzie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield.

I was

until

New Year,
Fireside Angel

v

C. A. Mooers, AMNB., Princibal,

-, .

A. 8. BARNES & CO.

A Rainy Day at School,
Birthday Present,

September 4—Fall Term begins.
December {—Winter Term
begins.
For College Catalogue apply to
:
L. P. REYNOLDS, Sec. § Treas.
;

or: Jesus, I my Cross Have Taken,—Glorious Things

undation,—Blest
of Thee are Spoken,—How Firm a
be) the Tie,—Stand Up for Jesus,—Rock of Ages, etc.,
ete.

‘
MR. STEVENS:
Dear Sir,—I write this note to inform you of the
system.
effect of your “Blood Purifier” upon my
When I commenced taking it, a year ago, 1 was ve
much debilitated. My limbs were swollen so that it

TO

D. D., President.

M., Prof, Bib. Theology.

A. M., Prof. of Rhetoric

Lanes-

boro’. Luther, Mear, Meriden,
Merve, Oliphant, Oni
do, Pleyel’s Hymn, Rathbun Romberg, Shoel, St.
ry Evening Hymn,
Ann’s, Stephens, Stonefield
Tiverton,
Wells, Williams, ‘Wilmot, York.
The following are a few of the Hymns given in full
in the PRAISE
K, and abridged in the Competit-

SwollenLEBANON,Limbs.
N. H., Jan, 29, 1870,

COLLEGE,

SPENCER J. FOWLER, A. M., Prof. Mathematics and Nat. Philosophy.
GEORGE MCMILLAN, A. M., Prof. Ancient Languages.
x
HIRAM COLLIER, A. M., Prof. Nat, Science.

¥

SEMINARY.

Northwood,N. H., Feb. 19,1872,

“.

M.

RANSOM

Belles Lettres.

of which there are several in successful operation,
the expense varies from $1.75 to. $2.25. Students desirous of boarding ‘themselves will .find convenient
opportunity. Students will provide their own sheets,
pillow-caseés and towels.
er term.
Several
TUITION from $5.00 to $6.50
years ago the Trustees introduced a Commercial Department, which
has been very
successful.
It is
now proposed to add a Scientific and Agricultural
Course, of two
years each, which opened for the
admission of students atthe commencement of the

NORTHWOOD

“

F. WAYLAND

Send for catalogue to the Principal or ‘to
al
E.C. LEWIS,
New Hampton, N. H., March I5, 1872.

Board of Trustees.

FACULTY:

garb of friendship, wounded, and surgeons and nurses busy in
with ignorance, | caring for them, and in consequence of the TT WHITESTOWN SEMINARY.
sin, To destroy "Gonfusion incidentto such Jabors, the earThe summer term of this institution, willfor open
both
the religious Sabbath, and give a day of nest request of the wounded man lying at |. March
25. Six complete courses of study
are repared for college, for
pleasures, amusements, theaters, and mu- the foot of the stairs was not complied sexes, in whichfor students
ans
graduate
fifty
Oyer
.
business
and
y
sic instead, is to give a delicious
deceit~ with. But after a few minutes’ conversa- teaching
nually.
and furnishstantinople ; it is, in the
to doom him to his hovel
and vice'and squalor and

HILLSDALE

"

:

Pres.

Te

am, Geneva,

Devizes, Edin

ham, Denfleld,

e effect of this Remedy, in case of genis indeed marvelous.
ELIZABETH A. FOLEY,
21 Webster St., Charlestown, Mass.

Yours

Prin.

ENSTITUTLION.
begins

from $2.75 to $3.50 per week.

and misery rarely if ever paralleled in the
history of our
war.
Thousands
were

purify and elevate the affections, awaken

HAMPTON

EXPENSES.

After the fearful battle of the Wilderness,
Fredericksburg was the scene of suffering

inspire the whole heart, and the whole man,
—thoughts and truths that will quicken, and

NEW

TERM
| , The SUMMER
continues ten weeks.

“There Is a Fountain.”
—

G. H. RICKZR,
15, 1872.

M. E. SHEPARD,

|

/

sinners,— | -

North Scituate, R. I., March

|

the Lamp of Life.— The Foreign Missionary.

thoughts

new desires and new energies and new
hopes, and open up a new life,impelling the
new man in a heavenward direction,—the
glorious thoughts and truths of the Bible ; the
gospel of the
visions of the prophets, the
and made
Son of God; a future outlived
possible and attractive and attainable by

step

we ought to seek to live in the light of his
countenance, and to have our whole way
made plain and clear by his precious word,

of heaven, and |

sacrifice

one

°

commence Dec. 6, 1871, under a board of competent
instruction.
Per order,

|

The poor man and his family are made |
more comfortable for the time by rest and
good food and warm clothing,—made
temporarily more comfortable, not cured. The |
mind is worse off than
the body,—run- |
down, emaciated, sick. Sométhing for the |

51

Vt., 1871.

strength,

Ors

to health.
eral debility,

.

When we are in great trouble and can not
‘to a hired attic or cellar for his home ? What
Academies,
these poor men need: is not idleness for see what is best for us to do, we should ery
earnestly
to
God,
‘*
who
commanded
light
|
=
their hands, but a new life in their hearts ;— |
Y
LAPHAM
INSTITUTE.
not a dainty nosegay for the smell, but di- | to shine out of darkness,” that he would
The
SUMMER
TERM
will
commence on Monday
shine
in
our
hearts
with
the
light
of
his
vine truth in the
soul;¥not an outward |
15, 1872.
And indeed, we can not. with { Aprik
amusement,
bnt an inward
regeneration. | cnowledee,
Complete courses of study for both sexes.

saw a new and heautiful mean-

37

114

.
H. R. STEVENS:
5000 AGENTS WANTED.
Samples sent free by
Dear Sir,—I have used VEGETINE, and feel it a dumail, with terms to clear from $5 to $10 per
ty to acknowledge the great benefit it has done for ar
Two entirely new articles, saleable as flour,
from
sick
was
I
1862,
me. In the Spring of the year
; ddress, N. H.
TE, New Jersey.
8wlT .
general debility caused by over-work, want of slee;
and proper rest. I was very weak and much emaciated. I tried many remedies ‘without receiving any
benefit from any of them, until I was persuaded to
try VEGETINE. Before I had taken this one weekmy
improved condition gave me renewed courage an
ore
hope. I continued to take it every doy,

The new Institution building is a fine brick and
granite structure, ot beautiful architecture, affording

no3fellowship

Hymns under “ Baptism ”......

56
-

Marvelous Effect,

Music and Penmanship extra.
EXPENSES. —Board, including room and washing,
from $2.50 to $3,50 per week, in families. In club or
self-boarding, at lower rates.
:
The Institution will afford to both sexes a complete
course of study; and no pains will be pared by the
Trustees to make the school eminently worthy the
confidence and patronage of all friends to a thorough

of de-

97
266

great benefit from the
2wl7
111 & 113 WILLEAM ST., NEW YORK.
declining health was a
Her
few
A
friends.
her
of
all
to
J) Said a lady of
restored her health, strength LL
Prang’s Chromo,
$3.
IS WORTH
IT
A
H. TILDEN,
« A Bouquet
of Moss Roses.” And so it is, yet we
Insurance and Real Estate Agent,
have
given
away
25000to
subscribers
to the Star
No. 49 Sears Building, Boston, Mass.
Spangled Banner, a large
8 page paper, suits
everybody. YOU want it, only 75 cents a year, chroRo Hee; address Star Spangled Banner, Hinsdale,

Calendar :
Spring term, of 10 weeks, begins Feb. 20, 1872.
Summer term, of 10 weeks, begins May 7.
Fall Term begins Aug. 27.
$4.00

HES

use of the VEGETINE.
source of great anxiety
bottles of the Vegetine
N.
and appetite.

Faculty :
Hopkins, A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek.
Denison, P.H. D., Natural Science,
Mary C. Bradford, Preceptress, Mathematics
and Rhetoric.
Sarah E. Mason, French.
J, C. Hopkins, Music, Drawing and Painting.
Ellen A. Perkins, Penmanship.

TUITION, from

‘Chants and Anthems............
‘Hymns under “Christ ”.........

My daughter'has received

Sec.

LYNRON CENTER, VT.

oy

ADY

Hymns Ander « For. Mission ”.. 50
x
Hymns under “ Temperance ”..
6
x
0
and a similar ratio holds good throughout.
The competitor omits such TUNES as the following,
which “are“in the PRAISE Book ¢ Ashley, Brattle
Blendon, Cowper, DedStreet, Cambridge, Coventry,

and

Health, Strength
Appetite.

Gives

A

A circular, making the comparison more thorough,

U. L.
PETTINGILL,
Firm ofS. M. Pettingill & Co.,
:
No. 10 State Street, Boston.

to reading,

8.

To show the richness and fullness of the PRAISE
BOOK collection, we append a table exhibiting some’
of its coptents in comparison with those of its principal
petitor :
A Praise Book. Competitor.
Whole number of Hymns.......1,31L
1,000
Whole number of Tunes........ 477
301

Respectiully yours:

Lyndonville, and some of the finest landscape scenery of the valley of the Passumpsic.
Treas.and Sec,
I. W. SANBORN

he

pared, and would cheerfully recommend it to those
who feel that they need something to restore them to

‘ perfect health.

with God through the chosen Mediator, and
no ‘‘meetness for the inheritance of the
saints in light.”

Then

-

H. R. STEVENS, E8Q.;
. Dear Sir,—About one year since I found myselfin
a feeble condition from General Pebiliey.
VEGEby a friend
TINE was strongly recommended to me
who had been much benefited by its use. I procured
the article, and, after using several bottles, was restored to bealth and discontinued its use. I feel

22.

Chicago:

at the following important points, after FULL COM.
PARISON with competing works :
.
New York, ‘Brooklyn, Baltimore. Boston, Louisville, Utica, Elizabeth, Norfolk, Springfield, New Oxleans, Chicago, Newark, Hartford, Rochester, Toledo, New Haven, Rahway,
San Francisco, Philadel
phia, Fall River, Syracuse, New London, Detroit,
Laporte, Petersburg, and many smaller places.

BOSTON, Feb, 13, 1871.

SuMMER TERM begins Monday, Aprill, and closes

a

ADOPTED BY one 6r more LEADING C

«What Is Needed.

NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
SprING: TERM

AN)

Musical Editor, J.P. HOLBROOK, Esq.
PUBLISHED
OCTOBER,
1871.

GLOBE VILLAGE, SOUTHBRIDGE, MASS,
February 23, 1871.
WY
H. R. STEVENS, Bey.) Boston ¢
1 have been afflicted with
For the past five
from a morbid state of the liver,
dygpepsia, cgused
of food and wind from the
1088 of appetite; raising
of distension in the stomach, cosstomach, a sense
eral debility
tiveness, palpitation of the heart,
or,.For a year past I have taken your VEGand
Purifier. 1 am now well and
ETINE, or Blood
able to attend to my business. It is one of the best
remedies, and I can heartily recommend it to all afflicted with similar diseases. I have tried other remedies, but found none that afforded me any relief,
until I found it in your VEGETINE.
GEO. HANSON,
Any person desirin further information can call
store No.
apothecary,
Hanson,
F.
Wilbur
on his son,
468 Broadway, South Boston.

000

_—/

TAGE, of New York;W. W. EVARTS,

Found at Last.

4.50

wie

d

bile is scanty, and costiveness, with unhealthy evacuations from the bowels and dyspeptic state of the
stomach, are extremely common symptoms.

“
(10 lessons) «+
- 500
Use of Instrument,=.
=.
=.
2.00
An excellent opportunity will be
given those desiring
a complete course of music, either upon the
Pianoforte or Organ, by a teacherof large experience
from Massachusetts,
qualified to teach Thorough
Bass, Secular or Sacred Music.
Classes in Vocal Music, Penmanship and Wax

have no sympathy with heavenly goodness ;
is proof that we have no grace in our hearts,

no renewal

bi
~
WM. REED, Sec,
Bt9

Languages,
- _.
w,
0
Penmanship, (12 lessons)
«
Instrumental Music (20 lessons)

tastes, see no charms in infinite beauty, and

en the servants walked before him, hold-

ing the lantprn so that. its cheerful light
streamed along his path, and he was guded safely until he came out from the cloud.

“i

:

Higher English,

admire or not

Spirit, that the unbroken film

LEBANON

Common English,

not

Christ is precious to true believers, is altogether lovely in their eyes, is fondly cherished by ‘them, and hence, if he is ‘‘ as a
root out of dry ground” to us, has ‘‘ no
form or comeliness” in our eyes, it is proof
that they have never been anointed by the

He was

COLLEGE,

being composed of only one department, a thorough

“ As Jesus appears in your view,
As he is beloved or not;
So God is disposed toward you
And mercy or wrath is your lot.”

standing on a narrow foot-bridge, while
several feet below him, was the dry and
rocky bed of a torrent, which, iy the rainy

and inward, higher force? By visiting pictures and books of which he knows nothing ;
and

several times for |

and flashed up into the dense foliage, and
among the knotty and moss-hung branches
w along the wayof the trees which

How is
developed.
this better fountain,

daisies

shouted

blood.
The nutritive constituentsof the blood are in
‘less than their regular proportion,] while the w.
art is In excess. Debility 18 of eg
he rene
t 18 incident to a variety
ot diseases. The lower
limbs are apt to be swollen, The patient is teeble,
e oifeulation is
and can not bear much exertion,
irregulat, but almost always weak. P Pitation of
the heart is a very common syinpboim:
emothe most tumultuo
tion often throws the heart into
Deromed.
languidly
are
functions
vital
action. The
e follows
th is diminished ;
Tr 8
The mu
moderate or shight exercise. The breat!
, thou
uiet when at rest, becomes hurried and even
under exertion, as in Junning, astonding
his, &c. The nervous system is
often
iv
sordered. Vertigo, dizziness and a
of
intness are very
common. Violent and obstinate
neuralgic “pains in the head,
side
arts of the body,
e disease. The pedretions are sometimes dimin-

Miss K. A. BAKER, Teacher of French and Draws
ing.
\
4
TUITION:
Primary Course,
woe
we. S400

You can not be right in the rest
Unless you think rightly of him.

help, and the servants of the house heard
him, and ¢ame so his help
with a lantern.

this make the Indian the possessor of the
owner's pleasires ? Or does this make the
Indian capable of keeping up and of getting
up such a dwelling? The trouble lies not
in want of facilities, but in want of faculties

dren ; by stringing

thought he must be neur it by

this time, so he

of our

modern houses, with bay windows, curtains, carpets, sofas, gas and water. . Does.

* touched, warmed and
the poor man to obtain

he

Debility 1s a term used to denote deficiency:of

3

of Instrumental Music.

admire other objects, May have our fancies
| pice.
and prejudices, our partialities and antipaHe stretched out his stick thies, touching various persons and things,
But what he wants is a better, diviner, | to leave him.
inner life,—this first of all, and then will | this ‘way, and that way, and on all sides, | and it may matter very little, affect very
but could feel nothing except the narrow
slightly, perhaps not at all, our real interfollow a better outward life, and a better
piece of ground he stood on. This per- ests; but not so our views and feelings relhome, with better food and better convenplexed him very much, and he could not
ative to this Divine Personage.
:
jences; and more of (God's blessed air and
sunshine in both heart and home. No stream understand it. But he happened to remem- * ¢ What think ye of Christ? is the test
can rise higher than its fountain, And the ber that he had seen a house in front of
To try both your state and your scheme;
fountain of a man’s

Mr.

The SPRING TERM of 11 weeks, will commence
TUESDAY; Feb. 6th, under the instruction of
A. N. MARSTON, A. B., Principal.
Miss. H. L. STEVENS, Preceptress and Teacher

dangerous

‘it

tgachers.

M. E. SWEAT, Sec.

Send for Circular,
;
.
Ridgeville, Ind., Feb. 7, 1872.

So he stretched out his walking- | * There is no question so important as how

precipice.
stick,

a deep

‘Rock

~

at reasonable rates,

“Appreciation of Christ.” .

on one side of. him was the mountain,

and on

and

He

hymn,

Me."—Christianat Work.

was upon him, and at once it became so
dark, that when he held his hand before his

eyes he could not sée it at all.

In his

ing ho e exulting in every line.
;
uring his last illness, Augustus Toplady seemed to-lie in a very vestibule of
glory. To a friend’s inquiry, he answered
with sparkling eye, *‘ O my dear sir, I can
not tell the comforts I feel in my soul—they
are past expression. The ‘consolations of
God are so abundant, that he leaves me
nothing to pray for.” My prayers are all
converted into praise. I enjoy a heaven
alrendy in my soul.” And within an hour
of dying he called his friends and asked if
they could give hime up; and when they
said they could, tears of joy ran down his
cheeks, and he added, ‘* Oh,what a blessing
that you are made willing
ive me over
into the hands of my dear Redeemer, and
part with me ; for no mortal can live after
the glories which God has manifested to
my soul > And thus died the writer of the

sinking behind the western
was looking with great en-

the

of his

milder

finished work were embalmed, and the

house justas the sun was beginning to set.

rec-

of eating and drinking, of amusement,

reation and pleasure. And many persons
of more or less influence in the community,
either from a mistaken benevolence or a
depraved taste, sanction this tendency. But
the

are ill,

come strong again. Several years ago, a
missionary who is stationed in Dehra, was
spending a summer in Landour. One day
he was invited to take tea with an English
minister,
He started for the minister's

The Poor Man’s Sabbath.
(

often

RESTORES THE HEALTH.
General Debility.

reasonable

qualification. of
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solemnity,
simplicity

a commandin,

Rooms on

| PURIFIES THE BLOOD AND

SPRING TERM will begin March 12, and continuel12
weeks, Tuition, $6.00; Incidentals, $40; Penmanship, 31.50 for twenty lessons; Instrumental Music,
with
use of instrument, $11.00.
Board, dn clubs, $2.00 or less, per week; in private
lies
$3.00. Rooms for self-boarding, can
had
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his ministry. Many sinners: were converted; and the doctrines which God blessed
to the accomplishment of these results may
be learned from the hymns which Toplady
has bequeathed to the church: * Rock of
Ages, Cleft for Me;”
¢* A Debtor to Mercy
Alone” ¢ When Languor and Disease Invade,” and ‘“Deathless Principle, Arise!”
—hymns in which it would seem as if the

the hights

and not able to work on the plains through

Love divine, beyond all measure,
Lord, I find alone in Thee.
—Ckn

impress

In the pulpit's

is

N. Parsonsfield,.Jan. 15, 1872.

in London, the happiest results attended

are two English settle-

when

Faith and hope beyond degree,

béar, the

specialty

the county,

and in his words there was suc
that to hear was to understand.
Both at Broad Hembury, and afterward

ments, called Mussoorie
and
Landour,
where English people, whose homes are on
the hot plains, come to spend the summer.

Learns the (A of perfect péace ;
Every long-enduring treasure,

-

tones there was

on

Doqu, and up

called Dehra

which ok

respects

agency nothing flowed but balm.

feet,and a light

. In the Himalaya mountains there is a
beautiful valley, across one end of which
flows the river Ganges, and across the
is lovely valley is
other, the Jumna.

‘Thou hast brought my sins remission,

Every sweet celestial

in some

-

school-room warrants us
that teachers will find this school second to none 1

the Gospel wielded all the

over-ardent spirit.

unto my path,”’=—Psalms 119: 105

death of his Son.
k effect, and from

most ip aiuzies whose heads are hoary.
His chief works are controversial, and

————

$4.00
$5.00
86.00
$10.00
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Toplady became very learned, and at
thirty-eight he died, more widely read than

Cry Earnestly Unto God.

Thou my sure foundation-stone ;

Rich assurance Thou hast given;
Lord, I rest on Thee alone.
Out of Thee !=Oh, sad condition !—
Out of Thee I can not be,

the

om

Board, $3.00 per week.
8,

powers of his brilliant and active mind.

tation of greatness.—W. H. Furness.

Lord, alone in Thee.

Blessed

that moment

forms of virtue, a new manifes-

new

cern.

tion to' God through
The homely sermon

dis-

we

vals, ¢ very creature’s. best,” but

a lad of six-

TPE

_VEGETINE

$3.00

Common English
Higher English
Languages
Music
Co.

sang:

ed intoa barn where an illiterate layman
was preaching—but preaching reconcilia-"

at remote inter-

different men

by

hibited

_ Terms: Primary

a few

teen and on a visit to Ireland, he had stroll-

profoundest harmony those
joined in the
remarkable qualities, which have been ex-

sweet grace.

passes, with

When

Augustus’ Toplady.

con-

In his person, not.only are

dividual,

of itp sequestered

cottages sprinkled over it, mused and

Here

the loftiest. and loveliest attributes of humanity meet in full development in one io-

blessed Saviour,
Jesus, Lord
All'my faith In Thee 1 place ;
heavenly favor
Heaven and every

of Thy

it.

with

stances to he classed along

one

GRAND SUCCESS OF

The Spring Term will commence on Tuesday, Feb.
20, and continue eleven weeks.
:
, M.K. MABREY, Principal,
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“In the pleasunt county of Devon, and in

The history
specimen—a model by itself.
of the world furnishes us with no other in-

Faith, Hope, Love.

Are the

—e

It constitutes a

pattern.

or

out. precedent

=
|=

But

and Pilate in their principal features?
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that nothing Lut study and veflection and
prayer will bring, for definite plans and
“a persistent execution of them,
for the carefu! and every-day attention£6 little things
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And. yet this

isthe vital work that is called for, and
without which the panegyrized sermons and

:

the trumpeted

CRE

revival

will be more

than

half sounding cheats, and magnificent
promises blighting while yet they bloom.

A Special Pre miam.

And

To every new subscriber for the Morning
"Star who shall remit $2.50,

through the sanctuarys a comet

streams across the heavens.

AF All communications designed for publication
should be addressed tothe Editor, and all letters®on
business, remittances of money, &c., should be ader

and personal needs, even more than for the

blazes

.

dressed to the Publisher.
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RNING

the

churches,

both

as

organized!

and ten cents

after-work. Ifthey have pastors who can can be such a thing as unclean godliness,—
and
will take the lead in this sort of service, plainly and squarely, we mean bodily dirtia new and beautiful chromo entitled * The
—as every church peed to‘have,—so much ness,—nor that there can be much humility
Wreathed Cross.” This is one of the most
the better; if not, let them go only the where the worshipers sit stiff and rigid as
elegant works of its kind that has been more resolutely about it themselves. They
icebergs, nor that the golden rule is kept by
produced, and is worth the price of the pa- Gan not afford to wait, nor stop long to dis- such as pass piggishly to their prayer-books
cuss questions of pre-eminence and leader- leaving some casual attendant to animate
per.
J
N.B. It will be understood that no per- ship. . Their present and future strength his soul with the mere echoes of the service
and success depend upon their promptness, that find their'way to the entry. We can
centage is allowed in those cases where the
fidelity and skill in this very field.
There all be trim and tidy; we can “all be devoChromo is sent,—that the subscription and | is nothing more needful, more honorable,
tional in form as well as in spirit,—and oftpostage are to be paid inadvance,—and that more promising, or more sure of reward. en we need the form to give
to
nd exIt pression to the spirit,—we can all see that
those who wish the Chromo will need to Labor of thissort will not be in vain.
signify that wish in connection with their will bind the church-members into unity. It the proper courtesies of the place.are exwill lift up a higher ideal before those who tended to such as can rightfully expect
remittance.
are fixing their own standard of religious them ; we can al! show that our religion is
character and life. It will encourage the a glad, untrammeled, natural expression of
The (Niet After-Work,
4.

timid,

— i —

cheer

the

despondent,

rebuke

the

the highest faculties of our nature,—and

slothful, and give added heart and power to
It will especially react
rejoiced of late over awakened and convert- the true workers.
ed souls, They have seen the general and in blessing upon those who thus seek to be
long-continued indifference to religious of service, so that while they toil they will
things give place to seriousness, to anxiety, find themselves half unconsciously breaking
to tears it may be, to inquiry after the ,way into song. And it will silence the cavils
of life, to penitence, to confession, to ana drive out nota little of the skepticism
“prayer,—and then to hope, to a new pur- of worldly observers, compelling them to
pose and a fresh and higher life.
The see and feel that there is a church of the
empty pews have been filled again with living God amoug them, where souls are
eager listeners. The prayer meeting has really trained for the manliest and best
_drawn,gut
the crowd, and its services have
service, and where ‘life on earth takes on
‘been
Tilled with fervor and faith.
The something of the majesty, the grace and the
and

churches

have

voice of supplication and praise has begun

Sighs

benediction is pronounced,—this as

comes the house of God as

pfs

steadily on the decline for some fifty years
or more. Itis not yet quite extinct, but is

ill

be-

mirth would

a

ly drawti, and & passage from one to the other
was neither easy in itself, nor at all desirable. Hence, such changes were of unfrequent occurrence. But when Cliristians of

different sects began to look upon each other as common and equal brethren in Christ,
erring, to be sure, in judgment as to things
not quite essential, as well as in practice,
then a bar to change of denominational rela-

place of mourning, or a garh of motley a retion was
fled and inteMigent assembly. We ver-

swelling of the fresh buds into greénness on

ily believe there is often

.as much

sinning

in the carelessness and indolence with Which

taken away,

membership,

where

and

a transfer of

‘convenience, or some

supposed er real advantage entered into the
question, was made comparatively easy.

church-goers attend the services® as in all
But on the other hand, the spirit of prosetheir ‘other Sunday transgressions put toIytism has declined apace with sectarian:
gether. The Father desires that spirituality
ism. When one admits that there is salvaand truthfulness mark our worship, and
tion in another church, he will not be so
these can hardly exist with the free-and-ea-

pastor

who has witnessed no sach-outbreak of life
as this among his flock has failed to find
one of the most exhilarating and. precious
experiences that belong to the minister's
calling. A church that has gone on without any such influx of reviving energy has
yet to learn ome of the most significant
parts of the lesson through which the great
Teacher would school it into efficiency as

sy style in which so much of it’is

perform-

ed.
It is quite likely that cleanliness comes
next to reverence as a ‘condition of -acceptable worship. - It is certain that there are
chureh-goers who fail in this particular.
Eager to condemn pride in others and anxious to crucify it in’ themselves, they even
put a clean collar and a glossy hat under
ban, as evidences of an-unregenerate heart.
There was a clergyman in Maine who drove
to his Sunday services in a buggy newly
varnished, while upon his. well-kept horse
was a silver-mounted harness. A parishioner who came to the same service with a
bony animal, a mass of tied-up straps and a

a laborer together with God.

But the, more quict, less imposing and
less exhilarating after-work which waits to
be done when the special revival season is
over, must not be lightly esteemed, or neglected, or slurred
gver.
The amount and
-the value of the frult yielded by the special
A
interest depend very largely on this.
new company has appeared among the dis- muddy wagon, condemned the minister's
ciples; but how much they will learn at the pride and refused thenceforth to hear him
Master's feet where they professedly place preach. But which was. the pride to be
themselves, and what use they will make condemned, that which fed itself upon a
of their new aequisitions, remains to. be lank beast- with galling harness, or that
seen. A new band of recruits has been which found satisfaction in silver mountings
gathered for the Lord's army; but how and bright varnish? “We have no doubt
much they are to be worth when dress pa- that a, pure heart goes oftener to church
rade is over, aad the time for a true soldier’s with clean hands and tidy fittings, than with
service has come, will be learned here-} straggling hair and garments that smell
. after when the battle is joined or the wear- of the stable. Even one of the apostles said,
ing duties of the active campaign press long ¢¢ Cleanse your hands, ye sinners,” and long
and hard and steadily. The blade and bud before that, David had declared that only
and .blossom of the new life are indeed they who had clean hands and pure hearts
gratefal to eye and heart; but the time is could ascend into the hill of the Lord.
not yet when the harvest is to be reaped
And a spirit of devotion, manifesting itfrom the field of activity, and the fruit self in some convenient way, had better be
gathered from the boughs of character, and cherished for mere form’s sake than not be
the Great Husbandman is to measure each cherished at all. What more .impressive
life by what it has matured and yielded. sight than to see a whole congregation with

"And the question,—How much do all these

bowed heads during the time of prayer?

- reported conversions and accessions amount
Ube largely determined by the

A

hush and quiet,
2s though
God, were
there, seem to pervade such an assembly,

anxious that the members
should come over

case he

of that church

to his, as Le

would be in

supposed his to be the only true

church.
The only proselytism either honorable or justifiable now left us, is to induce
accessions to our churches, from other bodies

of Christians,by making their character and
standing worthy of such accession.
This remark is especially applicable to
our own denomination. Instead of expending

money and wearing

out

brains in

direct attempt to induce others of like faith
2nd practice to join us, W
shall do Kol to
go on vigorously perfecting our educational

arrangements, infusing new

life into our

missionary enterprises, elevating our minis-

try to a higher standard

of efficiency, and

securing to our membership an increase of
“holiness unto the Lord,” and devotion to
the Master's service. Then those who are

by right of us will come to us of their own

accord, and both we and they shall have
occasion to rejoice in their coming.
After all, it seems probable that in the

process of the modification of creeds, and
the growth of Christian charity -and toleration, dénpminational lines will become

less

and ‘less distinct, and of course more easily
passed ; well avill it be,if the popular liberalism of the present day dBgs not obliterate
the line that separates between the church
that recognizes Christ as the Son of God,
and the church

that denies it, between

the

church that “worships
thie Father in Spirit
and in truth,” and the church ‘that has a
form of godliness, but denies the power.”

Thereis a limit. ~
Ess
—
But in this matter of denominational con-

nection, let every man be fully persuaded
in his own mind. All denominations can
ierthemselves.
To train the souls that shipful mood much sooner than when they not be regarded as equally sound in doccomebo them is far more important look at erect and careless attendants who trine, or scriptural in practice. ‘God calls
to welcome them wigh
formal hand- seen mainly intent on seeing who is in the me to one; and gives only one people for
and printed hymn.
To take these. room, To be sure there is no virtue in a my choice. There is my ‘special field of laforces en satisfaction .is well; but form, merely, of worship, but.even' that is bor, and no where else. And this is net a
which the pastors and ehurch-

"clasp

Ar

In a previous article it
Yas stated that
sectarianism among Evangelical denominations, especially in New England, has been

. In the first place, so mean a word as this

We do not disparage these experiences,
any more-than we disparage the starting of
the young grass iuthe meadows, or the

have
than

Denominationalism.

can justly claim that we present ourselves at
church in a reverent spirit: God will not be
honored by insol e
d off-hand behavior.
The style of oni
i church, sleeping
during prayer, yawnifig through the ser-}
mon, and of starting for dinner before the

things have become new.

A

theology

either.

far less a reproach to religion than formerly. It may be of some account to consider
This word etiquette has been so much what has been, and what is likely to be, the
abused that it is rather shy of expressing eflect of this change on the permanency of
what we want it to.) It has been made au- denominational connections, and on denomthority for all sorts of notions and follies, till inational attachment; devotion and success.
sensible péople have come to look upon it Under the present state of things, there are
with suspicion, and even in many instances doubtless conflicting tendencies.
To strike
to.ignore its claims aliogether. So we fear the balance might not be easy,if indeed posthat it will come forward with some mis- sible.
>
givings to say that it has claims upon churchWhen the members of one church looked
goers which they ought to respect. But upon the members of another church of a
we will let it present its claims, and then different order as in some sort semi-heretiaccept them for what they are worth.
cal, denominational lines were very distinct-

light of a living

its quickening power.

will

—

have given place to songs, and the language
of hope and victory has often leaped to the
lips and broken out in jubilant speech. Courage has risen, and the bygone fear and distrust are matters of wonder. For in many
cases old things have passed away and all

ing and

God

in most modern philosophy—or

Church Etiquette.

church burning in the community.
TheLord's table has witnessed the ®gathering
of manyat the sacred feast who had lived’
the prodigal’s life, and only lately yielded
to the plea of outward hunger and sought
for bread in the Father’s house.
It has

been a time of joy and triumph.

when we can do all these things,

not hold us guiltless if we refuse. We have
an impression that there is more in this matter of church etiquette than is dreamed of

beneficengg-of heaven,

to break forth in homes where God had
been forgotten.
The waters of baptism
have been stirred again and again.
Old
and young disciples, fresh from their act of
public confession, have come forward in
the sanctuary and joined hands in token of
special fellowship with those who have

long sought to keep the

new
to organize and train them

and the thoughtless are brought into a wor-

for permanent,

often valuable to bring the spirit -towards matter of convenience, and personal profit,
humility. Besides, closing the eyes ‘to the but of conscience. There is a faith to be

intelligént and fruitful service is a hundred
times more important.
:

objects around them leaves the ear and

the

maintained

among men, associated

labors

to be performed, and a system of applianheart open to the words of the prayer, and ces adapted. through which the individual
the-thought may be borne upward on its

And yet it 1s this last and mot vital work
that is most likely to be neglected.

There

is indeed less exhilaration in it. The gains spirit to mingle with God and the angels. Christian is to make himself felt in the work
that spring from it do mot’ usually come And then these! simplé forms give a free, of the world’s redemption. Let him choose
with observation, It gives little notoriety. . natural and easy expression to our. religious wisely, and if possible for life. If he must
The world seldom

stops

to gape and

31
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bodies and as made up of individual Chris- but there are grave interosts bound up in
tians, are to take hold of this training them, We are not exactly sure that there

in addition to pay postage, &c., we will send

Many of our pastors

EC

wy

MAY
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won-

feelings, implying that worship is a pleasant

—
rm ——

|Manded it, so ought there to ‘be ‘a cordial though in sorrow in view of past friend| Welcome and proper attentions shown to ships and associations, to find a home and church,” do you say? But they do n't go
to church.
*‘ Let them take the books to
| Strangers in our churches, ‘partly because | field of labor in some other evangelica! de- their rooms and there read them.” But
our religious reputation (demands it but |. nomination. In such a case, I do not see
chiefly because our churches are the Father's why he may not go in peace.” Nay, more, their rooms are not always the most in viting places in the world, There they are,
house, and he hds bidden: all mankind. what occasion is there for a disruption of
hosts of them, wagting their Sabbaths in
Plainly, our city churches have been scolded Christian fellowship, of any check on our transgression.
Shall we close even this
a good deal lately for ignoring the stranger hearty «(God speed him"?
iy
avenue to such as might escape through it?
within their gates, mostly because it gave
But the case may be otherwise. Pastogs |
| smart writers a good theme on-which to be have some times left one denomination
for ——MORMON SENTIMENT. What could
pungent and witty; but there was also another, because they have supposed them- happen
more fortunate for the Mormons
something more than a well-defined shadow selves nat properly appreciated, or not suitthan the release of such as were lately prisof a reason for it,
:
ably compensated—or, as. they have some- oners.
They all seem to take it as a direct
_ Now, these are all very simple matters,

| exceptional and general public effort that

"GEORGE T. DAY. Editor.
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change,

let it be for eonscience’ sake.

times modestly
(?) put it, have failed to find

interposition

so much

heen

conjectured,

and

for

ficed. Captain Hall asserts that if there be
any habitable land in

the vicinity of the

north pole, it will be a ne plus ulira of salu.

bripus climates, and his only fear is that he
and his men may have to encounter before
landing a new and formidable race ‘of hu.
man beings. But then, the expedition car.

ries armns, and there is. no doubt but they
will be able to subdue these Arctic giants,

Who knows but Barnum may have

one

of

them on exhibition next winter ?

of Providence, and are doubly

a field. of labor sufficiently ample—wel), confident that *‘Right will triumph,” that ‘is,
say, for their capacity ! "All the argument the right to.all the wives they can
get. Their
in such cases as this is involved in the
simple statement of them, and nothing more

has

"Which so many noble lives haye been sacri.

gencral eonference has just been

held,

—A

Pow

SENATE.

Last Wodnesday,

Mr. Ransom took his seat as U. S. Senator
from North Carolina, and the Chamber contained its full number for the first tithe sinpe

and

when it was found that Brigham Young
can or need be said,
;
could be present at the closing ofthe session,
But there is still another case, and one it was taken as a deliverance not second to
that deserves a passing remark. Pastors to that of St. Peter, and settling it for all
have been known to leave a denomination that Providence is certainly leading them,

1861.

This suggests a great deal,

The

government 1s still in the control of loyal
men; slavery is dead; the issues of the
war are virtually settled ; peace reigns; the

somewhat unceremoniously because of local

The sermons. before the conference stated
South is stepping up,to a higher place ; eduthat the religion of the Latter-day Saints cation and religion ave
finding a gladder acallege no change of views respecting doc- must ultimately prevail with the people of)
ceptance ; the rights

dissatisfaction, dissension or quarrel.
trine or

church

policy,—~have

no

They

fault to

find with the denomination, at large,—nay,
have uniformly met as they themselves

of all are to be secured ;
—all these conditions are viewed with a deep-

of
the” power
that
world, and
the
the church was never greater oxmore wide-

er interest as the admission of this last

SenLike the shrewd fellows that |
ly recognized.
Sumfrom
decade
a
that
fact
the
recalls
ator
will confess, with the kindest treatment, they are, they refuse to show any signs of exul- |
been promoted to places of trust and re- tation over their late judicial triumph, claim- | ter finds us at pesce and in prosperity.
We wonder that the whole dignified body
sponsibility,—and rendered even conspicu- ing that the Great Ruler has done it for them,
ous in the_public eye,—so0 that their depart- and that they desire to livé*peaceably and of Statesmen did n't toss up their hats and
ure is trumpeted through the public journals lmarmoniously with the persecuting Gentiles: | shout themsdlves hoarse as this last reand, often, without explanation orcomment. This is certainly improving the situation. | bellious State sent up its Ransom to the CapThis is a reflection on a Christian communi- The hypocritical art is here carried to a high | itol. It may be fortunate, for dignity's
ty, without justification.
It would ‘not be | state of perfection, and religion is mocked by | sake, that their hats were in the cloak-room.
courteous or gentlemanly for one to take a horde of conscienceless bigamists, But mn |
The
his hat and in like manner bow himself out the meantime,
our faith in railroads is ——THE CINCINNATI CONVENTION.
of an ordinary evening party! There are stronger than ever, and we expect some- liberal Republican convention meets toThat it
obligations assumed, promises made,expec- time to see the Mormon Tabernacle used as day (Wednesday ) in Cincinnati.
tations excited, and claims engendered by a
» Grand Union Depot of all the civilizing will be a harmonious meeting can hardly
Republi
be expected when Democrats and
formal union with a Christian body not so railway trains that will center there.
cans will each try to carry thes fone and
lightlyto be disposed of. But of denominational claims and of corresponding indi- ——A MINISTERIAL CRIstS THREATENED, when the N. Y. Tribune faction’ absolutely
vidual obligations, we must speak at an- There are apprehensions of a ministerial eri- demands what the Chicago Tribune party
other time.—J. F.
:
9 sis in England involving a change of govern- ays the west will not agree to. But the
ment. The~question on which Parliament- chief interest just now centers about Charles
+e)
rancis Adams, and his last utterance on
is divided is that raised by a bill to remove
Current Topics.
certain {ests now imposed on the staflents the Presidential question. Just, before his
!
——ee—
*
and governing body of Dublin University. departure for Geneva to attend the arbitra—TaE
YALE ErecrioN.
The imporThe bill was most strenuously opposed by tion gathering, he was asked if he would
tance of the coming election of members of
the Irish members, while Mr. Gladstone and accept a Presidential nomination by the
the Corporation of Yale College,by the alumhis purty were warmly fin its favor. The Cincinnati party and replied that h& would,
ni, is shown by the wide interest that is
liberals declare that the existing tests are ifthe call were an unequivocal one, but
expressed in ‘the matter.
Itis well known
guly so many, guaranties of keeping faith 1thatif he was to be negotiated for, they
that the laler management of the College
with the Cat®blics, and it is a question on would ** please be so kind as tojdraw him
hus been so secular as to credte prejudices,
which Gladstone could better afford to go out.of that crowd.” So that this is the sitand the graduates have been vapidly losing
Grant's
out of power, than many of the others that uation: Mr. Adams, holding by
interest in. its affairs. “Keeping certain
an office that will
make
threaten to push him out. But some con- appointment,
ministers on the Board because the charter
his
name
famous
in
future
history,
concessions are already made to the tories, and
specifies it, and certain politicians whose these may help to defeat: Disraeli’s present sents, on certain conditions, to allow the
money and shrewdness may be their only schemes for the leadership. The two par- use of his own name, not only against
recommendations, has not generated the ties in Parliament and through the country Grant but
against ‘the interests
sand
best of feeling for the last decade. Giving are just now pulling strongly for the. lead, policy of his Administration.
Such
dre
the graduates, a voice in the government, and it will be no surprising thing if some- the unusual conditions of the Cincinwhich they will get in choosing some of their body is called to seathe Queen and get his nati meeting. ~We heartily “wish that the
own number to be corporators, will doubtPrime-ministerial credentials before a vear. principles by which it professes to be guidless awake an interest that must be hgnefied might triumph, but with the antagonistic
cial. “It is essentially a modern movement, ——OUR (FOVERNMENT AND THE ALABAMA elements that gather there we can not yet
the spirit triumphing over the letter, and Cras,
So many warlike reports have | cherish any confident hope.
young life providing for its own felt wants. , been circulated by the newspapers lately,
Prominent names are already mentioned as that Greneral Banks deemed it his “duty to |
the choice of the graduates, but the final call on Secretary Fish last week and find |
voting will not be done till Commencement. out just how the case stands. Sifting out |
The plan promises to send new
blood generalties, he found the attitude of our |
through the whole collegiate body and in- Government (rom the commencement of the |
FOREIGN MISSION.
fuse into it a fresh and vigorous life. ~ °
‘discussion to be about this: It has been
~
We are receiving so many encouraging
peaceful
and conciliatory. The claims for
<
‘words, approving
of the apportionment
——MONASTERIES IN ENGLAND.
Some of indirect damages were put in in the general
plan
for
raising
funds
for Foreign Missions,
interests
of
the
civilized
world
for
the
sake
our London exchanges have alluded several
that
we
have
hard
work
to keep them all to
of
the
principles
involved,
and
not
because
timres during the winter to the existence of
And besides this, we really
Monasteries in-that city ; that they were be- we expected to get them, and we shall not ourselves.
ing revived throughout the island by’ the be greatly dissatisfied nor disappointed it" think it will do good in several ways, to
The treaty expressly publish oie now ‘and then. We have just
priesthood ; that helpless women were be- they are not allowed.
ing shut up in“them ; and that all the old re- concedes to each government the right to received a word of commendation from bevolting features of Monastery life were be- prepare its own case, and no correspon- yond the sea, which is worthy of notice
for its sterling spirit and straight-forward
irg revived in connection with them. Some dence like that now going on between- the
putting of the question,—what the Editor
department
of
State
and
the
English
foreign
significance is given to these reports by the
would
call its pluck. Miss Crawford, in
minister
can
change
the
treaty
between
the
Jate introduction into Parliament of a bill
writing to the Secretary, under date of
Queen
and
the
President.
The
treaty,
providing for the appointmentegf a commisMarch 6, says:
oy
sion to examine into the charges above re- moreover, fails to provide for any change of
“In my last, I was pressed for time, so
its
case
by
either
patty,
and
had
the
claims
ferred to. The bill stated the various reaomitted, they quite failed to say how pleased I was to
sons of alarm that it found in the rapid for indirect damages been
learn what the Executive Committee had
would
have
been
forever
barred
by the tri- done to raise money for the support of the
growth and rigid management of these institutions, and urged that they be attended to bunal. In this state of facts the President Missions. Any church that will complain
at once.
Some excitement was created by assented to the inclusion of the consequential of the call to raise its part, ought to be
dealt with’ as unchristian, If it excuses
the bill, and it was violently opposed, the claims in our case, and there they may be } itself and says, ‘ But I am very weak, and
regarded
as
certain
to
remain.
It
was
also
mover being acénsed of endeavoring to excan not live without help from the Home
cite religions strife. Bat it was finally ad- discovered that the position of our govern- Mission Society,’ then reply to it in the lanpatriot of 76
(the
mitted, and the country is likely to saon find ment has never been more firmly established guage of the noble
out if ‘it is drifting back towards the in- than now. The talk of backing down and speech, though, was delivered in *75), ¢ But
when shall "we be stronger?
Willit be
quisition. ~ It is proper to say that England withdrawing the indirect claims, of yielding the next week or the next year? Shall we
vital
principles
for
the
sake
of
a
quiet
sumdoes n't feel alarmed yet.
gather strength -by irreésolution and inacmer, and of England's rigid determination tion?
Sir, we are not weak, if we make a
to have the obnoxious clauses withdrawn or. proper use of those means which the God
OPEN LIBRARIES ON SunpaY. The fight,—this is talk and nothing. more, and of nature has putin our
power: If Patboard of directors of the Pooper Union; N. we hope that an uneasy country will not rick Henry felt strong in the means which i
the God of nature’ had put in his. power,
Y., announce that from
the commencement make necessary a weekly denial of wislike
of autumn the library rooms of that insti- preparations during the interim of settle- how much stronger ought he to feel, who
has all the resources which the God of Clyris-
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tution will be open

every

Sunday.

Henry

ment.

.

oh

>

tianity, as well as of nature has put in his™

Ward Beecher recoggmended such a course
power! Tt is often said, we ought to reInterest- member our own weakness. Well, so we
in an address lately given in that city,on the ——CAPr. HALLS EXPEDITION.
question,
*‘Is the opening of eur public libra- ing intelligence is received from Captain ought.
ries consistent with the Christian uses of the Hall's polar expedition. In reading the acThy power, my weakness, may I ever see,
And rival angels in the praise-of thee.
Lord’s day?”
He maintained that through counts it may be well to remember that they
this movement ‘*healthy,moral and virtuous are given by an enthusiast, but also by one Weak we are if left to ourselves, but our
sent! inent would be created in the minds of who carries a steady judgment. One day a helper is the Almighty, He to whom thew
“the young men of the community and the “crowd of mad icebergs” attacke d the Po- gold and silyer and the cattle upon a thouworking classes, which was more conducive laris, and even the honorary guests and sand hills (and on the plains) belong.”
to the promotion of, the interests of the professional attachés had to pump like com: | It seems as though these burning words
church than anything else besides.” Per- mon sailors to keep the ship afloat. Several would stir, not only the weak, but. the inSEC.
sonally, we are inclined to agree with what strange discoveries have heen made, which different also.
seems to be the spirit of Mr. Beecher’s statement. Not that * healthy, moral and virtu-

ous sentiment” is enough; far from it;—a
whole flood of that kind of ¢ sentiment”

lead to the conviction

that m

the

»

extreme

Revivals,
&c.

and nadispoyeted North there is at times a
genial
atmosphere and open seas. Plants
were detected in the jce which. are indigenous to southern climates,
and the examina-

would never suffice to wash the soul clear
of its stains.
But it would add t6 the tion of a floating stick of ¥wod found off
intelligence and culture of such as rightly Disco proved it to be a limb of some huge
improve the privilege, ‘and no one will say birch. Throughout the whole month of Junthat that is not better Sunday-occupation uary very little ice was seen, and each night
than to be found in idleness, or seeking the the sky on all'sides glittered with meteors
company of the ignorant and vulgar. But of the most gorgeous description,” which
at the same time, the.expediency of the flashed so brightly and wildly across the
movement may be called in question, It js | firmament as to dazzle the strongest eye.
to add another liberty to the already Targe sight. The most important clew to the exnumber that are making the Sabbath a mere istence of a Joby passage is the fact that the
day of license. There is also a strong sen. crew of the Polaris had seen, followed. and

MANCHESTER, N. H.

There

has been a_

deep revival interest in this ¢hurch, and on the 21st of April the ordinance of. baptism

was administered to 8 person.

These and

three others received admission’ to the
church in the afternoon, and several others

will go forward soon, In three years this
church has added 88 to her communion,
and is now planning to build a new house

of worship.
0
Christian aminister, for ' instance, upon
‘der and stare atit. It does not keep the’ and genial service, which gives to the un- A
minister's name flying from lip to lip converted much more ¢heerful and winzing more thorough investigation, may find his
Roor River Q. M, A correspondent
through the parish or along the street. It impressions than would the indications that doctrinal views undergoing a change. As
writing
from within this Q. M. stages thatn .
little noisy applause to his ear. It | it was an unwelcome duty which we would, upon his ordination,hie gave ‘assent to the timent against such use of our public read- killed a whale having in one of its fins a har- good religious interest is prevailing. Four
prom
| views of the denomination with which he ing ‘rooms, and multitudes of our best citmuch rather perform in the dark.
does not keep Jim #8 a ¢onstant and
poon similar to those used in the South Pa- © m five are to be soon received by baptism
There is

eye.
But after all, church’ etiquette would. find was connected, and tacitly, av least, agreed izens “will be found arrayed ggainst_it, cifie, and this happened in a region where,
ts,
spiri
al
anim
the
its
best, expression in giving a cordial wel- to maintain them,he is in honor bound to But can. we be conscious of the sinningto as Captain Hall says, “the sail of an Ameristir
very littlein it to
i.
.
half
»
dy,’
come
in attendance. Just as state frankly,and in the Spire of Christ, the which Sabbath-idleness leads,and still with- can or European vessel had riever been given
spee
a
m
l
a
the
for
or Aeed
ambition fame,as a pulpit of the hostto strangers
would
give
a warm reception and change his views have undergone, and that hold a possible means to prevent it? The to the wind before.” In May, Captain Hall
treacherous
and
earned
It calls for a calm but resolute careful attention to guests invited to his par- he can in conscience 'no longer maintain whole company of our clerks, operatives, hopes to make a clear passage to the undisv.
pi
pole, and get all necessary ioforfaith, for'a quiet but tireless and mighty ors, partly because he had invited them, but ‘the - distinctive doctrines of the church of | artisans and laborers of every class, are at ‘ covered
.
IE
4s
ie
Hig bd
patience, for a keen spiritual discernment ‘chiefly because his: social repufation de- his: fone, chuee; bai feels compelled, liberty ou that ‘day, “Let them ‘go to mation concerning that région ahout which
" inent actor in the public

V
“

oo
’

to the Beaver church, and baptisms were
expected at Frankford last Sabbath. The
Free Soil church

wHl

soon

receive

addi-

tions,and itnlso expects to build a house of
worship during the summer.

Other church-

sare in a good condition.

The. brethren

e

Have faith’ and

conrage, and go ahead.

.
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are in good standing.

expulsion of the Bourbons from the Spanish throne,

and the substitution for themof a scion of the most

liberal among royal houses; the virtual absorption

isty

us: ’ Davari,the

| quished designs on the great city founded by Con-

ou and lies
| stantitie and the vast but
| dominion of tho Sulla, all combine fo invest with

Things.
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RELIGIOUS

the enftarn purt of the state. An ansyer 10. preyspirit abundant.
poured out his and
or the Lordhavehas been
several haveconverted,
ly ; many
participated in the work of grace.
The people
did not forget that ** the laborer was worthy of

revival.

his hire.”

Catholics, have signed the pledge within the last

CoM.
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The

Rev.

C. 8. Perkins

has

adopted

ministers

of

Lancaster

mind

merriment

co

* RM Minard, Starksboro, Vt,
Burns,111 \
‘J 8 Dinsmor
‘HJ Carr, Jackson, Ohio. J)
C M Blanchard, Steamboat. Rock,
Sam’l B Fuller, West Eau Clave,
D Lothrop & Co, Boston. Mass.
Mrs L Fox, Ashford, N Y.
Byron M Ward, Osaga, Bourbon
ZA Dyer, New Sharon, Me.

were

that

would

in these

find

only a subject

of

truly solemn services of a

Enterprise.
We would call attention to the fact that the people
of New Hampshire have first-clase Nurseries at home
and need not go out of the state to find trees, shrubs,
flawers and all kinds of seeds of the very best quality.
:
It is almost useless to say that we refer to the well-
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Hon. John H, James, Mayor of Atlanta, Ga., | ous to the year 1837.
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Rev.

A. 8. Royal, now at Yarmouth, N. 8. Bro. R.
left Lewiston last Deec., for a field of Christian
labor
in and about Yarmouth,
Since that time
:

The

added to the following churches; Brooklin, Sanford, Kemp, and Session Hill ;
hile the church
at Beaver River is much quickenéd, with encouraging signs of conversions to God.
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30 have been gathered to these churches, twenty
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the prolonged struggle between middle-aged Feudalism and Ecclesiasticism on the one hand and nineteenth century skepticism and secularism on'the pther. - Recognizing a Divine Providence in all
proceeds and is, it looks hopefully on the great con-
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race escaped from oppression.”

on Sunday.

the

The attendance on Sabbath
winter and spring.
has been good, and we think we are safe in reporting a growing interest in the place.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

small

agreed that, except in cases of the clearest necessity, they will not assist in a funeral service

The church at this place has

8. C. CHASE.

persons, mostly

overture to the general assembly of the Presbyterian church against woman preaching.
‘|

°

received several valuable additions during

thousand

and correspondingly large.
The Brooklyn Presbytery

as we had one year ago, and the number of our
church is about doubled; we have a dozen converts to be baptized the 2nd Sabbath in May.”
—Rev. H. Whitcher continués his pastorate
. PALMYRA, NEB.

two

and we

to be rough-shed with the preparation of the
gospel. But these were surface errors; the soul
of the discourse was solid, and it. would be a

two weeks.
A new Chinese temple was recently consecrated in San Francisco, with no less than seventy-five gods, two of which are twenty feet high

The church at this place is
SACCARAPPA, ME.
A correspondent says :—
meeting good success.
“ We now have afleast three times as many in
our congregatiarand also in our Sabbath-school,

there.
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to go with my mother!” And

——

BY A DISPLACED THREE-YEAR OLD.
Muzzer bought a baby,
:

Sink T most could put him

Doctor told anozzer
Great big awful lie;
Nose an’t out of joint zen,
Tat an’t why I ery.
Guess he makes her sick;

Frow him in ze gutter,
If I can, right quick.
love him!

Cll him * Bressed sing!”

Don’t care if my kite an't
Got a bit of string!
Send me off with Biddy

Every single day;

+ Sink I ought to love him!”
No, I won't; so zere!
Nassy, crying baby,
Not got any hair,
Got all my nice kisses,
Got my place in bed;
Mean to take my drum-stick,
And erack him on the head.

.

live?”

*“Well,

from

the sandy

Now see, what a friend can do!

!

I will pierce a hole in the tangled hedge,
And let the breeze come through!”

do.”
worth

And the breeze blew soft on the little red Rose;
But now she was sore afraid,
For the naughty boys,—her ancient foes,—
Came through where the gap was made.
Wind, when he came again,
the trembling flower,
place; it is very pldin
for a lady’s bower!”

be!” said the shuddering Rose;
I ever had known
here to break my repose;
to let me alone!”

But the will of the Wind is strong as death,
And little he recked her cries;

,a kind-hearted

He plucked her up with his mighty breath,
And away to the town he flies.

It

certainly

was

Irish

woman,

next

' * You know I can sing, Tim,”

And soon her leaves on every side

Began to scatter and fall!

y

¢ Now, what is this? said the wondering Wind,
As the Rose in fragments fell;

“ This paltry stem is all I find,—
I am sure I meant it well!”

¢ It means just this,—that a meddling friend,”
:
©

:
— Saxe.

The Family Circle.
Tambourine.

“ Come, bub, you auf the little un must
take yourselves off. We can’t wait here all
day, nohow. Two more_jobs in our line
have

to

fly

round lively to do’em—that’s so.”
So saying, the coarse man. laid

his hand

in a not unkindly way upon the shoulder of
the boy, whom the last day’s record had

written ** motherless.”
»

¢¢ It's just as hard for ye, my man, last as
fust, and ye may as well cometo it now, as

an hour hence.”

door,

any

Ni

she

con-

igued.
“ Well, we'll try,” rejoined the boy,

tiently.
One, two, and three days

passed.

pa-

The

haven't

any

Timmy

considerin’

they’se in trouble,” as he said.
The flush of gratified possession began to
fade as the foot-sore, lung-wearied children
crept up into their desolate loft, which, with
every return, Fim expected to find occupied
by ¢“ paying tenants.”
“0
Tim,” sighed Maggie, “I'm so
awful tired. What shall I do?”
“Don’t ‘be discouraged,”
said Tim,
though there was ‘ a tear in his voice ;”
“we've got some jolly good bread and
cheese for our supper, and now we've got
the tamhpurine, we won't take it so hard.
To-morrow we'll go out more into the country, and that will be prime,”
The next day saw the little musicians
with their faces set toward the blessed coun-

. “1 wouldnt now. I ain't doin’ on ye any she added, wistfully, as the purple and yelharm. She's dead, and. can’t be a stiver of low blooms
of the crocus peeped through the
“help to ye now, not saying as she whs

any

But it's

. ness.
i
* Fact,” said Jack. ‘Livin’ ain't the easi-

est thing commonly, but folks is ready to
manage most any way to humor it, sooner’n
get very intimate with dyin’.”
‘¢ Well, this ain’t attendin’

to

business,”

* Come, sonny,

. can’t wait no longer,

anyhow.

let us take her.”

You

+ From this heap.

i

we
must

iron railing.

see us.”

¥.

So the children walked

|

slowly

up the

broad driveway, and began their concert.
‘¢ Ah, little people, so you can play and

sing,” said the lady, as'she came

of dishonored dust had

thelittle girl, as an hour

matter?”

passed

by,

the undertaker
and his assist-

said

and,

despite a rest upon a clean, cool bed, whith-

er the kind lady led him, the boy grew
less ¢ faint.”

" “Idon’t

know, Maggie,

I'm sute,”

ng
he

~ the body in a rude ‘pine cof- said ; ** my head feels strange, and the chills
ant composed
fins
~ fin, the boy watching them silently, and the run over me.”

_crying
that she wanted
ROO 01 335

« poor

to go with

nt

us outto

Mr

her

The hours passed, and the days passed,
and still Timmy grew no better. The good.

the lady gave the boy most kind care, and

Davis Maggie cried her blue

respectfully,
as he screwed the last fasten-

admiration; but
he said, ‘‘ Ah,

bole

way, Kitty; ye till

——

evening,

a good

many

years

agd,

when the snow was blowing about so as to
blind and bewilder those who were abroad,

there came aloud knocking at the door of
a‘house in the country.
The family were seated around the table
in their cheerful sitting-room, warm and
happy; and you may be sure they were
greatly startled by seeing two stalwart
squaws and a young Indian lad, laden with
baskets and bundles, walk into the kitchen

and thence to where they were sitting.
The odor they brought in with them

told

that

could

find

no room,

even in the inn, and was laid in a manger,
and for His sake and for the fear o’ God
that's above us all, I'll give them.
place
on the floor of my kitchen, and pray God
to keep us from harm.”
That was true hospitality to strangers,
and one whom the lady looked on as a poor,
benighted Papist.- did that night more for
the

stranger

than any one in that town,—

for they had knocked
shelter at many a door.
where

and

excessive

exterior wondrously attractive.

there is not unfrethought and hypers

intensity

in

the

yond the

grave, jars

harshly

hold the

heart of his

reader

upon

language;

manner

I have

no bed

for you,”

said

the

— Watchman and Reflector.

lady, who felt her courage rise as she heard

her husband's sleigh bells stop at the gate.
“ Me will stay! Me lie on carpet,” said
the half-drunken woman.
Then the other squaw and the youth tried
to quiet her and to make excuses for her
rudeness.

‘She

.old

and

sick,”

said

the

spaketo her,

and

the feelings

her

board.

firmly in his hand

she pointed to
mother of this

the snowy couch of the
family,
which she saw

through a half-open door.
;
Just then the gentleman opened the door,
and looked very much
surprised at the
company he found there,
:
:
When his wife explained their errand, he

said, kindly, ‘ Poor things !, they must
have a shelter without going ‘so far as the
poor-house this fearful night. Bridget !”
he called to the girl, who had hidden herself in the pantry, and stood peeping out.
When, assured by his presence, she came
out, he said, “Put on your rubber boots,

wrap

yoursell up

warm,

and

go and ask

your friend Mrs. Flatley if she can give
these people a lodging. - Pat is strong
enough to make this old lady behave well
if she gets noisy. I'll give him a dolar.”
Bridget obeyed his bidding very slowly,

eyes

almost blind

when at last Timmy keiew not who she was,

as beautifully

E.

travmer-

By L.

beautiful

fair as a

him for spiritual egotism.

skill the

master that I can not be harboring the
hathen over night no more than himself
can! He'll give me a dollar, will he? Ha!
and what good would a dollar do me if the
off the head o’ Kitty and the babies?”

*¢ Would ye let a poor hathen slape in the
road a night like this, Pat?” asked Kitty
in a pitiful tone.

to

seventeenth

Now, O lamp, who was to be “deie

giving reasons—and whatever the lamp
said the prince contradicted.
The dispute
waxed hot and furious, but seemed never
to come near to an end.

and effect’ the worth of an upright, conscientious

The princess heard all the dispute, and

into our loft till it's colder and opener than
a dacent barn! Ye's no place to pat them
but jist here afore the fire, and
that’s quite
convanient

nies, nor yet the essence of any special
creed. The religion of sentiment is inher.

ent in every nation of the human race.

It

to the bedroom where we | givesa beauty of its own
to all the external

th thé babies,—some o’ these ‘wild | forms of creation, and every thing that is
;
true and noble in man’s soul springs from
|-craturs eat babies, ye know.” .
“Oh, shame on ye, Pat, for 1 coward I” | its source. *:
»

1

;

7

>

:

picture of home-

vivacious

and eminently

| human family circle, whose sunny and genial
|
and sometimes rollicking enthusiasm is both conIt will do readers good
tagious and wholesome.
to catch it, as they will be likely to do.
|

Mésers. Harper & Brothers, New York, ‘an
{
| jssuing a really splendid edition of Dickens's
works, roval octave in form, illustrated, well
| printed on excellent paper, bound up in a thor|
oughly attractive style, and sold marvelously
|
cheap. There is something really magnificent in
| the appearance of the volumes, and the first fa| vorable, impression is only aided, not removed,

| by a more thofbugh inspection.

|

and MARTIN

| to introduce

CHUZZLEWIT

the

new

OLIVER Twist

are the works chosen

edition, which

is to

he

The same Publishers

issue another volume ot
It is

NORTH. AMERICAN

REVIEW

for

April

discusses ably the law of

|| Maritime Warfare; and Prof. Whitney pulveriz| es Steinthal’s Origin of Language in his critical

| mortar.

In an appendix, Mr. Mivart has a keen

|
| rejoinder to Mr. Wright whe recently reviewed
| his anti-Darwinian volume
in this periodical.
| The number helps to keep this monarch of the
Reviews up to its own lofty level.—Boston: J,
{ R. Osgood & Co.
Tue NEW ENGLANDER has ten formal articles,
|{|
| besides its notes and comments, and a long list of
really valuable notices of new books
We re-

| ferred to two of ‘its articles at some length in our
| last week’s issue. Besides these, readers will
find special interest

voted to Religion

in the

articles severally de-

:

lander, always alive and earnest, has gained in

variety, vigor nd value by taking the full nutriment of the Congregational
similative system.
In its o

real rival. —New Haven:

Review into its assphefe it bas no

W. L."Kiigsley.’

THE BAPTIST QUARTERLY for April is a justi-

fication of its name.

Its six principal papers are

creditable,

them

some

of

are really

scholarly

and able. Dr. Talbot has a thoughtful and valuable paper in opposition to Darwin’s theory of

.

the

and Culture, Chinese

that have so

development; Dr. Bronson comes to the rescue
of the Baptist theory of the early Puritan intolerance which drove out Roger Williams, in
which he severely criticizes Palfrey’s history ;
Prof. Pepper tries again to establish the divine

persecutions of

way.

they are taught in an

'

authority of close communion, and succeeds just

about as others have done in trying to prove the
unprovable; and the Rev. T, J. Smith indirectly
puts in a plea for the Baptist as against the Chris-

—r—

AN' AMERICAN

THE BIBLIOTHECA SACRA is seen again its full
self. After’ saying that, specie and detailed
compliment is

their length in

Be"

superfluous.

The titles of its ar-

ticles are: Lecky on Morals; Darwinism; What
is Truth? The Christian Law of Service; Extempore Preaching) There is not one of these
papers but has eminent value, and one forgets

indirect
sien

lly sound American girl, with a

remember the snow has batein great hapes .. True religion is ‘not a routine of ‘ceremo.-

[lite in .a wide-awake,

| tional Association, and

and

spoken, let me claim my reward and take
GIRL ABROAD.
eline
Trafton. Boston: Lee& Shepard. 1872. 12mo.
you for my wife ! ” So they went before
pp. 245. Sold by E. J. Lane
& Co.
the king, who was enchanted with the cure, " What Mr. Curtis Guild did for one classof
and they were married straightway and readers in his volumé devoted to foreign travel
lived happy ever afterward—at
it is on the ordinary line of tourists, Miss Trafton has
“ And” they're God's craturs, too, Pat, said the princess never gave her least,
husband | 100€ scarcely less effectively for another. Fer
dear,” said Kitty, “1 don’t think I'd be any cause after mariage. fo reproach her book is thoroughly fresh, unhitckneyed, ‘exhila"
afeared o' thim, whin they was getting only for too persistently holding her pence,
| and
r intellectua
itonoa at 4 ; Teel x Dearie, dev-oved
Vig

is a charming

served tribute to the diplomacy of Count Benedetti, gives us a very full account of the Interua-

fairly and speedi-

truths

century, when

fective because

my princess ! And now that you have |

«Kitty, woman!" etied Pat, * don’t ye:

The Robinsons

thut

wood she was made of belonged ! #*

\ right,

| chiefs of duplicity and plotting.

THE

held her peace .4 long time. At last It is are- portrayed thrill both nerve and spirit.
a book which protesta
she could bear to keep still no longer. “America may properly read nts to-day and in
and ponder,
So she said: “‘You areboth silly. The
Lionel 8t. Clair is a very pleasant story of
Entrue owner was none of the four, but the glish life, well written, having a practical aim,
and full of high lessons which are
keeper of the rest-house, for to him the
not less ef
are

will be found

tian (Campbellite) and S8acramentarian th#ory of *
Jesuitical ‘line of rulers who had so long dis- the ordinance of Baptism. The Emperor Murgraced the kingship and put the nation’s liberty | cus Aurelius, and Christus Conditor, are the tiin peril. The narrative works in a large amount | tles of two very interesting and suggestive artiof historical information, in spite of the fact that cles. The editorial work proper is as as well
the volume is ‘to a considerable extent a prod- done as usual, and that is thoroughly well.—
uct of the imigination ; ‘and many of
Phila. : Bible & Publication Society,
:
the scenes

First the lamp said one and thenjanother,

the prince, ‘you

geperience during

has but four articles, but they mingle vigor and
vivacity with their length, It pays a not unde-

the Huguenots was still disgracing southern Europe, when the Romish Inquisition was busy in
the work of converting protestants by those
| characteristic arguments, the fagot and the rack,
and when the aroused sentiment of England was
combining to expel forever from the throne the

* Thus they went on clamoring and dis-

said

Pub-

The Quarterlies.

Aimée is an intensely interesting volume, presenting the various ‘phases of religious life in
France and England, in the latter part of the

cried the jeweler.

‘“ Ah !yes,”

:

and can hardly fail of an honorable future.

gained their ears, and

simple, plain, vital

life for thé soul,

which were my gift? A

clared the rightful owner ?

Same

THE WOMAN'S KINGDOM that now greets us,and
to which we extend a most hearty welcome.

quickened and refreshed his own spirit. Whoever buys dud reads this his last volume will find
all these statements justified by examples,~they
will also be almost certain Lo find real light dnd

woman is of little account without jewels!’

puting.

He

women when he has once

“ “And T bestowed of her that bloom‘ing complexion, ’ retorted the painter.

the costly gems

Wish,” etc.

their excellent and bandy edition of Miss Muloch’s Works, which have had a popular past

he seldom fails to- stir and profit “the hearts on
which he lays with remarkable readiness and

id the carpenter.

robes

A

Mary L. Bissell, author

| and straightforward method of life, and the mis-

‘ Herbert

ly wins his way to the hearts of most men

burst into life,

choicest

Co.

Prose,
gent exhortation and gpathetic entreaty so that. Immanuel Kant, Rothe on Inspiration, and The
few would charge him with cant or coniplain of Spiritual Element in Preaching. The New Eng-

all the four fell violently in love with her,
and each wished to make her his wife.
“ * Why, I shaped that matchless figure,’

‘“ « But what are your

&

worked off with the enterprise and promptitude
which have made this great House famous over
| two continents.

and juvenile readers.
Their products are many
and excellent.
The volume from the pen of Dr.
Cuyler is, in the main, like all that have. preceded it from the. same source, fervid, genial, pungent, practical.
It is largely made up of the
brief articles which he has furnished to the religious papers, and which deal with just such topics
as the average min® of the religious public will
A few exmost readily and fully appreciate.
tracts from sermons and other public addresses,
exhibiting more system and vigor in the thought
and more accuracy and finish in the style, are
sandwiched in among the less formal and more
direct appeals to the conscience and emotions.
Dr. C. is very happy in presenting very common
thoughts in a way ‘that makes them’ wear an aspect of freshness and carry a certain kind of
moral power, and in delivering himself of punp-

peeping out into the darkness, as if the
were a whole tribe of Red Men lying in | * ¢ And I robed her;" exclaimed the merambush around. She drew back, but was chant,
ashamed to express her fears, so she soon
made a plunge into the darkness, and ran
off to Kitty Flatley’s cottage.
When she got there she found honest Pat
rocking the cradle with two babies in it,
and Kitty mixing bread:for the next day’s
bakinge When they heard the story the

of

By E.

Lothrop

& Co. 1872. 16mo.

lishers. 16mo. pp. 252.
This story of a young girl’s

ing choice and Christian literature, both for adult

the prince, * that

being

author

By

ROBINSONS.

of * Bertha Weisser’s

By Rev. T. L. Cuyler, D. D.

Moncreife,

Romance.

D.

| full of interest, while it teaches with rare foroe

in the interestof peace and. Christian

A.

Boston:

H.: G, T. Day

| a summer vacation by the sea-#ide

Percy,” &c.
Same Publishers, &ec. 1872. 18mo.
y
Pp.
The Messrs. Carter keep up their work of issu-

“No more do I ,” said the lamp;
‘ but, pray, go on; I hate digressions!”
exquisitely

N.

&c. 1872. 12mo. pp. 490.

:

continued

SANDS; or, Pennie’s

Crompton.

pp. 386.

THE

LIONEL ST. CLAIR; or, Under the Banian Tree.

broidered robes, and dressed the figure in
his choicest bravery. The jeweler took
gems, ear-rings, necklaces.and spangles and
all such things, and bedecked the figure
with them. Last of all, the figure was endowed ‘with life. I do not take on me to
explain how that came about, but it was the

‘ When,”

is F.3

And all thig® is so mixed into a pleasant

Dover,

New York: Robert Carter & Brothers. 1872.
mo.
Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
AIMEE: A Tale of the days of James the Second.
By ‘Agnes Giberne.
Same Publishers,

goddess.
Then the cloth-merchant opened
his packages, chose the finest silks and em-

fact!”

It

this House is

SILVER

THOUGHT-HIVES.

will tell you a story.”
‘ Say on,” replied the lamp.

figure till it shone

ineresting.

lighter literature, and a preagher of righteousness such as almost any occupant of a pulpit

love.
The narrative is a very pleasant one, and
throws not a little light upon the early educational spirit and movements of New England.
|

* Lamp,” said he, “I

“ Well,” went on the prince, ‘four
elers—a carpenter, a painter, a cloth

clear and

of bookssvhich

story of adventure by two young Boys, that
one laughs and learns, simultaneously, The mechanical excellences rival the literary.

ing both

to

speak, but answer he got none.
Now, a lamp was hanging in the hall,
and
to it the prince good humoredly ad-

dressed ‘himself.

once

till it pleases him to loosen his grasp,~all these
qualities find embodiment in this poem, and, in
epite of occasional crudities, warrant the fullest
faith in him.as one of the great masters in the

the end, skipping no pages, and almost impatient
over the necessity of laying it down occasionally
to answer other calls.

triedto induce

at

choice collection

for want of space, and refer our readers to the
volume itself. Whoever begins it will read it to

we do not expect it.

very plainly that some mean wretch had

‘But

And the whole

significant phenomena and curious laws of electricity, so far as modern science and recent study
have unfolded them, are here presented in a

and been refused might pray to become. We had marked several
passages which illustrate his wonderful freshness
Thus the true fear ‘and
power, but must leave them where they are

of God and the desire to please Hith may
often be found

There is often a lack of

of sensitive and reverent souls. So much must supplying.
in justice be said in the way of drawback. But
it should also be suid hat the literary genius and | THE AUGUST STORIES. By Jacob Abbott. Vol.
IIL. The Schooner Mary Ann. New York:
power of Mr, Macdonald, as they« stand out to- |
Dodd & Mead. 1872, 16mo, pp. 848. Bold by’
day, are here clearly prophesied of and illustratE. J. Lane & Co.
ed. His wonderful power of insight and analysis, , Mr. Abbott keeps his vivacity, his interest in
his knowledge: of the varied and deeper work- the young, and his large ability to combine fu
ings of the human heart and his ability to por- struction with entertainment when writing for
tray them, his fine discrimination, his occasion- juvenile readers. In this volume he gives us an
al grandeur and sublimity, his quiet but irresist- abundance of facts touching the various kinds of
ible pathos, his freedom from the conventional
vessels, and makes us familiar with many of the
isms of plot and speech, and his rare power to interesting und practical details of life on ship-

yer master, Bridget, that if he'll lend me

was One

ly showed the American girs pluck in making

the tour; she has admirably brought out the
same girl's especial literary aptitudes in telling
its story on these pages.
’

the plot is open to just criticism; and the Fifth
Part, by its pretended revelation of the life be-

¢ Tell yer mistress that I remembered there

Fata

w

life,~love and religion.

smoothness in the rhythm;
/ quently
extravagance in the

well, ye are a wake-minded cratur and will

once

forward. | hathen rose in the night and took the scalps

“ Do you feel well, little boy.?” she continued, as she noticed that he looked pale.
“Not very, ma'am,” said Tim; * I think

is the

$47

all the love and tenderness they hid
come

Decently,

my soft pillow,
ones has a shil-

as she let' her out she said, in a low tone,

Kitty and the Indians.

tourist days with their strange mixture of the
annoying and the ludicrous. Miss Trafton fine-

WONDERS OF
RICITY: Translated fro
the French of J. Baile.
numer
guish it now.
:
. . ons additions, by Dr, John 'W: Armstrong.
Within and Without is a poem, put into draWith -sixty-five illustrations,
Sutibher, Armstrong & Co. 1872, 12mo. pp.
matic form, carrying a story along almost as regularly and steadily as the modern novel which it
This last addition to the new Illustrated Libra.
greatly resembles, and dealing chiefly with those
ry of Wonders is put up inthe same rich and
two great. elements in human experience ‘and
tasteful style as its predecessors, making even its

out on a night like this and none to take’

his horse blankets to cover the craters, they
may lie down afore my fire, to oblige him.”
Kitty followed Bridget to the door, and

she
but

matter in: what particular guise they appear;

and almost artistic completeness’ which distin-

that, I'd be afeared that some night, when
you and me is in our graves, they might be

own

sketches bring up vividly a traveler’s half-forgotten experiences, and make him live over his

saw the light, but there is ample internal evidence that it is the product of his mind when it
was at a considerable remove from the maturity

cradle o’ my. own, and if I did the like o’

always yer

emotion in the presence

‘George Macdonald has won a. position that is

to notice.. We do not know when this work first

out ‘into

I’m afeared to turn his poor craturs out in a
storm. Ive got them two darlins in the

have

Co.

lielp to lift his earlier and cruder productions in-

the wild, dark night. Soon she turned and
said, “Pat, there’sa God above us, and

of “Mrs. Wayne, and while over her brother’s dust the green grass is growing,
is no longer ‘‘ Little Tambourine,”
Maggie Wayne.—Congregationalist.

“O mother! mother!” sobbed Timmy. I'm faint,”
‘* Well, no, not jist in the
goad; Pdgsay
‘ Come into the house and rest, both of
Strange, was it not, but- in that wretched,
God
bless
ye,
poor
craturs!
Go
0n a mile
you,” said the lady.
gin-bloated, hunger-hardened fuce of dust,
furder to the poor-house,” replied Pat.
Indeed,
it
was
not
a
bit
too
soon,
for
“abode even yet some flicker of the holy
. + “But Pat,” said Bridget,‘
bne 0’ ’em is
light of maternily which entered into could hardly stand. He dropped info a old enough to be yer grunny, and they are
ery of Death to exalt it seat, and leaned his head against Maggie.
allmear starved with the cold.”
“0, Timmy, what
#13

looked

&

Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.

and the eminent merits of his later works will

_ Kitty wiped the flour from her hands,
and going to the window,

donald,

sure to gain attention for his litevary wares; no

these wander-

ers than that of his richer neighbor.

them in. I'll niver go to
Pat, till I know that thim
ter.”
“
Pat looked at her with
feigning to be displeased,

“This is a splendid place,” said Tim. Honest creatures were far more startled than
hard for "um, Jack—XQgt's
so.’
added, “Let's go up the walk a little way, and be- their gentle neighbors had been by the apdrawing his coat sleeve hastily
across his gin * Home, Sweet Home.’ There's a lady pearance of the Indians, and Pat exclaimeye, as if he were ashamed of the weak- walking in the garden, perhaps she will ed, a little warmly, ** "Deed, then, - tell yer

“said the first speaker.

home should be invaded by

aor,

hor of '" PEAR
RL
New York: Scribner, Armstrong

1872, 16mo, pp. 219.

chant, and a jeweler—set out on a journey. By and by they came to a rest-house,
halted there and prepared their food. The
forts.
road in snow. Come, Joe,” She added to keeper of the rest-house had laid down on
Maggie's great beauty of face and sweet- the lad, “ we take mammy off fore she
the floor a log of wood, very suitable for
ness of voice, joined with Timmy's .violin fall sleep. Me go find farmer’s barn, and
warving. The carpenter, seeing this, pullaccompaniments, had made a very attract- ask him we sleep in it.”
?
:
ed out his carving gear, and carved the log
ive ** combination,” and at last the two lit“No! no!” shouted old Nocky, in reply
into the shape of a woman, life-size and extle musicians had invested their earnings in | to this. ‘Me no cow, me no horse ! me
quisitely
beautiful. The
painter
next’
a second-hand tambourine. which an old- | no sleep in hay; me sleep in a bed ;” and
todk his brushes and colors, and painted the

The child gave a convulsive start. * Oh,
don’t take my mother away! Don’t, don’t,”.
he sobbed, as he sprang to the pile of rags try. All along the road they sang and
where lay the ¢‘ earthly tenement” of the played, and Tim passed his cap with the air
woman who had given him life. * No, of a chevalier, for wasn’t he ¢‘ earning his
don’t take Mammy!” chimed .in a little living,” to be sure, and-hadn’t he aright to
girl's voice, which sounded strangely young what he earned ? Of course he had.
!
* and fresh, in contrast’ with her brother's,
‘¢ Let's stop here,” said Maggie, as they
for Timmy's was old’ and sharp with grief passeda great house standing back from
and hardship.
the street.
.
¢* Don’t take on so,” said the undertaker.
“ 0, Tim, aint these flowers Lautiful ?”

great afore she came to this pass.

“I

L.D.

made no reply; but hé felt in his heart that
there was no more reason that his little

now.”’
“But, my dear child, how ean I take
vou? You don't know what a great care
such a stép will bring me,”
"+ won't be a bit of care; Dll just be
your happy little girl,” said Maggie.
So the whole truth is, that Maggie fairly
won her own place in the heart and home

two children had played and sung .through younger woman.
‘Bad man at store buy
all the streets about; and had been quite her baskets and pay her in rum; then we
successful as to the proceeds of their -ef- "no get her 'long ; she want to lie -down on

clothes man sold them *¢ cheap,

things’

a

mother.”

For a rose so weak and small ;

and

not

who pitied the *‘ poor babby widout

Oh, all too rough was the windy ride

‘afternoon,

much

and gave it to me, an’ I got so I could play
some pretty good tunes on it, but I haven't
seen anything of it since we came to this
garret to live.”
!
After joint searchings and ransacking,
at last the children found the old violin up
eaves.

Maggie;

lady,”

WITHIN AND WITHOUT.

Pat. knew that ds well as she did, and he

reverent

lack of

of notable things, her sometimes grotesque but
always lively wit, and her perpetual tendency to
exaggeration, - Nobody will fail to find her interesting; and her piquant ndrrative and rapid

been selling them rum; and the rudeness
A Ceylonese Story.
of the eldedt’ squaw showed the effects of
LIFE OF HENRY DUNSTER; first President of
—
O—
4
}
drinking it.
;
.
Harvard College.
By Rev, Jeremiah Chaplin,
Long ago, a king—or, as some say, a
sweet melody of ‘‘ Home, sweet home,”
D. D.
Boston: James R. Osgood & Co. 1872.
“Me walk long. Me tired!” she growlfloated through the dreary garret, its com- |
| very wealthy man, but it does not matter | 16mo. pp. 315.
ed out, as she sank into a cosey easy-chair
Dr. Chaplin has done i good work, and done it
forting notes making painful contrast with
which, though a king sounds better—had
| and leaned her head back on the snowy tidy
excellently well, in taking the learned, amiable,
the homelessnessof the little musician.
an only child, a daughter, the heiress of all
which protected it. |
excellent President outof obscurity, and putting
Timmy’s hope of bread and butter rose
“ Me go stay in this houge and sleep. Me his wealth, who could not or would not him into the sight of a generation. that is. surely
rapidly, as he found his musical powers still want supper and me want tea. Got some speak. He tried all means to cure her, but catholic spirited enough to appreciate him, that
intact.
»
cider me to drink?” she asked, turning to in vain. At last he sent forth a proclama- loves justice well enough to vindicate his tar‘“ How I wish you had a tambourine, the lady.
tion that whoever being of fitting degree, nished fame, even though in doing it another tes:
could
restore speech to his daughter, could ey to the intolerance of our puritan ancesMaggie,” he said, regretfully; * then you
“No; we. never drink cider nor rum,”
marry
her and eventually be lord of all her try must. be listened to. Dunster lost his posiand I'd make lots of money, going round to said the lady; ‘‘ and there’s not a drop of
tion because his convictions forbade him to apfolks’ houses and making music.”
father's
wealth. Many tried, but all failed. prove the baptism of any save
spirits of any kind in this house. If you
believers in Christ.
‘ Perhaps we can earn enough,” said are hungry,you shall have bread and meat.” At last a prince who had a magical gift— The biography proves him to have been a man
Maggie, who was in a very hopeful frame
“Ugh!” cried the squaw; ‘ me no eat that of causing things inanimate to talk of eminent scholarship, untarnished honor, and
saccharine piety. He would not contend, even
by reason of a hearty breakfast of hot potameat and bread; me want whiskey; you with hirk—came forward, and was admitted to serve
his reputation or keep his office, yieldto the hall where the princess was. He
toes and salt, proffered her that morning by got no whiskey, then me go to bed !”

And of course he had his way.

this

said

profound and

beautiful instrument, but Timmy" found
music under the dirty strings, and soon the

But the Wind is always rude and rough,

Said the dying stalk, *‘ is sure
To mar the matter he aimed to mend,
And kill where he meapt.to cure!”
(4

“1

mother said it wasn’t

under the

“ Nay, let me be,—I am well enough!”
Said the Rose in deep dismay;

and

Wayne, * what can I do with her?”
Don’t have me go away, dear

One

mo

‘ Yes,” said Maggie,

came by with a pitying moan,

Violin

some-

that gave it to mother one night to pay for
his supper, before we came to this place to

And this the floweret cried :

** Nay, let me
** No sorrow
Till you came
Now please

want

“ What old violin?” said Maggie,
“ Why, don’t you remember the peddler

——

see,” said the
And looked at
“ You are out of
You are meant

‘1

find that old violin.”

A little red Rose bloomed all alone
In the hedze by the highway side;

1

« Home, Sweet Home."

‘ Maggie,” said Timmy, the next morning, ** let's hunt<round, and see if we can't

A Meddling Friend.

dust

‘¢ Jesus the water of life will give,” ¢ There
isa Happy Land,” and most frequently,

thing to do for Maggie. ‘She is hungry.
Please help us, and take care of my mother,
wherever she’s gone,” and with a sob, poor
Timmy had gone also into a blessed sleep.

— Advertiser.

¢

of the pressing
;

nct go to sleep.
“0 God,” he prayed,

‘ Be a good boy, Charlie;
Run away and play.”

with

ers, harping with their harps.” Occasionally snatchesof his old songs would float
out on the air in the still night; a line of
some Lymn caught at mission school;

could help it.
The night had fallen., Cold and hungry,
the two children crept into each other's,
arms, while the stars looked down upon
| them through the roof.
&
Timmy had been to mission school once
or twice, and knew somewhat about God.
Little Maggie was asleep. The boy looked
through the crevices above him to a bright
star that looked like & watchful éye that did

Mamma stays up hedroom—

choked

He was making ready to join ¢ the harp-

At last oné evening Tim departed to his
must do something to get a living for him-. ‘“ Home," and little Maggie was left alone.
“ Poor little rosebud,” thought Mrs.
self and’ her. She mustn't starve, if he

Tat’s a fib, I sink.

ledge;

er's coffin along the epowded streets, as the
wagon which bore it pursued its course

gie back toward the miserable garret which
'| was all the home he knew. They twomight
stay there until to-morrow. Then he

‘ Just come down from heaven,”

“You are

last of earthly music. .

—r

her bantering eritieism, her pretended

Wayne

that. the little musician had discoursed his said Kitty, .

grasping the

———

evary Review,

at her when ‘she

begged him to speak to Maggie.
At last it became evidentto Mrs.

~The last'80d was laid firmly over the
rough mound, and Tim turned with Mag-

Frou my rubber ring.
Ant he awful ugly?
An’t he awful pink?

And the Wind

but gazed unknowingly

hand of little Maggie; he followed his mothamong the legion vehicles
city.
:

*Ittle bitsy sing;

Cuddle him and

made. ready

for the descent over the rickety stairs.
‘ Yes, sir,” answered Timmy, * T want

ora Litde Bhanger
Welcome,
——

tie an

ing of the narrow house, and

¥

their

interest. ~Andover:

W. F.

Draper.
|

-

THE

——
:
:
CHRISTIAN QUARTERLY,
geems, in its

| #P0Ounding vitality,a long way from the grave, as

| We trust, forthe sake of the cause of sound scholvaluable religious

| 2rship and

literature, it may

| be. It has dix papers, the first three of ‘Which
| 4F¢ Specially worthy of attention.~Cincinnati :
W.T.M
ze: .

bit of audacity mingling with her cultivation and
THE PRESBYTERIAN QUARTERLY '& PRINCEgood sense, could have written'it.' ‘She saw only
the ordinary sights, and deals only with sues! TON REVIEW is a work which does one good to
"look at, and whose strong, scholarly, critical and
portions of the old world of Europe as scores of timely discussions invigorate the reader, The

tourists write about every year; and yet; though

having twice rum over the same territory, and
followed the" jottings of we know not how many

travelers, terribly eager to tell of what they had
seen and felt, we read Migs Trafton’s book from
beginning to end, always entertained even by
her bubbling vivacity,her half-manufactured fun,

:

(0)
'
wrod

union of two strong Reviews ‘yields choice and
‘abundant fruit in a masculine and many-sided
vigor such

grateful.

as is rarely

Including

met. and is especially

literary

notices, this

issue

has twelve articles, not oneof which is feeble,
and some of them are thorough discussions and

studies. ~New York: J. M. Sherwood.

-
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DESoRAM: dupe of the late Joremia

rson,
Jaughior
Sais
in Gloucester,
R. I,, Feb, 1
the
her age. She had been a

" Thé Glyptothek, Munich. -

80 years, and was

ba)

She united whisgthe
rough
organization,

a

A
year of

1d 8

she

dials

dian Ocean, to the British
city of Port Natal ;
reliedon as oneof its firm §
ters,
and re: Col ie
The delight of visiting the Glyptothek is bemained
a orm
me
iy
ag ahs called
thence on foot, or in ox-carts, over-land
his
D anker,
A ndeed, in the great her to come up higher. She loved the prayer
northwesterly, through
African wilds for unalloyed. Stan
that arise
room
and
always
added
her
testimony
in
favor
This
|
8quare
in
front
of
it,
one
can.
only
dream
some 400 milés, to
the Vaal river.
that he has slipped out of an illugive nine- of her Saviour. Her sickness, which was short
¢, and melting
a thin
night
fell into locality is almost midway between the At- teenth century, and awakened amidst the but very severe, she bore without a murmur.
artist,
n
principal
a
bee
long
had
lantic
and
Indian
ocean,
where
the
Vaal
There are little flurries of snow
*
She way exceedingly happy during her sickness, | can onl
wy
to him that the undoubt
his hands ; and itis
splendors of ancient Greece. A vast square, and seemed to have clear views of her future
that sprinkle the gides of haystacks, and edly bedv
the cathe- river Spies into the Orange river, and treeless, but with clean sward, down which home.
ing
illuminat
glass
In her last moments she held out her
‘etter,
Sca
make a short-lived downiness about last dral and
Munich, (Jologne the latter into the Atlantic Ocean. This is
at
r churches
hands and exclaimed, ** Yes, I am coming,” and TINE Has pever failed to
!
vear’s stubble, The world was not so bare and Regensburg is to be credited. His best the Jose South African diamond region: runs a wide avenue ending at the propy- then repeated, *“ Yea, though I walk through the
FOR
PAINS
IN THE BACK,
laen, a superb Doric arch. This arch was
ari
Leucorrhea,
“The
diamonds
are
found
in
a
certain
speWeakness,
as it is now, for the winter
Female
Dropsy,
in November
valley
of
the
shadow
of
death,
I
will
fear
no
evil,
Open‘‘
seen in England-the

work is to be
winds have swept up the fields, and whirled ing of Parliament by James IL.,” made for ies of cement-like earth, whitish in color,
away every dead leaf and bit of straw by theif | St. Paul's in London, after a painting of which, under the blow of a wooden mallet,
fouch of its bosom. The season looks as
Kaulbach's being , particularly fine. His is readily reduced to powder. This earth is
it had been born too soor—before its clothes works in Camb
University Church, in of peculiar formation, and its constituents
are ready. Its naikedness appesls to usp Glasgow Cathedral, and Parliament House have not yet been fully determined. It octenderly, and the m racle which will cover, (Edinburg) are admirable. Yet, in look- curs in pockets, of considerable depth, and
, and swathe every bare clod and ing upon all these, one sees faults that are of about an acre in superficial area, which
and
dry, rattling reed, often as it has been wit- not his, but those of his century—that is, pockets, are scattered about, at little dis“nessed and rejoiced in, is as yet almost be- the attempt is to make art more realistic tance apart, over the region we allude to.
#
pocRets are walled in by slaty rocks
yond the range of our fancy.
than it can be, especialy on glass. On this The
which rise, to or nearly to, the surface of the
We walk over the little path that winds so Franshetel surface efforts at a perfect pe
ound. The indications are that these cavprettily around the foot of the hill, across a, ve at once reveal their impossibi ty
ities or pockets in the rocks have been filled
the brook, and loses itself in the purple dimhe
more
you
put
deep
shades,
to
make
nessof the wood, somehow as a thought of forms look solid, the more do you block up by the oozing up from below of this cement.
God loses itself in a great, sweet mystery. and cumber a medium whose
first object is J he diamonds are found in the cement,
It is a hard little path, well worn and trod- to be as transparent as is consistent with which is mined by picks and crowbar and
den down, and the earth beside it looks any- any medium at all. If stained glass is ever the following is the general operation :
“The pockets are staked off into ‘claims,’
thing but fecund and full of germs ready to to recover its original beauty, it must be
burst into life. Faith brings great joy to by pretending to be no more than the mer- a claim Sonsisiing of a plot of ground thirty
our souls, because of the unfailingness of est surface of colored spots. It must be feet square, and for which the operator pays
natare's way ; and we know there is a deli- simply decorative, like the flowers on a the proprietor from 200, to 800, dollars.
cious trouble in the ground.
:
vertically
bowl. It must not attempt to picture solid The mining is carried down
The little path is only a short cut across and substantial men and women perched as far as paying earth is found, a narlots to the lage or the mill, a convenience in a window where they would be quite un-" row wall being left standing between each
for beggars and tramps, and truant lads and able to climb. Several of Ainmullex's- best claim. Some of the pits have. now reached
The mining is chiefly
But in a few weeks, a numfarm labores.
windows seem to have been animated by a a depth of 70 feet.
ber less than the veriest little dunce who tendency in this direction, and are propor- done by the native blacks, the earth bein
plods home that way from school can fail to tionately finer than others. ~Jhis ‘is espec- raised in buckets to the surface, and carrie
count, this bit of path will be a fitting road ially so in the Glasgow work. For the resf; to a sorting {able. Here the cement is pulfor the daintiest queen who ever stepped in,
that, so far as his col- verized by hand, by means of wooden malgolden “shoon,” or wore a robe spangled At must be admitted they have never been lets, care being taken not to strike so hard
concerned,
are
ors
like the moon and stars. It will be fringed suthassed in purity or intensity. He has as to injure the diamond. The pulverized
by a variety of the prettiest, Jeatfiary grass. well deserved that statue, eleven feet high, cement is then spread out upon a table in a
es, nodding daisies, and pink-tipped clover, made by Professor Halbig for his grave in thin layer,” and the anxious eyes of the
with plantains, and dandelions, and strawthe Campo Santo. They who sit in the | searchers carefully scan the particles. Good
berry vines, and stone crop, and red sorrel, light of so many brilliant windows little| eyes are in demand. . Fortunate is he who,
and sword'’s-grass, and colt's-foot, a score of know, perhaps, how much labor goes to the after days of hard work, finds at last one or
beautiful weeds, a dozen kinds of delicate making of them. They are first designed, two of the bright little stones to reward his
flowers. It will be rife with the hum of in- then stained in bits ; their colors are burned
abors.”
:

minded humble-bees.
But the blessed.

morning

in

June

when

our skirts shall brush the dew from the embroideries of this little path, through

fields,

seems farther away than it really is. Only
a fortnight to crocuses. Only a month to
apple blossom. The ground has a deal to
do these wonderful days. Mother Earth
will not sleep too long. lier winter nap is
almost over, and it is this slight stirring in
slumber, this yawn

awakening

of

nature,

this first monition of a heart-beat in the still
bosom, that makes us sicken for the country
on

bright,

windy

days

in

town,

when

opposite houses are hidden by a dust

"do, and little brown

heaps,

housekeepers, sift under

the

the

torna-

the despair
windows

of

and

befoul the front steps and the area.
We know the trees are still bare and rigid,
creaking their limbs in the blast, but they
wear a different aspect from their January
look, faint and indefinable though the change
may be. The varni$hed, fuzzy leaf buds at
the ends of the twigs appear to have some
inkling of what is going on at the searchin
roots. The sap has begun to tingle throug
them, and this mute and patient waiting
seems as beautiful as the first haze of tender
green, that can only be discerned when the
branches are thickened by interlacing. It
is the moment when the heart is stirred by a
vague, unknown bliss, a silent prayer of
thankfulness for manifestations of God's
grace yet to be.
;
Spring days in town are full of irritations,
trying tothe temper. Nature seems bent
on cleaning out her dust holes and coal bins,
but there still do come floating "essences of
flowers, faint Lints of a blessed change, that
get caught in among the dull houses, and
patches of vivid blue sky, and are helped
along in their influence by the chirp of the
sparrow outside in the ilanthus tree,

°

which

we earnestly wish somebody would cut down
and burn up with fire hefore next blooming
time. This is the season for the worst country sickness—a hungry, an aching, a longing
for open spaces, impatience with confined
street and stone pavements. The first sniff
of spring breezes makes us restless with a
which does not come even in the
ri
hot July days. We must get out into someWe
body's wood-lot or pasture-ground.
must have our walk over the sodden brown
turf just to start up a bird, or hear it- singing we know not where, like a disembodied
- joy. The long-legged, mouse-colored colt

leadings

with

to a wholé,

connecting

and then the whole® must

again in an oven,

be burned together. The scene in the Glasmalerei is remarkable enough. Here is a
man engaged upon a martyr's toes, while
in another room the eyes of the same saint
cast upon you their last look of despair as
they are shoved into a furnace heated seven-

works of art,
Corinthian,

ends. These fellows are no respecters of
rsons, either. Gods and saints, St.
eorge’s dragon, and the chamois destined
for some noble-man’s hunting-box are cast
together into the oven, and shine together
along the walls.—Hurper's Magazine.

and

The’ bark

of the watch-dog down there at the farm" house is changed.
It has a spring note in
its brief gamut.
The very hens have a new cackle. * The
cock erows now with a jubliant, protracted
crescendo, as if conscious of the lengthened

days, glad of more time for scratching and
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of the late king..

ar-

We enter, al-

raised

It is,

to be galaxies

indeed,

a memorial

who has left this monument of his better
nature should have laid his crown at the
an

equestrian

statue

to him

in

statue
and

was

- This is more than a

uadrupling in two-thirds of a generation.
he wealth of New York State alone,is five

lishonorable

tem-

saying’
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the support of the gospel and was interested m
t16
:
His sickness was
the prosperity of the church.
only 8 days. He spoke hopefully to his weeping |"
And when
wife, and said, “ It will be well.”
walking out into the dark valley, he faintly
whispered, * I see the other side of the river.”
Text, at the funeral, ‘ Behold the Bridegroom
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this ripened sheaf to the garner of his Master.
A
singular coincidence is, that Sister Hill at her
death was'of priciely the same age that Bro.

Hill was at his death—each having lived in this
world exactly 70 years, 5 months and 12 days.
Thus united on earth their union will be fmmortal in Gods upper kingdom.
F. L. WILEY.
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paid calls for the best
the price actually
as that can be made. It is really surprising that a monopoly of such a monstrous
character should be permitted to maintain
itself so many years in an enlightened
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All communications intended for publication shouldbe addressed to ** THE MYRTLE,"
been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents Dover, N. H.
a very comely appearance. It should be in every
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of her neighbors.
That night she had an attack
of heart disease and roused the family, who did
all they could to resuscitate her, but in vain.

article now furnished to customers, while
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sentiment of the near approach of death, settled
her business and made arrangements for her
funeral. The day J Eocedi
her death she felt

unusually well and
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ter’s wife; and well did her lifé and death honor

The custom. of paying for gas by. the cubic foot, without regard to its illuminating
power, is like buying all eloths at a uniform
price per yard, without any questions as to
No one would
the finenessof the wool.
like to pay as much for shoddy as for cassimere, and vet shoddy gas is the principal
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ing the question of duty. was accustomed to condecisions, it is said, were
sult his wife, whose
always on the side of benevolence. Her practi
piety well
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{\Hester’s Happy Summer,
‘One Year of my Life,
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of the Tate Rev. Mark Hill,

cal economy,
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Lute Falconer

.
|
W. Baker/& Co., were awarded the highest prize
conferred on any manufacturers of Chocolate, Cocoa, and Brpma, at the Paris Exposition of 1867, and 1
received thé only medal awarded to any American
manufacturers of these articles. Their

died in Sutton, Vt., Aug. 13, 1871. Through her
industry and management she helped to accumuBro. Hill gave much for
late a large property.
charitable purposes while living, and at-his death
bequeathed several thousand
dollars 10 various.
benevolent enterprises... But he was very cautious as to his investments, and while -consider-

Applied Chemistry (New York), will be interesting to those who live under the gas-

Short-Comings and Long-Goings,

|[ Chocolate and Cocoa.

areinadmissible.

70 years.
She experienced religion while quite
young and united with
a Freewill
Baptist
church in the eastern part of the state. Her interest continued with the people of her choice,
until removed fiom this earthly tabernaele to the
home;
above.
Her husband, John W. Tuttle,
died #bout two vears since, and was buried in
After the funeral services at Bristol, she
Mass.
was carried to M. and rests beside her husband
and a.son, whose spirits had gone home before.
May the same grace which sustained her, comfort
and influence the two remaining daughters, till
G. J. ABBOT.
called to join her in heaven.
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Sermon by the former,

OWEN REYNOLDS died in Pittsfield, of lung
fever and pneumonia, April 2, aged 53 years and
He was
Bro. R. was born in Candia.
18 days.
a blacksmith by trade. He was 2 brother of one
of our ministers, who, some ye#rs since passed
Only one man survives of a once
to his reward.
large family of 11. He sought his Saviour in his
youth, but did not profess faith in Christ; till

none was needed,

for the beautiful arts.—M.

The following article fiom the Journal of

light.

best

built,—and

;

confidence in Christ in vam, for that hope which
cheered him in the last year of his life, Support.
before
Just
ed him in the trying hour of death.
dying he said, ** I trust Jesus; I am prepared to
die,” and he fell asleep as calmly as an infant
upon its mother’s breast. He leaves a wife and
three children and a yory large circle of relatives
Services
departure.
his
and friends to mourn
by the writer, assisted by Rev. H. Moody.

living almost meanly that he might spend
the more to leave Munich a completer place

‘|

About Gas

were

Rev. 14: 13.

Secep}ance

feet of Lola Montez. But this Glyptothek
is his real monument.
They have raised

I

and J. B. Mrerill.

B. F'. KILBURN died in East Andover, N. H.,
March 24, of pneumonia, aged 43 years. Bro. K.
was born in Boscawen, N. H., (now known as
Webster) moved to Andover some time during
the years of his ministry, where in a few years
A little
he was married to Miss J. E. Haley.
more than a year ago he became anxious in. regard to his soubs salvation, and after mourning
over his sins for weeks, he at last came directly
to the Saviour, and received the assurance of his

of what weakness and what character may
grow together in one breast that the king

saves one from not a little apparent conniv- |
ance in
change.

Harvey

from

of earth responsive to constellations in the.
heavens they worshiped. To have filled
this beautiful building with these matchless
sculptures is the brightest page in the life

[rh kept, and instantly close the door,
s a gadding, mischief-making fellow bein to inform

His |

house was ever a home for the weary traveler
and many a citizen of Zion was refreshed in sou
and body there. He has left a widow and seven

most expecting to surprise the sages and
poets Bnd artists of Greece in their council ;
we find them, indeed, but transfigured by

restless man begins to inflame my feelings,
1 consider what mischief these sparks might

erintendillustrate
of the real
was about
increased

1870, it

look at

—it should have represented him in his real

The statistics of wealth re-

$30,000,000,000.

and

tificers, beams her welcome.

——

cently issued by Gen. Walker, Su
ent of the Census of 1870, will
our meaning. In 1850,the value
and personal estates of thie Union
$7,000,000,000.. By 1860, it had

not

sailor would furl his sail, and
making all
tight, scud before the’ gale. If a hot and

equally what is created. Where one man
builds a palace,a hundred men build homes.
The law that rules all alike is Change.
Every generation must create most of its

own

can

faith.

Christian

the

supported by

died

which represents him invested with the conventional decorations of a king; but if-any

efactor. His wealth is constantly going
back to society in wages, in improvements
to property and to vast neighborhoods, and
in donations. The mistake that critics of
society make is in supposing that in these
tual family
generations wealth is"a pe
possession. Most of the rich mer of our
day were born poor. The rich men of two
enerations ago have left few rich heirs.

gam-

one

ual © Cosia, Habitual
Catarrh, I. Dyspepsia,
or Catarrh,
tiveness, Palpitation of the Hearts, HeadNervousness, and General prosache, Piles,
tration of the Nervous System, no medicine has ever
ven such perfect satisfaction as the VEGETINE.
t purifies the blood, cleanses all the organs, and
ossesses & controlling power over the nervous sysm.
The remarkable cures effected by VEGETINE have
indnced many physicians and apo hecaries whom we
know to prescribe and use it in their own families.
In fact, VEGETINE is the best Jemedy yet discovreliable
ered for the above diseases. and is the
ore the
yet placed
BLOOD PURIFIER
c.
Publi
Mass
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Prepared by H.R. STEVENS,
eow3m6
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Be

church in the north part of the town where he
lived, and here he remained a member till the
close of life. He was an earnest Christian’ man
—hore a living testimony for his Master—and

hear no more.
If in my quiet voyage
of life
I am caught in one of those domestic whirlwinds of seolding, I shut up my ears, as a

to new branches of industry, is a social ben-

bols, while the dam, with flowing mane and
tail, looks on at the youthful capers .of her

which

Debility, VEGETINE acts directly uponithe causes
of these complaints. It invigorates and strengthens
the whole system, acts upon the secretive organs, allays inflammation, cures ulceration and regulates

to the

Subsequently, he transferred his relation

pgtforgotten if one would en-

Pallas surrounded by typical artists and

le me, dowh drops the porteulls oo
’
ear, and he can not get in any further.
|
Some people feel so very anxious to hear
everything that will vex and annoy them,
‘Wealth and Years.
they set about searching and finding it out.
Men who work for. a living are apt to If all the petty things said of ome by the
complain that whére one hundred give their heedless or ill-natured idlers were to be
labor for the amassing of riches, ninety” brought home to him, he would become a
nine of them receive a meager support mere walking pincushion, stuck full of sharp
while. one obtains comfort and luxury and remarks. I should as soon thank a man for
wealth for his children, Society during the emptying on my head a bushel of nettles,
Jast century has not for a year been free or setting loose a swarm of mosquitoes in
from the threat ghat some day the ninety- my chamber, or raisinga pungent order in
nine men will rise and distribute the capi- my house as to bring upon me'all the tattle
tal of the one man equally among all. The of spiteful people. If you would be happy,
promise has never been fulfilled, partly be- when among good men, open your ears;
cause most of the men who have made it when among bad, shut them. It is not’
trying to worth while to hear what your servants say
have found better employment in
win their own wealth, and partly
because when they have’slammed the door; what a
society advances in‘ a direct ratio with the beggar says whose petition you have rejectaverage intelligence and purposes of its ed; what your neighbors say about your
children ; what your rivals say about your
He who, dying, leaves enough
members.
to take ten people out of the market for the business or dress. I have noticed that a
lowest classes of labor, and to put them in- well-bred woman never hears an imperti- |
EE

surround-

it. From
their niches upon it Vulcan, Prometheus,, Daedalus,
Phidias, Pericles, Hadrian, and their later brothers,
Canova,
Thorwaldse
auch, Tenerari, i00k down
upon us, while from the gable above the
marble columns the mother of them all,

detract

and

culture

al

ternal ulceration, and uterine diseases and

staff they

a text at the
8. B. YOUNG,

JEssE SMITH died in Candia, of heart-disease,

marble
groups by Schwanthaler, representing various allegories of art, among others
Bavaria distributing flowers to artists. Then
one turns to the right, and lo! its lustrous
white pillars gleaming in the sun, the Glyptothek stands. Isita dream? Isit some
fairy frost-palace which will presently disappear ?
and still it stands; no noise
or rumble from the city invades the atmoshere of repose and light softly infolding

the art

names, the first word shuts my ears,

A week later you will see the martyr, puri-

fied by his ordeal, smiling down a whole
rainbow upon the workmen, in their shirtent full of chalk, old
sleeves, in an a)
planks, eoke, and all manner of odds and

temper

and

as

AND IN GEOLOGY:
without being reminded of the fish-tail ap- children to mourn their irreparable loss. The MAY :IN GENESIS
‘account of Man’s Creation:
pended to the mermaid.
The building is funeral services were conducted by Revs. J: tested byor, Scithe Biblical
¢ Theories of his Origin and Anti.

from contentment and happiness, that every
one should be educated to take in or shut
out sounds at will. If a man falls into a
violent passion, and calls me all manner of

fold—just as if Herr Fortner, who now presides, I believe, were another Diocletian.

berry vines, which will be studded with
white flowers as thickly as stars. The colt

offspring with philosophic calm.

must, indeed,

a

heard, will disturb the

uization,

joy the full bguty of the Propylaen; but
der the enchanting influences
that is ea.
of this ® 0 - On the left behgld the Kunstausstellun s-Gebaude, a superb building
by Ziebland, opened in 1845 for modern

The art of not hearing is fully as important to domestic happiness as a cultivated
ear, for which so niuch time and money are
expended. There are so many things which
are so painful to hear, many of which, if

pokes his head over the stone wall, where
the dead-looki
brambles rustle in the
of seciety is not to make, as
wind.
What
a
thicket of beauty that old | Fhe ‘tendency
has said, a few vastly
Phillips
Wendell
wall will be in June! there at the field's
like Thomas A. Scott and
men,
end grew dog roses, and milk-weed, alder- "wealth
te more
bushes aml pride of the meadow, and black- Cornelius Vanderbilt, but to distribu

starts away, and plays his awkward

der, gS

used

April 5, in the 79th year
of his age.
From early
life, he {fmbibed habits of diligence and
economy.
As a husband and father, he wus a good caleulater and provider. = As a neighbor and citizen, he
was kind and obliging. He experienced religion
in the prime of manhood, and was baptized
by
Rev. David Harriman in June, 1823, uniting
with the F. Baptist church in Candia Village,

ing tto on his throne. Ten intervening
years of misrule and brigandage in Greece

Art of not Hearing.

the

Dleces, then swung into a large windowrame to be examined. If any defect be discovered, the part or parts must ‘be burned

comfort me,” which was
funeral by the writer.

ty.in Greece. Its beautiful sculptures in
relief ave by Schwanthaler, and represent
the battle for the delivery of Greece, victoriffs of Greeks over Turks, allegorical figures of ie gods and goddesses of Hellas
in:
friend]y ‘association with the geneii of or-

in separately—first the blue, then the red—

and each requires three successive heatings
in the oven. They must then be pieced in-

for thou art with me, thy rod and thy
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Understand clearly the reasons, and all
why an

with

the persons, indulge the

thoughts,

Do not give up théstrnggle when you have

stances. It is probable that he who is
possess most then.
ing most now ‘will
it 1s desirable that the ‘wealth should

But be

distributed over a wider surface, The South
and West should gain more than they now ,

system of ee-operation
ecome richer from their
own labor, and make their savings increase
at a better rate. than that allowed as interest on bonds and: by savings banks,—
do. By a thoro
individuals may

ranges from 12 to 14 per hour. It is diffi | came apparent
cult to say what the average in New York | ents were sent
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onto the spirit land. The cold
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the loved and cherished ome wus taken away.
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LCONGRESSIONAL™

tion, A fresh erater opened Friday, and a
On Monday, in the Senate, nearly the whole | sceneof fearful magnificence is there presented.

of the

afternoon

North

Carolina

was

spent

in discussing

contested « election

the

one report says some lives have been

given

to Mr. Wilson, the sit-

Destruction - is

threatened all about,

earthquake shocks

na contested election
ing the resolution of
tee dealaring Abbott
President was calied

The

cuse was settled by
the majority of the commitnot entitled to a seat. The
‘upon for information rela-

ures to suppress

gone to
issimo
officers
porters
elected

shals and their *«deputies inthe Indian country,
The deficiency bill was taken up and a political
discussion “ensued. Tn the House, the Goat
Tsland bill was discussed, but without final ac-

which

accompany

the insurrection.

Navarre, and will be appointed

sions shall begin at eleven o’clock.

The tariff bill

was considered in committee of the whole, and
during the discussion
Mr. Beck of Kentucky
made a charge that a large sum of mioney bad
been misappropriated in the War department,
and insisted upon the truth of his statement.
y

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Anglo-American mixed commission has
adjourned to meet in Newport,R. I., September
11,
;
y
3

The Maryland legislature has chartered the
“ National Railroad
Company
of Maryland.”
This is intended to furnish a new route between
New York and Washington, by way of Harrisburg. The construction'of énly forty-two miles
of new track wilkbeé necessary.

It is proposed to the California

;

Paran Stevens, the famous hotel man, died in
New York,Thursday evening.

The 303th anniversary of Shakespeare’s
was celebrated by a banquet

at New

illustrative
placed

by

the St. George’s Society.

The New York Assembly has passéd a bill providing for the payment of expenses by the city
of the prosecution of New York city officers.
The growing crops of grain in California are
maturing rapidly, and a great scarcity of hands
to gather the crops is anticipated,
Interesting and hopeful intelligence from
tain Hall's polar expedition is peceived.

Cap-

The working-force and the expenses in all
navy yards is to be reduced abeut one-half.

the

Mr. Charles Francis Adams bas written a letter concerning himself and the Cincinnati con-

vention.

He declares‘that he does not want

the

nomination for the Presidency, but says that his
acceptance all depends upon the manner, in

which such a nomination is made. A semi-official statement i8 also made to the effect that if he
is nominated at

Cincinnati,

not indorse him, but will

the

democrats

put forward

will

another

of the history sof the state, to .be

at the capital at Sacramento, and to cost

$25,000.

/

Governor

Ito,

of the

Japanese Embassy, hag

presented to Secretary Boutwell a full set of
Japanesg gold and silver coins, to Le deposited

in the cabinet of the Philadelphia Mint.

birth

York

that

the governor
be authorized to appoint three
commissioners to select from competitive designs
by California artists, subjects for eight paintings,

A boar with three men was carried over Niaga-

ra Falls on Wednesday,

assembly

An immense anvil block, weighing some
tons, was

Yard, This is said to be the largest iron
ever madein the United States.
A machine has been

MAKE
copper.

sixly

recently cast at the Washington Navy

invented

in

casting

Chicago

for

Tg E
RA

are

left to

mot seldom

are

lie

the

in

out

graceful

coutour of

its shores,

the

sym.

PE rccds

the long
and

vista of the woods,

the

distant

tion of the

mountains

wild, the grand,

that is rarely

seen.

On

and the deer feed almost

its

the receding

hills

present a combina-

and the beautiful,
border

the

moose

undisturbed; on ‘its

tributaries the beaver builds _ its house, and the
otter slides into the clear and limpid streams,
while its shores are stil! the resort of the sable
and the
mink.
The
outlet is on the
west
side, near the southern
border, and. is about
forty feet wide.
The deseent at first is gentle,
but the distant roar that greets the ear, indicates
that rapids are near. So it rushes on over its
rocky bed, occasionally forming
deep eddies,
only to become more rapid still. For a mile and
a half from the lake it forms a series of wild cascades which continue for half a mile, then. after
receiving two tributaries from the west, it flows
into First or Connecticut lake.
Here we find a
[ sheet of water,
irrezular in outline, extending
‘
|
| about four miles east and west, having, an area
of nearly three squafe miles.
On'the solith-west
‘there are farms, and in places the grassy pastures reach the border of the lake, but for the
mostgpart it is still surrounded by a primeval
forest. This lake is beautiful, especially in autun.
On many of the neighboring hills there
is a growth of deciduous trees, particularly the
maple; when®the frost comes and these have
put on their crowns of beauty,of crimson and
Scarlet, of yellow and gold, mingled as they often
are with the durk foliage of the spruce and firs
we have a scene which in brilliancy and beauty
is rarely, if ever, excelled.
It often happens,
while
the
forests
have
on their robe
of
beauty, that all the higher points of the neighboring hills are of immaculate whiteness from
the frozen mist that clings to every spray. of
the thick evergr®en folinge.. At the outlet of
the lake, the river, which is here fifty feet widei
forms
a precipitous cascade, falling thirty-seven
feet in eight rods, It flows a little west of south
for two miles, when it-receivesa tributary, Ce-

dap stream,

from the east, then it flowsa little

south of west until it reaches the

Vermont line.

It receives three tributaries from
Perry stream, which rises near
Indiah stream, which rises on the
little further morth from the last;
stream,

which: is ‘the boundary

Hampshire and Quebec
ington,

the north:
Third lake;
boundary a
and Hall’s

between

province.=J.

New

H. Hunt-

Sick-room Hints.
——

A sick-rosm should have a pleasant aspect.
Light is essential. Blinds and curtains may be
provided to screen the eyes too weak to bear

qualities

should

be

that

regarded,

good

found

in this

respect.

uses,

not

in

1838,

and

now

there

are upwards of 200 of

here.
'
for grading, which most Vermont farmers
do, he believed that these thoroughbreds
the best of any, and advised by all means

‘that resource should not be had for this purpose
to any but fall bloods.
He found that our best
dairies had
been made up of Ayrshire and
grades, and thought the position had become by
this time established that they are pre-eminently the breed for, Vermont,

—

Some weeks ago we suggested

tural readers

that sheep

We

have learned a fact which confirms this opinion.
A drover from the east, recently bought a quanAlbany

and

signal to an approaching train;

The illuminated

dial can be seen a great distance, and when
wound up it will run for ninety trains. It is de-

lings,a white cloud floats dreamily over the biue,
—and now, oh,delight and wonder, the bird him-

cient toSupply the demand.
Indeed, the same
is also true of other countries.
Producers may

self comes in sight and perches visibly on the
bough, dressing his feathers and quivering forth
a few notes of song! All the world, then, is not

look with confidence

clear

off.

The

executive

committee,

by

tmues in motion ten minutes, and showing a red

morning, at about one o’clock,destroyed eighteen

buildings,
all in the village, with the exception of
one

house

and

a

tavern

stand.

Stores

and

dwelling-houses, carriage-shops and blacksmithshops and the public library were burned.
loss is about $20,000; insurance $9000.

dressed an appeal to the people complaining of
ill-treatment in his confinement, and: askinz a
suspension of public judgment until he has presented his defense.

A suit for damages for loss of a trunk, "agamst

the Hudson River Railroad, which was defended

by the company on the ground that the trunk
contained other than personal baggage, has ‘been

decided against.the company. The decision, although not involying much money, is regarded

. as important.

said

to

he moving on Matamoras and close at hand,

The French mbassador to' Berlin has arrived

official despatclies from Ger.

many confirmatory of satisfactory relations be-

tween the two countries. |
uprising

in Spain

seems to be

yearly

generation of twenty-one million dogs in this
country.
Of this number
he estimates that

about one hundred thousand go mad annually,
and bite ten thousand people. From reading
the western papers recently, we should judge

that about that number of persons were bitten
every

week.

The

above computation suggests

an interesting problem in canine arithmetic: If
one hundred-thousand

dogs bite ten thousan

people in one year, how many dogs will it ta
to bite forty millions of people in the same time,
and give us all the hydrophobia ? and how many
bites shall we have apiece?

Three convizts escaped. from

FOREIGN.

out’a

Blackwell’s Isl-

and the other night, very ingemiously.

The revolutionists in Mexico are again

with

Some ‘rabid statistician figures

The

Stokes, the assassin of James Fisk, jr., has ad-

in Versailles

over 20,000.,
School-houses, log, frame, brick
and stone, 10,778.
Expenditure for school purposes for the past year, nearly $7,000,000.

With a

hot poker they gradually burned a hole in the
floor of the hospital large enough to permit the

passage of a mun to the chapel beneath, © One of
the convicis donned the clothes of a man who
had died on the previous night, and the others

disguised their prison dress with blacking. With
opes made of quilts they lowered themselves
om oneof the chapel windows, and se

BIOAW

Bil)

Blas

surroundings,—has not the back-ache! What a
refreshing thought! And though this glimpse ot
another life, the fresh natural life from which
we are shut out,~that life which has nothing to.
do with pills and potions, tip-toe movements
whispers and doctor's hoots creaking in the en »

etie
of iron
s workers

the hot

tears to rush

Ah,if nurses,if friends

knew

how

in a blue flower
dies. Ifit were only bringing
to-day and a pink one to-morrow, hunging a
fresh picture to vary the monotony of the wall,

or even an old one in a new place, something,
anything, it is such infinite’ relief. Small things
and single

things

see

To

suffice,

many

of his

surroundings changed at once confuses an invalid; to have one little novelty at a time to vary
the point of observation, stimulates and cheers.
Give him that, and you do more and better than

if you filled the apartment with fresh objects,
It is supposed by many that flowers should be

carefully kept away from sick people, that they
exhaust the air or communicate to it some harmful quality. This may, in a degree,be true of such

"Lord

Shaftesbury’s

youngest

som,

thé

Hon,

Cecil Ashley, bas had a second narrow escape

with life.

He crossed the bridge at Antibes just

‘before it fell; having been kept by un accident
] from accompanying the fatal expedition, a few
months since, to Marathon,
|

as they come
we have
prices of

4

“dT

. Bet

a pitcher

F

|

Fr

GP

‘

of water

in

aroom,

!

i

to the temperature of ice.

reported were ‘traceable to cruel neglect rid

reckless disregard of the health and comfort of
the

sheep

affected.”

We

can

not

but

indorse

the truth of all this, Not thatwe wuld be understood to say that eithe thé * cruel negleet or

in a

Hence, water kept in

a room awhile is always unfit for use, For the
same reason the water from a pump should al-

ways be pumped out in the

of it is used.

Impure water

morning before any

than impure air,

is more injurious

Knowledge in a Nutshell,’
ORIGIN OF PLANTS.
C—O

Peas are of Egyptian origin.
Celery originated in Germany,
The chestnut came from Italy.

a

a native of Virginia.

44 originally came flom Siberia.
The reportof the Agricultural Department for
citron1s a native of Gireece,
1870 ptates that *‘ there was during that yeur no
loss amongst flocks that had been well fed and | oe poppy originated in the East.
properly treated; and that nearly all the losses

and

acid gas and several pints of ammonia.
The capacity is nearly doubled by reducing the water

The onion originated in Egypt.
The nettle comes from Europe.

Disease in Sheep.

direct."

© pine 8 a native of America,

Tlie mulberry originated in Persia,

Cask.
Box..
Layer ..

The pedr and apple are from Europe.
Spinach was first cultivated in Arabia.
an:
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Washington

county, Va., having examined some Egyptian Corn
Own on thin soil in this county, do hereby certify
that some of the stalks produced
thirty-four spikes,
the longest spike we noticed measured 10 1-4 inches
len
h, and 6 i-2inches around.
8 ~orn, likewise
Ww in the form of a tree and
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“Egyptian Corn,” heretofore advertised

in
at the size of INDIAN
and has a solid grain. A lady who raised
it last year sends us a certificate stating that

our

per—the ears

some that had not been
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cast—that produced twelve
mgdon
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seen
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corn

grow,

a success in Western

and

thinks

Missouri.
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MARKET.

Wholesale Prices for the week ending,
APRIL

it |

APPLES.

Try |.

Dried

“ EGYPTIAN -CORN”.—F. E.G. Lindsey of Holston, Va.. bas the genuine * Egyptian Corn,” which
a4 great many farmers are delighted with. This is
& new corn to this country, and has many merits.
that do not appertain to other breadstuffs. It will
ripen as far north as Boston, even when planted by
the last of July. On rich land 1t will yield 150 bushels to the acre, and weighs 65 1-5 pounds to the bush-
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FIRST MORTGAGE SINKING FUND GOLD
‘
BONDS OF THE
Logansport, Crawfordsville and Southe
Western Railway of Indiana.

8 Per Cent. Gold
INTEREST, PAYABLE QUARTERLY IN NEW
YORK, FREE OF GOVERNMENT TAX, AND ARE
COUPON AND REGISTERED, '
The issué is limited to $16,300 per mile, in denominations of $1,000, $500, and $100,
“
- This Road, 9 miles long, affords the shortest existing outletto Chicago, Toledo, Detroit, Fort
Wayne

Logansport and intermediate points for the celebrat-

ed Block and Bituminous Coalsof Park County, as
also, for the large surplus products of the rich agri.

cultural and mineral section of-ghe State which it

traverses,

BT

‘

;

For the present we: are offering these Bonds at 95+
and accrued interest in currency,

or will exchange

them for Government. Bonds, or other marketable

securities,at the rates of the day.

5

Further and full particulars, with pamphlets
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few hours it will have absorbed all the respired gases in the room, the air of which will
become purer, but the water perfectly filthy.
The colder the water, the greater the capacity to
contain these gases. At ordinary témperature
a pail of water, will contain a pint of carbonic

¥ bush,
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.To Purify a Room.

close or unwholesome by a
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mews withia twenty-four hours after tlreltfirst
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along.
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Since the above item was written,
found an article on the comparative
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Green Salt .....
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directions for planting and cultivating.
| Western, dry..
Address,
F.E. G. LINDSEY,
|
Holston, Washington co., Virginia.
| Do. wet

suddenly

subtile cheer which they bring with then is'infinitely reviving to, weary. eyes and depressed

have amply stocked an. immense co-oper

of obtaining

this year to tare well for them

nosegay
of roses, mignonette, or violets; and the

n

-

last spring’s prices for what “they may have to
dispose of next shearing time. Lambs will also
command good prices on account of the desire
to increase the production of wool. It will pay

how positively harmful, is the sameness of a sickroom, surely love and skill would devise reme-

will never
be mace

suri’ of §8.285,000, * Hal
of fthis atount

manufactory.

were purchased at 810 per head.

It is becoming more apparent that the. quantity of wool produced in our country, is insuffi-

| farm stock,as made up at the Burean of Agricul
ture from which 1t is seen that since Februainto'our eyes, it does us good, and we begin to ry, 1871, the price of sheep has advanced all over
say, with a certain tremulous thrill of hope, the country from 50 to 100 per cent.—Caledo* When I go out again Lshall do” —s0 and so. nian,
;
try,~may cause

boat, crossed the East River to New York.1zing y8 | trong, fragrant blossoms as lilacs or garden lilies,
but of thé more delicately-scented ones no such
Three hundred
and fifty thousand new books effect needbe apprehended, A well-aired room

appeared in England last oi
Within'a perlod of fourteer ing

dre, xeto cover. the

lying in bed because we are, is hot tired of its

their pelts at the same place at $5.50 each. - The
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package.
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office, is personally acquainted with Mr. Lindsey, |
the proprietor, and will vouch for the statements |
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soon revived,and a new impulse be given it.

tity of western sheep at

extras

the
corn is, in every respect what T represent it to be,
and further, I'am the only person throughout the | Eastern and Northern
country who has this variety of corn. Having se¥ Ton......52 0 437 00
cured a quantity, I am now able to fill all orders for
| Country Hay—

| would prove

to our

husbandry

18 @..

MEAL.

choice extra, 9
Mich. and Indiana,
choice extra, 8
Rye Flour....4
Corn Meal....3 30

In another column appears the advertisement of |
the Egyptian Corn.
It is something
new for this section and
is worthy
of attention.
Mr. Price of our |

We.

se

PROVISIONS.

medium do..8
choice do....8
Illinois and Ohio,

3

references

8
..

20 8 7

choice extrall

com.

bolted, itis equal in color and fineness to wheaten
Wheat,
Ry
flour.
As a forage crop, by sewing in drills or
Barley
broadcast, for early feed, there is no kind of corn. so |
well adapted to milch cows, and none that will yield
It can be suceessrully grown in any state,

crude

even

half the value in stalk or corn.

8)

9 25 @

West'rn sup. .6

form of a tree, and thirty-four ears have grown upon
one stalk, average from fivejto fifteen.
For domestic
use it is unparalleled. When ground and properly

.
EGYPTIAN

Sheep and Wool.
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AND
sup.7

Medinm....

falsehood, fidelity and "honesty none EA A tion
try long previous. They are good for butter, Snjoying
an eminent moral, social and political pocheese and beef, are comipact, light, adapted .to sition in society.y
‘
JOHN
PHILLIPS,
P. M. Craig's Mills’ P. O., Va.
our climate and our hills. They have already JOHN
M. HAMILTON, ex-Sheriff of Wash
s. CO.,
supplanted the Devons, and are rapidly becom- Va. JEHIEL D, LINDER, Act. Justice of
Peace
ing more numerous in all parts of this State, in |
THE
PRESS.
Canada and the South. Mr, Fisher informed him
that the first brought into Franklin county was
F. E. G. Lindsey has presented us an ear of his

them
As
must
were

FLOUR
St. Lois

and in the South two crops can be raised in
one season on the same Froud.
It grows in the

satisfactory

12

Medium. . 3 50 @ 4 00 | NAPtha

It needs no different culture from that of other varieties,

been in this coun-

timeto

motion

Sirectly from Mr. Jones, our consular agent,
ly on his return from Egypt.

3 @..

Do. shore.}2 50 @15 00 'Beef-—Mess,
Salmon,
tee. .27 00 asl 00 | Western...

the last of July. It is estimated, from fs very
lific qualities, to yield 150 bushels per acre, proweighs by sealed ‘measure, sixty-five pounds to and
the
bushel,
This corn was produced by some procured

1 give the most

@
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which, upon trial, was found to ripen
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EGYPTIAN CORN,
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The first mentioned of them in this State

throughout

[French

Putty. .oeetceeee

Superfine

decidu-

Buna fide Quid pro quo!

subscriber offers to farmers

A

Lowell sup. 3ply
Extra Superfine...

those desirous of testing it.

Jerseys and
Alderneys are vastly better for
milk, and though the breed is variable, they are
bard to excel for making butter. Their milk is
deficient in caseine and they are not equal to others for beef. Therefore they are not the breed
for Vermont.
But there isa breed,—the Ayrshire,~which
seems adapted in all or nearly all respects to our
was in 1840, and they had

@.

PAINTS.

TERMS.—In order that all may receive seed, we
Straw,1001s..1 25 8 1 50
have reduced the price to one dollar and fifty cents ||
HIDES AND SKINS.
a

T

inferior

fv |

Movsgelaines 00 §.. .. |Varnishes...,

the soluble salts of

country the

Among all breeds none are so beautiful as the
Devons.
Ifthey had proved as profitable for
the dairy as for other qualities, they would have
been accepted as the best breed for us. But many

with a mass of broken lumber that will take some

to ten; nine inches in length, is set in

THE

far

a rod being struck by a passing engine, and econ-

one

.Auspicium melioris eri,

the Holsteins, but though giving a large quantity
of milk for a short time, they do not continue it
through the year, and in Vermont they can not
prove so profitable as smaller, finer boned and

been

slo

(Neatsroonwigni 120 g 1 40

ng:

Carpetings—

EGYPTIAN CORN!

from the opinion that ewgn for this purpose the
largest was best. Breeds should be made to depend somewhat on location.
If a'man’s pasture
is hilly, lighter cattle will flourish better than
the more sluggish
“ short horn,” which does
best in smoother and more open sections.
Large
cows are not usually the best milkers ner the
richest. He then examined the characteristics
of the different breeds.
There are more good
breeds of short-horns in Vermont than any other kind, but they do not compare with the Alderneys and Ayrshires for the quality of the
milk.
Under the most favorable condition and
treatment the short horn is profitable, otherwise not. "In England the Hereford is considered best for all purposes, but in this country they |
have not become so great favoritos,
Many
like |

had

4

‘@.

@es
au

Ginghams......00
@.. 00

relatively to

not, forthe amount of fertilizing material they
contain, As little of absorbents in the stable,
leaves have some value, but much
less than
straw, inasmuch as they lack the reedy character of straw, and because they ave far more slow-

milking

more compact breeds:

1371@1

UIGOTTON.

Ordinary...

oning good stable manure at eight doMars the
cord, Will it pay to collect them? Certainly

Agri-

but he was

@.. 4
Mhsooadols
beandl @.. 62
0

Porto

Vieni
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ly decomposed.—
Dr, Nichols.

of the State

next

by

ous varieties, maple, beach, oak, ete., has an actual manurial value of not over fifty cents, reck-

He thought first of all that the

breed shoul
be hardy;
d

found to stand

dry forest leaves, made up of the usual

cultural Board, a paper was read hy Mr. Albert
Chapman of Middlebury, on * What Breeds of

Cattle to Raise,”

leaves I have

80, in ash value; and when

of Cattle.

At the St. Albans meeting

dl
00
LL.

$a. w
@.. ..
..

Sweet..,.

Anthracite...«9 00. $10 00,

manure are taken into account, the comparative
value is as 10 to 60, weight for weight,
cord ot

they can ‘ brouse around,” and cosf nothing for
their keep. The result generally is discovered

A gale of wind last Friday night demolished
the Coliseum building and strewed tlie ground

A dial, with figures from

dried

from its shores, while in the distance they rise
to be that ‘what costs nothing is worth just what
to mountain hights, Itistwo and three-fourths
it costs and no more. Now, all this leads to dismiles in length, and its greatest width is one
eases,and unfavorable ideas of the value of sheep
and one-fourth mile. Besides the Connecticut | as stock, when, with proper care and treatment,
it receives two tributaries from the north-east
they may be made to pay as well, or getter than
and one from the north-west,
Itis one of the
any investment a farmer can make,— Ex.
most beautiful of our northern lakes.
+osor
The

COA ie 92

#

the leached organic matter of manuf®, as 10 to

The fact is, many
and treatment they receive.
farmers pick up a fow sheep for the reason that

metry of its projecting points, the stately growth
of the primeval forests, the carpet of green that
is spread along its border, and extends through

weighs aboat four pounds;

MOLASSES,

80 percent. of water held in the cells of the Go
in ky
+ 2h ped, RedAm..,, 0 @.. 9
deaf structare, A. cord of absolutely dry leaves Mi
. 38lg.. A
Am. dry, pure
.
ow
ng. 2248.. BW | Ground, pure .11 @. ny
will weigh about 825 1bs., reckoning oneshundred
DOMESTICS,
TR
Met
bushels to the cord. ' In weight, them, a cord represents about one-twelfth of a cord of wet barnyard manure, and if they contain the same L
amount of fertilizing material in the same condi¥owt 250 @ 3
tion, would be equal’ in valueto that amount of
lion....110 g'1 20
n
manure, But this is far from being the fact. The
Boston.
2 " : 2 50

warmth on the care

depends for its. quality and

it flows into Second lake. This Jake is also surrounded by high hills, but thd recede further

4

the

further drying, they part witha little move than

mature has provided
eoat
all the while that this coat

account of the warm
for them; forgetting

ceives from the east u tributary nearly gs
large
as itself. ‘One and a quarter miles further south

full day, but what substitute makes up for the
absence of that blessed sunshine without which
life languishes? The walls should be of a cheerful tint; if possible,some sort of out-door glimps
A California lecturer recently illustrated the
should be visible from the bed or chair where
power of heat, by saying that the iron track of the invalid
lies, if it is but the top of a tree and
the Central Pacific Railroad is 1,000 feet shorter
a bit of sky.
Eyes which have been traveling
to-day than on the 4th of July last.
for long, dull days over the pattern of the paperA new safety signal, invented by Mr. George : hangings till each bud, and leaf, and quirl is familiar,—~and hateful,~brighten with pleasure
B. Cummings, is to ‘be tried on the Boston and

Maine Railroad.

trees in autumn,

i

Monldgus snare 12.8.4, CN
SPerlie.ssseyiss
0,1
+
do,

ing them, and also tadearn of how much positive
service they may he to the farmer. (A; bushel of

storm, supposing that they can stand all this on

wide, is in

y+ For the week ending APriv 25, 1872

CANDLES,

And yet we have seén sheep shit up in a filthy

lodging,

The lake has the form of a trapeten feet

BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES.

"ned

analysis of these substances in order to test

yard, and compélled to drink the liquid manure
that filled the holes troddén inthe snow and
dung, Is not the -severity of the above-quoted

the south-east corner. From Third lake the Connecticut flows four and a half miles, when it re-

this process kasts ten times as long as cast type.

which was in session at the St. James Hotel at
the time, at onee decided, in yiew of the limited signed for curves, tunnels and other dangerous
time at their command, to adopt the general form
places.
and construction of the building of 1869.
:
There are 650,000 scholars in attendance
.at
“A fire in South China VillageMe., on Saturday
the public schools in Illinois. Teachérs number

SRA

where the undulations

Tee

COFFEE,
Va ¥
Boon. 24
well pressed. dry leaves, ;as they fall fron the- Ebony

as the blind is raised. The mind, wearied of the
grinding battle with pain and self, finds unconscious refreshment in the new interest., Ah!
there is a bird’s shadow flitting across the pane.
The tree-top sways and teembles with soft rust-

candidate.

REI

gentle.

type by a ¢old pressure pryesss out of
It is said that copper type made by

Senator Wison is embalmed in the memory of
grateful Tennesseans as the prime cause and
mover of the national award of damages to the
University of Tennessee, for injury sustained
during the ‘war from the Union soldiers.
This
timely assistance will enable the institution to
continue its work.

now lies along its bor
with the croaking of

+ zoid, and its outlet, a stream

estate,

The regular passenger trains of the Boston &
1861 every State was represented and every seat Maine, for instance, are fitted up in a style, and
run by a system, that meets the wants of the
filled. The legislative appropriation bill was reTheir extension from Bercommitted, The report on the House resolution most fastidious.
wick Junction*to Portland will be completed at
relativeto the prerogative of the lower branch
an early day, thus giving them an independent
in'the matter of originating revenue measures
line from Boston to the chief city in Maine. . It
was submitted. The deficiency bill was discussed and amended.
In the House, the printing’ is presumed that palace cars will then be added,
$0 that the tourist, taking into account the beauof 21,000 copies of the American case in the mattiful country scenery. along the road and the
ter of the Alabama claims was ordered. The
comfortable condition of viewing it, will find
Goat Island bill was passed in an amended form.
The resolutions coueerning the case of Dr. this the pleasantest thoroughfare to the * Maine
Woods.”
The Winnipesaukee Lake steamboat
Houard
were discussed, and Mr. Banks made
line is also under the control of this road, and
a speech. No action was
taken, An evening
having constructed new boats during the winter,
session was held for the consideration of the
they are better prepared than ever before for
pension bill.
Shi
* On Thursday, in the Senate, the bill sup- the great tide of summer travel that is constantplementary to the enforcement act of 1870, relat- ly increasing towards the mountain region of
ing to the appointment of supervisors of elec- | New Hampshire. So that right here in New England we have a thoroughly equipped and wod_ tions, was réportéd with amendments. The defiernly
arranged road, equal in most respects to
ciency bill was considered, but Sg getion was
the trunk lines to the West.
And what is better,
not taéken, Inthe House, the Dr.
Houard resothe commonest of us can for a trifling sum on
lution was taken up and an exciting debate enany day travel in a style that is altogether magsued, but no action was reached.
nificent.
On Friday,in the Senate, the deficiency bil}
was further considered, and the section relative |
While the snow-plows were in use at one end
, to the
payment of ‘workmen in government | of the Burlirigton, Cedar Rapids and Minnesoworkshops under the eight hour law was adopted | ta Railroad, last month, the farmers were sowsubstantially as it came from the House.
A biil | inz wheat dt the other end. The road is 220 miles
long.
to make the mui service to Brazil semi-monthiy
for tem years was reported. Jn the House, the |
The unti-masonic movement seems to have
Dr. Houard matter was disposed of by the pas.
more strength in Illinois than anywhere elise at
sage yof the “Resolution. with Mr. Bingham's the
A staté convention of the oppresent time.
“amendment. A resolution fixing the final ad- |
ponents of masonry is to be held there soon.
Jjournmeént for May 29 was offered and dtscussed
The Kentucky Legislature has decieed that
with considerable svirit ang at last rejected.
A
:
:
:
PIER]
p
ins’s
is
v
ate
bill
to remove political
ace
i
disabilities
from about | Collings
history
ofof t!the state
mustS beee placed
in
all
the
public schools.
A Louisville paper de16,000 persons was reported.
The tariff bill was |
considered in committee of the whole.
!
| rads that the Louisville directory shall be
"On Saturday, in the Senate, the deficiency, the | put there also, for one is as valuable as the
naval and the post-office appropriation bills | other.
action was taken.
that hereafter ses-

southern border,

¢

correctness of some published statements

feet above ‘the level of the sea, is the source of” remark justified in such cases? Then,again, sheep
the Connecticut river.” Its outlet, a: mere rill, suffer from irregularity in feeding; from close,
leaping over the rocks in beautiful cascades, damp atmosphere; from sudden ehanges in temsoon flows into Third lake. This lake contains perature; and of all stock kepton a farm, the
an'ares of about two hundred and forty ‘acres, sheep generally fare the worst, are subject to
‘and is surrounded by lofty hills, except on its the most neglect in feeding, have the poorest

dy

n

about the quality of what they drink.’ In pasture
there may be 4 spring brook anda pure,bubbling
spring.” The sheep will ‘pass twenty rods down
the bank of thé brook to drink from the spring.

In early

Sold, dark forests, two thousand five hundred

never traveled in a style half so regal as may
now the common laborer on our first class roads.

On Wednesday, in the Senate, “Mr. Ransom
took his seat ag Senator from North Carolina,
and it was remarked that for the first time sinee

three acres,

numerous frogs, which here, undisturbed, find
a congenial habitation, This little lake, in the

general-

George Washington, in his best

more than

Spring while as'yet the
der, the woods resound

of the government forces in the field, The
of the new Spanish Cortes are all supof the government. Senor Rosas was
president.

luxury.

New

bec province, is a small lke, which has ‘an area

of scarcely

has

Railroad travel is already a system of ease and

sideration of the pension bill.

—

Far up among the Hills of érthern

and the

Serrano

necticut.

Hampshire, almost on the very border of Que-

the erup-

Paragraphs.

An, evening session was held for the con-

were considered, but no final
In the House, it was ordered

——

tion are distinctly felt in Naples.
The situation in Spain appears to be critical.
nts ‘now mumber 8000 and many
The insu
places are in & state. of siege. "The government
has resolved to -adopt the most vigorous -meas-

tive to the recent Indian’ outragesfu Chérokee
Nation, and to thie acts of the United. States Mar-

tion.

lost.

villages on the mountain side have been deserted,
and the inhabitants have camped in the fields.

teil

The, deceptive waturd:of bulk in fertilizing
not need, water in winter. This is a great mis- agents is. not confined 40 barnsyard manure.
take and-leadsyo cxnel neglect. (If shedp are per- Leaves,peat,muck,chaffetosneed be. carefully exmitted ‘access:to water, it will be seen that mot amined in order to understandtheir actual value
only do they drink often,butthey are very eligice to the farmer. I have nade a some whatextended

ametigm——

The Source.ofithe Gon

Many people have been burned by thé lava, and"

case.) An

evening session was held for the consideration of
the postal code.
Inthe House, the contested

Indiana §

meta

uBRh
Mid piset
es.

‘Fertilizing Agents.

not the less to be deprecated that jt ‘wis: the result of a want. of knowledge of the proper mode
of treatment, It is widely believed that sheep do
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